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iThis specification establishes the modifications to the CLASP program as
specified in TIRE 77-0055, titled CLASY Program ModifS'^ation.
The following documents foam a part of this specification:
TIRE: 77-0065
lmegorandum dated March 17, 1976, from Rice University, Institute of Computer
Sciences (D. L. Van Ropy) to Ken Baker/TF3, NASA-JSC; Reference:
documentation of SUPER-SCRAM
McCray, B.: Modifications to the CLASY Program,	 JSC-12602, LEC-1048,
NASAOSC (Houston), April 1977.
3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 1WDWARE, DESCRIPTION
The CLASSY clustering program, an modified, is operational on
the IBM 370-148 at Purdue LARS under the CM8370 operating system.
The program utilizes the IBM Fortran IV-G compiler.
H
i	 3.2 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The CLASSY system of subprograms was originated by Dr. Michael
Rassbach formerly a NRC post-doctoral fellow for NASA-J;C,
Earth Observations Division (TF), and currently the president
of ELOGIC, Inc.
CLASSY was designed And implementation as an interativz statis-
tical clustering algorithm which had theoretical promise for
application to classification of earth resources (image) data
acquired from the LANDSAT satellite.
The driver program for the clustering system in CLASSY. The
data handling subprograms for the system are READTP and STATIS.
READTP reads the input data file and writes the selected data
on a disk file for acquisition by the interative statistical
subprogram STATIS. STATIS operates on one pixel at a time to
update cluster statistics. When a given cluster has received
more than a specified number of points as assigned on a
fractional, probabilistic basis, STATIS calls ADJUST to make
the cluster split/combine decisions The set of pixels is
examined N times by STATIS during the clustering procedure
where N is specified by the user. Statistics are printed for
each cluster as it is generates: + when it is significantly
modified, and at the end of each iteration. At the end of
selected iterations and after the last iteration, a cluster map
is drawn showing the cluster assignment for each pixel.
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'
A one-channel LARSYS tape is generated st the end of the last
iteration.
The CLASSY system of subprograms consists of the main driver
program, CLASSY, 57 CLASSY.subprograms, 11 ijRSYS subprograms
and CMS370 system routines.
is	
The overall CLASSY system is flowcharted in Appendix A. List-
ings of the routines are shown in Appendix B. Sample output
from the CLASSY System is shown in Appendix C.
3.2.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (CLASY)
3.2.1.1 Linkages
CLASY is the driver program of the CLASY cluttering system.
CLASP calls SETUP9, READTP, MULTI, and CLUSMP.
3.2.1.2 Interfaces
The crmmon blocks INFORM, CLUSTR, CLUS, MISC, and STPAR and
calling arguments are used in the program CLASY as interfaces
wit. other routines in the clustering system.
3.2.1.3 Inputs
The required input to the CLASSY program consists of one set
of control cards and one tape (or file) containing the multi-
channel image data.
CLASSY calls SETUP9, which reads the input control cards.
These cards and their functions are described in the discussion
of SETUP9 (section 3.2.2.6).
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The image data tape (file) is presumed to be in either of two
specific formats--either "LARSYS Ii" format or "UNIVERSAL"
format. The tape (file) reading program in CLASSY, TAPERD,
accepts either of these formats and self-determines the correct
method of reading the data.
3.2.1.4 outputs
The output from CLASSY are three disk files: two are report
files and one is a one-channel data file. Interium reporting
9	
of statistical parameters and diagnostic data is providing
during the iterative cluster-forming process as a brief summary
on one disk file and a full report of statistical data is
reported on the other disk file.
Portions of each of the report files are maps with symbolic
representations of areas clustered, to form these maps each
pixel is classified using the statistics (mean and covariance)
from the final cluster set determined by CLASSY. The symbols
on the map represent the cluster which is the most likely
parent distribution for the given pixel. The map is output by
subprogram CLUSMP which also produces the one-channel data
tape containing a leader record and the line image records of
the clusters.




CLASSY is the driver program for the clustering routines.
3.2.1.7 Flowchart
See Appendix A for system flowchart.
3.2.1.8 Listings
See Appendix B for program listing.
3.2.1.9 Restrictions
The known restrictions inherent in the program are (1) the
program will not successfully execute with only one channel,
(2) a data vector containing a zero value in the channel of
intere3t will cause an error termination cf the program's
execution, (3) the size of the original image data set read
from the input tape and placed on drum must be containable
in 840,000 characters of drum storage available to the random
access routines. The 840,000 character limitation can be




3.2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 SEVUP9
3.2.2.1 Linage
SETUP9 in called from CLASSY. SETUP9 calls NXTCHR and NUMBER,
which are entry points in subroutine FIND.
3.2.2.2 Interface
interface is accomplished through calling arguments and the
following common blocks: INFORM, SUPCUM, and CLUSTR.
3.2.2.3 puts
Inputs are described in Section 3.2.2.6.
3.2.2.4 Output
SETUP9 writes a summary of the input to CLASSY. If an error is
detected, SETUP9 writes the following message "IM FALID INPUT




SETUP9 reads and analyzes all cards input to the CLASSY
program. The followi:,acT control cards are input to the modified
CLASSY program, to be analysed by SETUP9. In,all cards, the
"keyword" begins in card column 1, and any parameters on the
card are placed from card column 11 through 72, inclusive.
1. "CHANNEL" CARD (i.e., "CHANNEL 1,5,9,1311)
r	 The "CHANNEL" card specifies the channel numbers to be used in
­ A.­' «w A. U- ­ 'IA..:
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2. "NPTS" CARD
The "NPTS" card is used to specify the number of pixels to skip
between the pixels in the original data when selecting a
subset of pixels for analysis:. Zero is the default value.
3. "HED1" card
4. "HED2 11 card
These two cards may be used to specify any arbitrary heading
for the printer outrvt, including the cluster map. Any
alphanumeric charaiAirs put into card columns 11-72 of these
two cards will be output as a page heading.
S. "COMMENT" card
The "COMMENT" card is equivalent in use and format with the
"HEDl" and "HED2" cards, described above.
Y,
6. "DATE" card
This card is used to specify the date or any eight characters.
Will be printed at the upper right hand corner or each page
of printer output.
7. I/ITER" card
The "ITER" card allows the user to specify the number of intera-
tions through the data to be made by subrout-nes STATIS.
8. "MAP" card
The "MAP" card allows the user to request cluster maps on all
iterium iteraitons or up to 10 specific iterations. Iterations




3.2.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 READTP (LAST,IDATA,TOPID)
3.2.3.1 Linkage
READTP is called from CLASSY. READTP calls READ, RWRITE, CMERR,
UNIF RINIT, TAPHDR, LAREAD, FLDINT, LINERD, FDLINT and ERTRAN.
3.2.3.2 Interface
interface is accomplished through calling arguments and the
following common blocks: INFORM, CLUS'PR, CLUS, MISC, and STPAR.
3.2.3.3 inputs
Image data tape described in 3.2.1.3
LAST and TOPID - not used
IDATA - input buffer.
3.2.3.4 output
READTP outputs the following error message:




READTP performs the input image data handling functions and
makes the image data available in two formats.to the iterative
statistical subprograms STATIS and CLUSMP.
The original image data from the designated area cf the input
file is stored as one continuous block of data on a randomly
accessible file. This file is used as an input file by this
subroutine and by the subroutine CLUSMP .
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The data read from the newly created file is scrambled by
reading blocks of pixels from disjoint areas of the file,
scrambling the order of the pixels and writing this data to
another portion of the file as continuous records to be read
by subroutine STATIS.
3.2.3.7 Flowchart
See Appendix A for system flowchart.
3.2.3.8 Listingn
See Appendix B for program listing.
IF--
H3.2.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 MULTI (PV)
3.2.4.1 Lin_ kaae
w
MULTI is called from CLASSY. MULTI calls DATFIX# ALFREE, CLINIT.
STATI8 and CLDUMP.
3.2.4.2 Interface
interface is accomplished through calling arguments and the 	 i
following common blocks: CLUS,MISC,STPAR,INFORM and CLUSTR.
3.2.4.3 Inputs






MULTI calls the routines to initialize the clustering algorithm.
3.2.4.7 Flowchart
See Appendix A for system flowchart.
3.2.4.8 Listings
See Appendix B for program listing.
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3.2.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 9TATIS(KROTIN,PV,StM,SKEW,KURT,
OSUM,OVAR)
3.2.5.1 Linkages
STATIS is called by MULTI. STATIS calls DISC, CLASY2 1
 CORECT,
DOTSQ, VPV, VMTV, MPVS, ADJUST, CLDUMP, and EXP.
3.2.5.2 interface
Interface is accomplished through calling arguments and the
following common blocks: CLUS, MISC, STPAR, CLUSTR, and RAND.
{
3.2.5.3 Lnputs
KROTIN - top node.
PV - dummy array.
3.2.5.4 Out_ Puts
STATIS outputs two warning messages. They are: "***WARNING
6W THE INDEX(KL=", "** SUSPECTED BAD DATA POINT --S'rATIS**
IDO=_, ROOT_, VECTOR`"
UM - sum matrix
SKEW - skewness matrix
KURT kurtosis matrix
OSUM - old sum matrix








STAIfIS updates the proportion, mean vector, and covariance
matrix for each cluster using maximum likelihood iteration.
The routine first updates these parameters with each new data
point and later makes updates only after a complete pass
through all of the data has been completed. STATIS also
accumulates measures of multivariate skewness and kurtosis.
If a cluster has subcisuters the log of the likelihood ratio
of the parent cluster to the subclusters is also accumulated.
STATIS calls ADJUST when the weight for a given cluster has
exceed a threshold value.
3.2.5.7 Flowchart
See Appendix A for system flowchart.
3.2.5.b Listings
See Appendix B for program listing.
3.2.6 SOFTWARE COMPONEW' Z
 NO. 6 ADJUST(KLIN , SUM,SKEW ,KURT,OSUM,
OVAR)3.2.6.1 Linkage
Adjust is called from STATIS. ADJUST calls GET, TR, DOTSQ, SQMTX,
MINV, UNIF, CWR, TRIMTX,, DENCAL, SPLIT, FREE, CLDVMP, , SEPER,
SUBLIM, ;ELIN #
 CORECT, JOIN, APXIOR, SQRT, ALDG, EXP, and XPRI.
3.2.6.2 Intt^rface
Interface is accomplished through calling arguments and the
following common blocks: CLUS, MISC, STPAR, CLUSTR, and JOINPR.
3.2.6.3 Inputs
KLIN - current cluster
SUN	 sum matrix
SKEW - skewness matrix
KURT - kurtosis matrix
OSUM - old sum matrix
OVAR	 old covariance matrix
3.2.6.4 Outputs
ADJUST prints out three brief messages concerning statistical
information and three error messages. They are; "ADJUST`
WEIGHT WAS SPFAC CHANGE_ —", "STATISTICS: TRACE`
SK&W` KURT TESTS(SPLIT>0): _ — _", MHAVE SPLIT WEIGHT—
SU"f3S	 I$ 	 ERROR IN ADJUST: KL,W,NEW. W,VOL
"***EXTRAPOLATION PROBLEM IN ADJUST: ITER, INDEX(KL), VDLIN,
OVOL, CVOL _ _
	






ADJUST subtracts off old data from the sums accumulated in STATIS
and used in STATIS to calculate the proportion, mean vector, and
covariance matrix for a cluster. There is also a system for
extrapolating cluster parameters which is not currently used.
a;,
ADJUST forms scalar measures of multivariate skewness and
kurtosis and test these against thresholds also computed in
ADJUST to determine if a cluster should be split. ADJUST
alsc does all other test for discrete restructuring of the
cluster free including tests for calls to JOIN, SLIM, SUBLIM,
and SEPER.
3.2.6.7 Flowchart
See Appendix A for system flowchart.
3.2.6.8 Listings






3.2.7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 7 CLDUMP (KLHED)
CLDUMP calls CLPR to print all of the class headed by KLHED-
3.2.7.1 Linkages
CLDUMP is called by MULTI and STATIS
CLDUMP calls CLPR and ISPLIT.
3.2.7.2 Interfaces
CLDUMP uses common blocks /CLUB/, /MISC/:, /STPAR/, and /CLUSTR/.




KLHED - Head of class of nodes.
3.2.7.4 Outputs
Message:




CLDUMP calls CLPR to print the statistics for each of the




See Appendix B for program.
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3.2.8	 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 8 CLPR (KLIN,SUM,SKEWrXURT)
CLPR prints all the variables indexed by KL.
3.2.8.1 Linkages
CLPR is called by CLDUMP.




CLPR uses common blocks /CLUS/, /MISC/, and /STPAR/.
3.2.8.3 Inputs
KL - cluster index
IN - level of cluster in tree
SUM	 mean array
SKEW - skewness matrix
KURT - kurtosis matrix
3.2.8.4 Outputs
A listing of the statistics for cluster KL is written to unit 6.




The permanent statistics for cluster KC are written to unit 6.
The meaty covariance, kurtosis, old mean and old covariance
are calculated and written to unit 6. The index and symbol













3.2.9.1 SO!'TWM COMPONENT NO. 9 CLUSMP (MAP, LBTITR)
CLUBMP prints the cluster map. The cluster map has each pixel
represented by a symbol representing its cluster tape.
3.2.9.1 'Linkages 	
3
CLUMP is called from ADJUST and CLASSY,.
a
3.2.9.2 'Interfaces
Interface is accomplished through the calling arguments and
the following common blocks: ARRAY, GLOBAL, CLUSTR, MISC, CLUS,
STPAR.
3.2.9.3 Inputs
MAP - Positive indicates a 1 channel file is to be written.
Zero indicates that the 1 channel file is not to be
written.
LSTITR	 Positive indicates this is the last indication.
Zero indicates this is not the last indication.
3.2.9.4 Outputs
• cluster map is written to file 3.
• cluster map is written to file 6.




CLUSMP reads the data is its original format, assigns a cluster
number to eachpixel and creates cluster maps for the terminal
(unit 3) and line printer (unit 6) and a one channel LARSYS









3.2.10 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 10 CLUST (H*GP•NDO,KLOUT,KR0TIN,
suit)
l
CLUST classifier each point for the purpose of generating a mep.
3.2.10.1 Linkages
CLUST is called by CLUSMP.
CLUST calls ISPLIT, CORECT and DOTSO.
3.2.10.2 Inter races
CLUST uses common block /MISC/, /STPAR/ and /BIGCOM/.
3.2.10.3 inputs
BIGP - Input data vector
NDO	 - Number of data points
KLOUT - Top node of output class
KROTIN - Index of node 0
SUM	 - Position of sum vector is cluster
3.2.10.4 Outputs
The following error messages are written to unit 6.
..... WARNING ..... 11; CLUST, KROT =




CLUST determines the cluster most nearing matching each point
and classifies the point as belonging to that cluster.
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3.2.10.8 Listings
See Appendix 8 for program.
a8
3.2.11 SOFTNARE COMPONENT NO. 11 DATFIX
DATFIX initializes constants in /CLUS/, /MISC/ and /STPAR/.
3.2.11.1 Linkages
DATFIX is called by MULTI.
3.2.11.2 Interfaces





















3.2.12 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 12 DENCAL (KL,RATIO,OLW) i
DENCAL adjusts the denominator offset and proportion of KL.
3.2.12.1 Linkages
DENCAL is called by ADJUST.
a
3.2.12.2 interfaces
DENCAL uses common blocks /CLUS/, /MISC/ and /STPAR/.
3.2.12.3 inputs
KL	 - node to be adjusted.
RATI,O — proportion of points contained by parent cluster.
3.2.12.4 Outputs




New proportion - Ratio * all proportion
OLW = old W(KFATH)
Nodes are assumed to be reconnected in their new position.
3.2.12.7 Flowchart
See Appendix A.
3.2.13 SOFTWM COMPONENT NO. 13 ELIM (KEL)
This routine eliminates the cluster XEL from the cluster tree
and frees the storage.
3.2.13.1 Linkages
ELIM is called by ADJUST.
ELIM calls SUBLIM and TR FREE.
3.2.13.2 Interfaces
ELIM uses common blocks /CLUS/, /MISC/ and /STPAR/.
3.2.13.3 Inputs






ELIM prints a message that the cluster has been Eliminated.
If the cluster has only one 	 SUBLIM is called to





See Appendix B for program.
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3.2.14 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 14 JOIN (KAI,KBI,SUM , SKEW,KURT,
OSUM ,OVAR,VVV^B,A,D)
'	 JOIN creates a parent cluster for RAI and KBI.
3.2.14.1 Linkages
JOIN is called by ADJUST-
JOIN calls MORSTR, SQMTX, MINV, APRIOR, DENCAL, TRIMTX, CLPR
and SORT.
3.2.14 .2 Interfaces
JOIN uses common blocks /CLUSTR/, /CLUS/, /MISC / and /STPAR/.
3.2.14 . 3 inputs
RAI	 - Cluster to be joined
KBI	 - Cluster to be joined
SUM	 - Sum matrix
SKEW - Skewness matrix
KURT - Kurtosis matrix
OSUM - Old sum matrix
OVAR - Old covariance matrix
VVV	 - Dummy array
R	 - Dummy array
A - Dummy array
D	 - Dummy array
3.2.14 . 4 Outputs
SUM - Sum matrix
SKEW - Skewness matrix
KURT - Kurtosis matrix
OSUM Old sum matrix







JOIN does the following functions:
1 locates clusters KAI and KBI in the trop.
(2) creates a new cluster
(3) inserts new cluster in tree and links to subclusters.
(4) removes KA from old tree.
(5) remove KB from old tree.
(6) calculates statistics for new cluster.




See Appendix B for program.
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3.2.15 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 15 PRTREE (TOPNOD)
3.2.15.1 Linkages
PRTREE is called by ADJUST.
PRTREE calls ONI4A1.
3.2.15.2 Interfaces
PRTREE uses common block /CLUS/.
3.2.15.3 Inputs




PRTREE determines the location and pr(,,)porti.on of each node
of the tree. A line is printed for each level of the tree
showing the nodes on that line and the proportion of points






3.2.16 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 16 SEPER 4KLj
E
SEPER removes a cinater in favor of its subclusters.
3,2.16.1 Linkages






SEPER calls -nwit, DENCAL, FREE.
3.2.16.2 interfaces
SEPER uses common block /NISH/.
3.2.16.3 Inputs






SEPER brings all of the subclusters of KL up to the level of




See Appendix s for program.
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3.2.17 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO.17 SPLIT (KL,SUM,SKEW,KURT,OSUM,
OVAR ORT#DSQ#SG#TAU,,'RE,VER,DUM,DSG,DTAU)
SPLIT is called seperate one cluster into two clusters.
t	 3.2.17.1 Linkages
SPLIT is called by ADJUST. SPLIT calls MORSTR, SQMTX, EIGROT,
MLT, MVEC, MTVEC, ACOM, APRIOR, MINV.
3.2.17.2 Interfaces
SPLIT uses common blocks /MISH/ and !CMBK10/.
3.2.17.3 Inputs
KL - node to be removed
SUM - sum matrix
SKEW - skewness matrix
KURT - kurtosis matrix
ORT - coordinate transformation
DSQ - multiple use array
ERE - multiple use array
VER - multiple use array
DUM - multiple use array
DTAU - derivitive of objective function with respect to TAU.
3.2.17.4 Outputs
SUM - sum matrix
OSUM - old sum matrix
OVAR - old covariance matrix
DSG	 E * ORT
TAU	 square root of covariance matrix for subcluster A.







(1) Generate the centered versions of the variance, skewness,
and kurtosis.
(2) Shift to frame with unit inverse covariance matrix.
(3) Initialize and make a good initial guess.
(4) if Egienvalue negative, adjust "good guess" tempories.
(5) Generate actual initial values.
(6) Iterate to refine values.
(7) Generate two new subclusters.
(8) Create names and linkages for new clusters KA and K8.




Sea Appendix 8 for program.
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{	 3.2.18 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 18 SUBLIM (KLHED)
SUBLIM eliminates the subclusters of the node KLHED.
3.2.18.1 Linkages




SUBLIM uses common block /NISH/.
I
3.2.18.3 Inputs







SUBLIM eliminates all of the subcluster for node KLHED by
calling TRFREE for each one of them. SUBLIM then reset the




See Appendix B for program.
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4. OPERATION
CLASSY is operational of the IBM 370/148 computer at LARS#
West Lafayette, Indiana.
CLASSY is executed by entering the following commands after







Control input is read from PILE PT21P002.
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 S11• ( NK13 ) • DCONI141) • ( LINK133 1 • RAT I131 ► • A11I^:^('311 . 1+T4G(1.t?• (LINK(31 •PPASS ( 12))• (LINK ( 31•F+ T(1111•	 A7 (I.f A 'K (T11 • nCTN(1 ()• ( LINK131).PjoND ( 7))• (LINK ( 31)9VRIN(7))•
	
A
Nv(1311 •r^FNCM' ILINK ( 311.0R0 OR(4)1• (LIMK ( 31)•ODEN(8))•
	
A,A (Ll hrf(( 31)9 r+NFF(H))
	 Art)PAMON/CLUS/ 11)NK t 121 •NARL•NTOP•NTB g 7M•NWANT•LINK ( 14000) 	 Ani tAFNSION r4 r#1p (31)•LK13)9LV(3)	 AF+j1tI VAL1»wCF (LQ (1) •LVRIN) • (LR (?) •LKURT) . 	 A1	 !1.W131•Li ► t► AW)•(LV(1) .LSUM)•(LV(2)9LSKFW)•MY(3) •LOS11M) 	 A
f nMMt)n; /m y,;C/ M(;I.MM•LR•LV•NINCLS•MXAR•WTINTT KROOT•EPS•nELT
	
A1	 AMW.+1 0C U'k+•K rwt . n•XUNFL0 0 WAnJIN • ELIMTM . SFP^M . VFAC • AMM•SHLfM.	 A
?	 1NDXV(. • NF A C•NPTSO•PORATH SPMVTM•DWFAC;GRACTM.AMOFAC• 	 A
3	 AMn"'► lNeAMf►MAX• AMnPAT •VnLLIM• BIAS•PJON • VPJOTN • WSIM•WUELSM•	 A4	 HFTTF#4-v 14 f)F:•CURLEN•SPCo Q
	 Ar
f► IMfp+SI' ►N Ha(t" F't1^l.MACCE.L(21•VACCELt?)
	 Ar	 A






1	 PA(SIZ. TAPCMK•	 TRNSYM•	 TSTSYM•	 A











NOFET?•	 NOFET49	 VAM7.•A+ 1VARSy7 •




I N VFQT ( '30) •
	
kFSTVC ( 30) A
r
S*'w^+1w . F1^
r,)*,M(iw /tiPWAN/ (; AMMEi•)FL MET •S6TMET•04COV•OPSKFW•UPKI-INT• EXMNSA• A
1	 (AX*604LEN P TStaINI • DAMP . r)OFHPMS • pTAU • TIMO • TIMI•ITFPMX.A
'0. Oki 	 SO A ( 1) .5'( F W(I)•f(ORT(1).OSU M (I ) •OVA W tl! A
k'AL
	 FV(1h)•SV(16) A
r"OMMON /JUT r^+N R/w DJOIN9RLIM9N0J09W)FLTM A
DATA NAr+J/Inn/ Ar A
wATA	 TFINST /n/ Ar p
'- C Pi0-P0 qF--T0 h AKF AgSC AnJUSTMFNTS TO THF. N00E CORRFSPONnTNG TO CLASS Ai
r (1)	 LHAwfFS CONTIN110US STATTSTTCS A!r (r)	 FFSTS FOR AWn INITIATES nESCRFTE THANSFOPMATIONS A!
r Ai
t Sr%,1t+ST Wes v►
 SIC;N (i TO
	 Ih'CLUOF	 A NUMERIC EXTRAPOLATION SYSTEM THAT Al








HE.Fr , 	 .;ET T O 0 Tn wULLIFY THIS SYSTE M , Al





	 APF CALC. RUT NOT USED AlAlr Al
r T^'+ PP* A	 IS A k1. - A(;
 THAT	 IS NEUATIVF	 IF THF.RF HAS REEN A COMPLETE PASS



























r OVAR' `	 OLD COVAN MATRIX MATRIX





SKTFs -- "FASOP ^ OF	 KEWN 35
C
STW -STANCi4"p i? D WE GMT
TOKTES - 4 ASUOE OF
C KUR 0KURTO+^t)RKTE fC	 MLA911RF OF
c VR N	
CANGF' IN VARIANC
C TNVEk%E OF CO AP IMATRiX►+A tTF
	4GF F ACTOR •
 DELAYS DECISIONS UNTIL A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF
r. TTkcATIONS HAVE 000URREO
r










KF xL%0PE.W (KL )






PF/ CNANOF	 ?kA'SKACH 3/21/77
t A=MC►kSTk(LMOS)t A*Mo R 4.,TW (LM4S)
LI)MMMS1 R ( L m0s )t C. V A m"6PSTO (I MOS)
LAP s LA/2 ♦ 1LN2 s L4/2 + 1
t
 L(.VAR	 i= L LVa/?	 Ir
r LAIC nIFFFKEmCF
 IN THE WFIOHT FOR CLUSTER KL (CURRENT - OLn)
( n0W1W) -0w (KL )=WI1
FW - w(KL)
' KAnTYs)IF	 (INDEX (KL) .L.T.0)
	 EW = OW (KL1r
C
f
Tf"OTX IS A FLAN THAT IS NEGATIVE IF THERF HAS ^AFF.N A COMPLETE PASS
tHWtN . IhH 11ATA	 IN STATIS WITHOUT CALLING ADJUSTTF`(1N(,)FX(KL).LT * I.1)
	 KAf1TY=?r CALCOLATF	 STATISTICS.
C
f
PRrPFR1 V9K11kT SHOULD RF AnJUSTEO FORHF, nISCR TI. P INTFFFFCT ( :SI M ILAP TO SHFNHFPn9S
r
CORRF. CT1t*1	 TH^S HA^ N?T vt~T Fi ppFN
nn^'E• q0T Stiolil.0 NOT HAVE ANY MAJOR EFFFCf9 SINCE
	
KURC (04,Y IS 0 EDl e i IMF Ch11nt	 SCAN.! S W= FW/1)1a
r
C PAPAMF TF RS Ff ►«t SPL IT TEST
TUK	 T9(fK+k`(KL ♦1)9 VkINlKL ♦ I))*STw
^:K ,rj t ►jStSK *M+ (Kl. ♦1) • Vi+IN(Kt.•1))*ST W1)oK= (AMSt) (K11rl T (KL ♦ 	 ) 9VRIN (KL ♦ 1)) *STW*STW-TRK*TNK/AMO) *DWTPK= ( TRK — A+-)* (AM039) ) *SORT (OW)
rs ('OFL.AY FACTO► 4 TO C1VE YOUNG CLASSES TIMF TO GROWWATTF=1.+r10%t7/0wr
C ACT, IAL TkST VAII,FS.
	 CHI PARAMETERS
	 ARF. CHI*M2 VALUES CALL•
	 IN
r CLTNIT c I M ILAwl.Y FOR RNn PAkAM TERS.TNKTFS=Tk+^+► * -OWOT98NU-TRCH,*WAITF
4 SkKTFSSJQA-I PKNUt) *nW-URKCHT •WAITFr
r F 074APOLATt T f•fF f 4PAMFTFRS.
C PNF PA pF V AH I A ,^IrF ANn VOLUMEIn?
	 COO T I Nl Ir
'. CALL	 0S 1 o4Tx (AL INK (1-82) 9VRIN(KL ♦1) >CAI. L
	
li c;r i',4 Ts (ALTNK (LA2) 90VA W ( KL+l) )
CALL	 0 04 INV (nLINK ( L.1)2) 9ALINK. ( LVA2) 9ALINK (LH?) •RVOL)























^► INFCs4 • ^UwrOW ( KL)/W(KLI••2
r SV s CHANPE IN COO
C FV : FX TkANOLAT1ON FACTOR FOR SLIM
EXTUPOLAT U1v nIFFEWS FOR TWO TYPES OF STATISTICS ( SON(INOMPL)1( 1 01 11113 I s l •MW
SVIT)sSUM ( I+KL)-11SUMII+KL)
101 FV ( I)s%V(D - o k* SUM(T +KL)LV1t^sLl^2
LAX2sLA!
iF (KAI)TY . E 11.1) 6 01 TO 134
L0P:LAi?
LAX? Ln?
f CHAN(ir SflhiF OF S001ARFS
r FXTk SUM of S( IIA4FS
1 d4	 CONTTNUF00 104 l s l • mOS
ALT1+ 1KKk2+1-11 a AL1NK(LVX2+1-1)-ALINK(1_AX2 +I-11
Ina	 ALINK(LVA2+1-11 = ALINK(L42+1-1) - WR*ALINK(LAX?+1-1)
r rAl_CII I . ATF_ SMUT ( CHf+ IN MEAN VECTOR) • VMOT (CHA IN VAR IANCE) •r P R A(( ►T (CHr, IN P R IOR) SINCE LAST CALL TO AnJUST
r
r TWF.9F: ARE 1NTFf4DF 0 TOttNOICATF HATE_ OF MOTION OF C.1 USTEk STATISTICS
r F'Ow 1NC0MPLF tF SYSTEM TO CALC•NEEXT ADJUSTMENT POINT•
SMnT=n(1TS 1 ) ( FV (1) •`/WIN ( KL +1)) MEW /DW**?
VMnT OunAM5') ( AL INK ( IVA?) •VAIN (KL+l)) M ( FW/nw) **?V §40T a VMOT(1
f *Awr1lr`G: DALP HAS NnT «!FE(`( CALCULATFn YET* NFXT LINE INVALID43M OT=1,1A1 1•p*?
f
r	 A
C TOA CE 1-- A-4,1110, T 411mmmoY P 14 14TOUT	 ATrAnT = 11•
	 ANNTNT 7nl.I- ,11)F'x (KL) •wirL) *OW(KL) •SPFAC(KL) •NMOT•TM O)T•SMnT•VMOT	 A
7itil i Fi+G,A.T(
;OF a^^^ F 1?.5• ^ i4i CHANGE:^ HE1'1 1..1^1 X.F11w Sol X;h11.5.1x.F11.5) Afjg TNT 1,19 TP K • SK•IJRK•TRKTFS•SK^FS•URKTF.S 	 A3g+3 FOPMAT11	 STATTSTTCS: TRACF*•Fll. lr # SKEW C • Fll.l • t 	 Ki1^4'T • ,F'll.l9 A
1 /•10x• 1
 To- tiT5 (SOLTT=n)	 •FII*596X•F11.r+•6X•FI195) 	 A
r TOACF^ ?--A('711AI_ AnJ(P;T PRINT ON SELECTIVF
	
A
1F (w(KI.).(,1. 1 nf.l 1F(4!;00.)*PWnp (KL) oOP * ((KL).1 t.n.nk.()W.LE.O.nP.RVOL A
.1 FoOlICALL CLuk(KL9NAOJ9SIIM9SKEW9KURT)
	 A
F( 1v(KI.).1 1 . 1► ,UW.hw LF . 0 Ok.AVOL LF . 0001Pr+TNT771•Kl.•w(KL) • GW•NV(11.A
771	 1)i01AT ( 1X• , 4 /1IVO F^kill ^N A(^Jl)S^:Ki•;I NF:w w, •VOL l 91693F l5*7)	 A
r	 A
r and ►,) a A(+,)( ► tiT +FNT CONSTANT
	 A
*4Al)JsMA0J+)	 A4 # K oc w
 (KI.)
	 A
w (wt. ) =nw	 A
r	 A
r S71• T I ST I CS-- -j(. W wF li;HT	 A
KKst,sil r y (KL )
	 A
C
rC A11,11 1 ST TOTAL 416HT IN SUNCLUSTERS• TF A14Y
r
r 1 OCATF kl(+HT- lr ► ST N(11)F
I`F IKK•s"^ ► ^t(1 (71) TO 104FNw=w 0K L) --dKN
1 0) A r T IT (KK)=C TOT 00(K'K=LINK (KK)
IF(nM'gl'+'.0) GO TO 10x1
10 to  „l +2=w (K(.) /Dw
r
r vO= p VTNANULn'1F MFA14
C F*Xf-	 TfVP* FxTkANUI.ATION FACTOP
r r14A^+r;r
 kl• :NASSNACH 3/21/77
9 XF=wl 1 - 1 C*VACCFL (KADTY)
1,10 11:3 I=1•a^)S^^MiKL+!)=w w+► (SV(T1 • F,:XF +►FV(I1)	 ,11'a (lc;l11•l0L +11=S'1N(KL+1)
r CHA+v(F kF : u ASSHACH 3/?1/77
r
B-4
























































































C SF.T NFXT ADJUSTMFNT POINTS WITH MINIMUM	 A
0004P sC 




W ITF tb^409 1 " m"w KL)oW(KL •Wg M
*047 iQ RMAT to WAnJ(K41•W KL)vWSIM o7FlOs11 	 -	
A
C DISCRFTE POINT (SHEPHARD,S) CORRECTION ( TO COVARIANCE ONLY)	 A
C	 QCARRs(9W•WADJ(KL))/24	 A
c	 IF(KAI)TY.Etd.?1000RRspM/	 A
C *** WARNING: ('MANGEE ONSWUSA FOR DOUBLE PRECISION ^••
C11R' LINKILR^t I I) slINK(L1f0I-1) * DCORR	 A
r rxTp APnLATF CUVAATANV	 A
FKFsWINI•= C*MACCE:L (KADTY)	 A
117 0 X 114 181040S	 A
114	 ALTNK(LU2 # 1 . 1) : WRM (ALINK (LR2 4, 1 . 1) • EXF*ALINKlLVA2# I-1).1	 A
TALL OTPMTX f0VAw(KL+1) •ALINK (1.D21)
CALL Ci 14114V ( AL INK ( LVA21 • AL INK (LO2) 9ALINK ( Ln?_) * VOL IN(KL)1	 AFXF 0NF* * 3	 A
r FXTRAPOLATED COVANtANCE MUST RE POSITIVE DEFINITE* ELSE LOOP	 A
ITXu1T><1	 A
1F(ItX.FQo2%)FXFsO.	 A
IF(VOLIN(KL).L.T•O..AND•ITX•LT.26) 60 TO 117 	 A
CVOL:ALOG(ARS(VOLIN (KL1))/AMO-ALOG(AAS(W(KL)))	 AA
C ALSO PFOOTRE NOT TOO RAPID CHANGE IN VOLUMF	 A
TF( AN4 ( nV0L -CVnL),GT.VOLLIM . AND•ITX*LT.26.ANU.EXF.GT . o.) 60 TO 117A
C^ CHANGi kF:RASSHACH 3/21/77 	 At
r. FPPnk Mt SSAGF	 A
t F(ITX•GC&ln)PQ TNT 772• I TK•INDFX(KL)•VALIN(KLL),OVOL CVOL	 A
77? FORM AT (/• t ***FX7 PAPOLAT10 PRORLFM IN AnJUST : ITEM* I)EX (KL) • VOLI AN* 0Vr.1(_ • 9# 0#0L 9 9 l 4• l 6.3E 15.7)	 A
C NI
C"AF^ kE:PASSHACH 3/21/77	 A
C SynpF COVAOIAIICF MATRIX
	
A
TF(ITX OE•2^► )CALL CLPN(KL•NADJJ•SUM•SKF.W.KURT)	 A
CALL 1) o4 m X (VPTN(KL•l) 9ALINK(LVA2))	 A
r PWOPORATION CAI.0/FXTRAPOLATI0fJ 	 A
FXFz0 , ltgF C*PACCFL ( K ADTY)	 A
PkK=PR0P (KL)
	
AOF,a' =W (KF ) -CTOT (KL)	 A
CINv ,i:ClN(KL) •OCIN(KL) 	 A
PRnP(KL)=(Cl4V)/(PEN-ODEN(KL)) 	 A
C FPRQR MES546F--PHOPURATION CALCULATION	 A
IF(RP0P(KL)•GT• 0••ANn PROP(KL)•Lk 11.) (;U To 139	 A
PRINT Al9el .^i')EX(KL) •PRK*PRnP(KL) • Ft IRCM(KF)•W(KL)•CIN(KL) • 	 A
1	 OCIN(KL).CINVoW(KF)•CTOT(KL)+UEN900EN(KL)	 A
639 FORMAT( $ ALPHA tWROR:FRK9P9CM,W l •13.4F.9.4/ l 	(ERROR CONT) CIN I • A
1 IF-Q * 4. 9 	(t(F)•CT0T90F_N9ODFNl94E9.4) 	 Ar CHANC:F PF:PASSRAC N 3/21/77
	
A
C PPINTnUT CLUSTFR	 A
CALL CLPR (KL.NAf)J9SUM•SKEW•KUkT) 	 A
PR0P(KL)=PN K 	
114 ALPOA AL0G (flPN )P (KL))	 A
OALP=ALP-ALP S:)	 A
kF AC=EXV (FxF*r)AI.P)	 A
PP,nP (KL) =POOP (XL) *PFAC.' 	 A
nFPOP (KL) ='+k1)P (KL)	 AhFE TMCM (KF') =PN. I PCM (KF) •PROP (Kt.) -PRK	 A
Cl h^(KL)=CIN^1* FAC	 A
ncT+v(ht, )=C11',)(KL)	 A
nOFN(KL)=(CTH(KL) /PROP (KL) *PR IRCM(KF))	 A
rTnl'(KL)=W(KF)-00FN(KL)	 A
r, 41i,J11ST PRnPOPATIONS OF SUBS	 AKK=LS(jkS(KF)	 A
1 t 1 CALL nF' NCAL(KK.1•/PR IRCM(KF).W(KF))	 A
KK=LINK(KK)	 A











































F Tl,f l Ar►J)UST	 F0010AN
c
r^
r no 140T Q+CK F(OW Si: NAPAT10N OR TO EL I NI M ATF SUPS
r	 F'1, CMt^^IATF r ll ; Cl.l)t TFW IN FAVOR OF TTS S1,44CLOSTER lio IF IT 15
r	 SPLIT WITH  0005 rRF ATER THAN SFNTH.
rnn IF (%sjF;AC Vl L) .LF.SFPTH*SPCOR) 60 TO 3 0GALL 4'E ►'E:k(vL)
r nn 'JOT PkOCES5 DFL.FYFn CLOSTE P FUkTHEk
rn TU 3444
r; FL T ►o+T" i ATk THE SOA civ IF IT HAS SO4S AND FTTHFR
r	 (I) CQLTTTI r,& Lf SS THAN SUALIM THPESHOLn• Of7
r	 (,^) IT IS ST M T1.Ak TO SUBS AND SPLITTING LFSS THAN SHMVTH
An roNTTN ► 1f
r	 F't.TMTNATE T m+F 5 ► 1 N CLUSTERS IF T H EY ARF nr'1MINATFn AY THE MAIN
r	 CLUSTF.kol;PQN0= (SPF Ar (K L )-ORN I OR (KL) ) /SHCORIF ,( (c%P Q N11.L.F,SnLTH * OH.PURAT (KL) /1)W.LT*PGRATH.ANf).SNRNF)
1.LT,SPMVTH).A rtn.LSUF)S(KL).NE.0) CALL SUHLIM(KL)
r	 FLIMTNATF TNie CLUSTER (AND PERHAPS ITS COCLOSTER) IF ITS
1'	 F PoPow T If ► W 4E COMFS TOO SMALL.
r F I. T M I^1ATF: Ir F*Kt1POk T TtNV TOO S M ALL AND FLIN PARAMFTE •k NOEL I M IS OFF
PO 4 IF( ►^KnP(Kl,).(+k.FLIMTH.Ok.NOFLIM.f4E.0) G0 TO 204
CALL FL1M(KL)
r nn NOT THY T(1 PwOCESS FORTHEW
GO TO 34Y
;0A r, K fr=i I;+INE,k ( K L)KOC =L I NK (KL)
r rALL .)Olro IF i, s l,4ILAW CLUSTE R HAS 4FEN FOUNDr,
r1. , l l; TFk Ml rtiT r IiF LECTIVELY CHOSEN
r
C,AL# 3llPSlKL1.NFMd1 CuPTOR2AO IVfN
I CLUSTFROFFIi^FEpi"fHE THRESHOLD 
IF T1'tKTES 9 UkKTE5 tMf ASLiREOF KUUN USStteS	 Ofi
^OS
	 ^r S9 TFS ( M^AS?4FS AF SKEM	 gS) I5	 I T VF SPLIT CLU5T^R
TF• ( TwKTE S . T.0..A1•IU.SSK	 S .LT.O..ANU .IIAKTFS6	 TO 200*LT.O.)
r
C RFT WORKING STORAGE FOR SPLITS CALL SPLIT. PRINT RFSULTS AND
F'REF, WORKING STORAGE
NSIASQw40RSTR (L40S )NTAUS(owmORiTHILMt S)NO$148MONS74 (1 MOS)
NOS6:MORS T R I L MA51
MI/T40=04 FRSTNWAOS1f4s6sr4l s 455SOI? + I
NTAUS7 : NTAUSQ/2 + I
^m ► 1M^	 luF►111/?	 +
Nnsc	 s N0 1;6/ pNOTAO? s N()TAII/'? ♦ 	 Ir
r 1 )0 SP. TT
i CA 1.	 SPLIT (KL-oSU►4. 5KFW.K1 )RTr()SUM . l1VAO•
I AL NKiLA?).ALTNK(LRp).ALINK(LD2)sALINK(LVA2.)oALIMK(NSG5t42)a
2).ALINK (N11UMP) •AL INK (NO' 	 ?) •AL INK 04PTMIR)2 AL NK (NTAUS	 G(C =; LS ► 14ti lK L )
6 CALL NNTPFf(KL)E KC^LSt:)HS (Kt,)
W O 2LINK(KC.)
r
r Tw ArF	 4
POINT IS4,	 T F'nFX(KL).W(KL),INOEX(KC). TNnFX (KDC),ITFR
kv fw TTF	 (39354)	 TNI,)Fx ( KL)•W(KL),TNUF.X(KC)•INnFX(KOC)•ITFk354	 FORMAT($	 ***HAVE S pLIT I •I3-0 WFIGHT 9 9F q .l+ f SURS t oP 3.0	 ITFRO,014)
^. FRFF STORA( k
x	 i CALL	 CLI'► 1 ► MP (M'L )




rALI.	 F'kEF: i t+ ► 156.1 MrJ51► CAI..L






-10tH CONTROL PARAMETER NOJO MUST Of OFF• AND THERE MUST BE A ADJ03961r STRUCTURALLY VOW JOIN AVAILABLE ADJ039?1
FTNTI LIKELY OVE QLA QS OF THIS CcLUSTER WTHOSE FURTHER DOWN THE.. LIST
ApJ03981












DO NOT CNFCK ON RANUO" BA5Ia D0NTRO^hEQT 	Y PARAMETER PJOIN•	 THIS IS
NECESSARY TO AVOID REPEATTI	 R
ADJ04 IADJO4041
ADJ04051
N	 J	 N	 ES•M IFfPJOIN•LT•l)NIF(l•l1 GO A J04061TO 2 13 AD 04074WW=w f K l /W (K ) AC►J04044
u CALL SORECT(FV•SUM(KL+1)#WW 55 M(K+1)1N(KL+1)1 ♦ 110^5^(FV•VRIN(K+1)1+WW) N •^5/WfKL) AN 4 91RNs(Li TS416FV.VR AD 	 0(C
C CNFCK (ITFFFREI4CE IN DTA60NAL COVARIANCE MATRIX ELEMENTS. ApJ04 ll fADJ04 2f
C C w^•	 WAANIN6 •**




00 212 i s l•""0 ADJO4SCADJ04 6CTM=Mk A" (j + l ►
ApDJO4 7CIC THIS FR OOR MItiHT OCCUR t)U
	 TR ROUNDING ERROR. ADJ04 9CTF(VkT t4(KL+IM ) NVNTN (K+lMI•LF • O•)	 PRINT 	 612rI•IM•INDEX(KL)•INDEX ADJO4 OC
T
1	 ( K )• KL•K•(J•VRIN(KL+JI•VR N(K+J)• Jsl•MM)617 FORMAT ( $	 L06 FNROK	 AIIJU^Tf ADJ04 1CIN	 I•I M•KL•K/VRTN= 0 •P_IS9213.2I7/(I5 ADJ422fi1	 •?.F13.f,))
PIP 4Rskk+VkJO I NN(ALOE(AHS(VRIN( KL + T M )/VRIN(K +IM))+1.E.-25)**2) ADJO4230ADJO4240
c RR=QR/(•IM«fWW-1•/WW)+•?.+1•) ADJO422SO
C THE FnLLOwING VALUES SY MMETWICALLY WF.I6HTFn MEASURE ADJ04270TF(kR g AT * RmT '1)	 40 TO 213 ADJ04ZSO
C f r FSt Std FAr+s CHECK
	 IF CL115Tf'R IS JOINAHLF ADJ04290ADJO4300Ki^A X=K AOJ04310PMINKRP
T
R13 KaL1NK(K) ADJO4330(
C 1 0014 OW 14 CLOSTF aS ADJO4340ADJO43SO
T	 (K.GT.0)	 60 TO all ADJ04360
r I 1; 11* 1 T Gnrn ► ADJ043?0ADJO43ROTF(PMIN.a;T. uLT 'A *AMA)
	 GO TO 250 ADJO4390
on JOIN ADJ04400AOJ04410vJn=.)CITtv(KL•t% MAX •51I M •SKFW•K0PTrOS(.IM9nVARoLTNK(LA)•L INK (LN), ADJ044201	 L Ito (L,)1 •L TMK (LVA)) ADJ04430CALL P41KFF	 (KF)p r,()r04TT ►•11IF, ADJ04440ADJ04450C
r ADJO4460
C CALCUL ATF ',CAL AP Mf, ASUREMENT5 OF SKEWNF. SS AND KURTOSIS TO TOE ( ►SFn AUJf►44A04 f IN n TE ST (IF NORMALITY ADJ04490a A(( '^ J04SOOA(1J04510P
r 7F40 n11T SKEWNFSS AND KURTOSIS (ACCUMULATED ONLY 1 HLUCK AT A TTMF) ADJn45a0ADJ04530
^.	 r
nc,	 1F1	 T ol e,40 ADJ045401^1	 SkFw(KI.+II=A. ADJ04550
C. !10 IJANGES OVFk wHnLF TRIA NGULAR ARRAY ADJ04560AUJ045701 ►0 F.P	 T =1 .4!r+t ADJ045801 A P	 0,114 (K L • .1) a.0 ADJ04590
CC ADJUST nw (16)	 nNn SPLITTl o4b VARIABLES ADJ04600ADJ04610
n S PLITTING of wt RE N T CLUSTER IS TO Hk H(IUf►t o ADJ04620
SPFAC(Kf)=A#,=Ax l (SPFAC ( KF ).AMINI ( SPFAC(KF)+DW*SETTEI+• OPRIOW(KF))) ADJA463OPORAT (KI_) _n.
;PFAC (9L)=-4u94 . 9 AOJ04640ADJ04650TF(LSUPS(KL),NF.0)	 SRFAC(KL)=APRION(KL) ADJ046600oQl0Q(KL)=SPFAC(KL) ADJ04670
C Vol t)Mr ANO COF.FF ICIFNT CALCULATIONS ADJ04680ADJ04690
,.
nCf1^1(f L) =U000N









•dd r	 ^.yre ^.(.^










	 u IAM%(IN F% KU)
TF , 4InA0J(KL)	 * LF * NPTSO)	 a -IAPS(INOEX(KL))
	 AINDEX(KL)
Wk	 f	 (30494)





mi	 (h*44QA)	 TOAIIJ(KL)*NP S0;lN0EX(Kk)#W(KL)*4AUJ(KL	 A
1I	 0	 Af f ^II)AUoNPT lR0T9IN0FX We	 0J I 93T	 #PFI?o2)
* 1	 KnAn I 
L	





C CALC WPAP- AWW P40 POINT	 A
C A
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) JO 00 70
F(0tTVALFNrF ( LINKt11 ► 9 LS0PEN129 1 10	 (LTNK(31).TI)AD	 f22")). JO no Rn
1	 (L.INK ( 31)sNS;VMH ( 12))•	 (LINK (31)•PCUM ( 26))•	 ILINKt311 •PkIRCM ( ?s))•JO 00190
P	 fl.lNVf31).('TN(24))9
	
(LINi,(3 1 )•CTOT(P.'1))•	 (L1NKt31)•PpOP(M). JO 00200
3	 (LINK(:11)•SPF4Ct21) ► 9	 (LIWK(31)•WAnJt20))•	 IL1NKf31)•M	 19))• JOIO0210
4	 (L INKt.11)•nP R (11+ fi911.	 ILTNh(3 1 )•OW(17)1•	 fLINKf311	 VOLTN( p bll•NKf3i)•POFIAT(13)). JpI00220%	 (LI NK(i	 ),pV0L P TfiS) ► •	 (LINK(31)•000N(114))• 	 (L1 J1100230
F.	 (LI NK( -i1)• n ISS ( ll)).	 (LINK(31) •PPASSf12)1•	 (LINKf311•PST(ll ) 1+ J0100240
"I	 (1_INK(31)9 0CINt10 )).	 ( LINK ( 31).PCOND (7)1• 	 (LTNNf31)9 VPIN ( 7))9 JOI00250
4	 (LTNK ( 31)•OFN ( 7))•	 (LINK ( 3,1).OPNI00(9))• 	 (LINK ( 31)9ODFN ( 8))+ JOIO02604	 (t.T NK(11)•C-^'FF(P)1 J0100270C ,JOI oo7F► a
C)MMON/CLUSTRI IkFGIN•T0TW Q09CLSNAM.TPT• N0FL 0• SYM(61)	 • J0 00290
1	 (,NCAT • PRNT ( 4) 	. KLNC • PPTMF• PROUT• TOTPIX • JO 00300
r	 4CHAM1•NUFP1x• i4IIFTAT•NRUFSn•Nn(IMP•L RUFn J0100310
'3•
	 O" A XHF •	 A^F'A,	 NwnS•	 NWDRS• NPTS• LAIJF• 	 7019 NOCYCL JU 00370
r




lti r4K( IP) •NA/+L•NT4)P•NT1:S ?M•NWANT•LT!4K(14000) J0100370
nI MF'Nslt rnj	 M Y 44(ll) .LP(:3)•LV(3) J0100390
Fn r 1IVALF NC	 ( 1..++(1) .LVrr IN) • (Lk (?) •LKUQ T) • JOIO0390
T	 (LN t i) •Lr2V^ . +tl • (LV t l) •LSU M ) • (L V t?1 •LSKFa1 • ( lV (3) •LncUM) JO 00400J0100410
rtl %woNs /m isr/ '4W.riM•L p 9 1.V•NINCI. SPMXAW •WTINTT•KR OtJT•EP +•CELT• J0100420
1	 AI►lir•,)I)C(1f^l•xnVFLO•y11NFL0•WnO,IIN•FLIMTM•SFPTH•VFAC•AMMoSHLTN• JO 00411
P	 II^OxVL•wl•Ar. NNTSn• PQRATHo gPMVTH•DW F AC•(+RACTM• A MOFAC,. J0I00440
a	 ir•rl'•ITo4o A%" 	 '-4 Ax . AMnaAT • VOLLIM • HIAS • PJnlf4oVPJOTN•WSIM • wDFL sM • J0I0049;0
a	 4FTTF00• mr)" 11: .r()WLFN•SPr gM J011004NO
r
JO00490rflmmo4 / ST-J OP/a'AIT * CONLV•SAPNn• SKCHI• T PPNI)•TRf HI•URKSMlO9(1NKCNI•1	 ^'Ah'C 1. (21 •^t4t rE'L (?) ♦ VACCELt?) J0100440
r JU 00510^-IFAL	 Sti'^(1) •^rC^wll1 •KU r+T(1).OSUM II).nVARII)
PFAL ^j(^1,1• +1f1 ) • ► fMt)• rt fl•f.)(MLl•^ ! SJI JU 00520
Nr AI.	 VVV ( tAG4 .'A ^) J0II100530
C.
JOIn0550a*a Fi6u" ►
 r1.UtiTkRS KA ANn KH• MOVE. TtIFM FOOM OLD STRING
r To
	 f.jF l.0 I.Y C-CATFn	 STPIN t; CONTAINING ONLY KA	 AND KS JOI00560r KA	 = r) Vf'N CLt1STFk J0100570
r KP	 =	 (, I VF N	 Ct ► tSTFP J0I 005Pn
KA=KAI JOIO0590
J S= LSi1Ph w (K A) JOI 00600
KH=Kt+I JOI oob10)nrn =n J0100630C
r 1, IK K A	 =	 r;tx l	 L T"L 1 r ir,	 nF	 KA J0I00640
r LSI'0 K0 = PAW{ wl	 OF	 KA JUI006r+0
IKKA=L.INh (KA) JOIOO660
L 5 IPK A =I-St r'F N ( K A) J0100670r 00
C ► 	 =	 IST OF'FSP4ING OF PARENT OF KA J0I0069n
r 1. 1,^K (L IKKa)-	 =	 (; T A	 IF	 ST8	 OF	 KA JOI00700
r r^	 FOP CIJISTf!O THAT	 I q NOT CONNECTFO TO P APF_NT• PROP UNNFCFSSAPY J0I00710
TF(LSO4%(I..SttPKA)e F"r,.( ► .AN0eL INK (L1KKA).F0 * 0)	 RETURN
JOIO0720
r
r J O IN	 =	 L:F iAl	 CLI;';TF P JUT 00740Jn1^^='+OwST^i tlt^^rLS) JU007'SO
r JO 00760
r rPi &TF tf ld CLUSTt N -JOIN- J0I00770
In'r)XVI_= l fQ0XVL +1 JO1 n07A0
T.Nnf,x (. ► )1N) =ThnxvL J0I00790






























































FILFt JOIN	 FOOT0414 A
20AOJQO 1 N) sNNTSO#TO PiXk NTT 7 7sIN0F.X(KA) INI^ X(KRI•ttNOE Xf JOIN717	 fro " T $ 0000JAINjN^ ^ s 69 9
 AND ; r j4	 T^ GGET 1914)
WNTTE (At?17) INOEEXIKA1s1NDEXIK8frjjNaEXtJ0IN1
r KFT PARFNT OF LAIN FROM PARENT OF KA
c SFT LINK OF JOIN TO ggT OFFSPRING OF PARF'NT
C SFT JAIIN TO
 NE ST OFFSPRIiNG
C SFT OFFSPPTNG OF JOIN TO 8E KA
H
L (1PER ( iOTN)*LSL NK (JO N) sLSUNS (L:S)
LS11NS (LS) sJOIN
t' L %1 lhS (JO I N ) =X A
C LINK nnkN SINS OF JOIN TO KAK*00IN
10 WnsK
KsLT +'JK (K)
I F(XeNF9ha) 60 TV 30
oF ►M►VF KA F4 000 OLn FAMILY
C PFSF.T SIR VOINTFN FOPfLFMF,NT LINKING TO KA TO POINT TO LINK FROM KA
r %FT STw PnTNv f P OF KA 0 POIN
	 O Kr 50;y OP PbQtN POTNTFP OF KA TA PE J IN1. TMK (Kn):LTNK (KA)1, IMK fKA) sKl4
C ( TNK FROM KA TO KA--FO ROGRAM WILL ABORT TS KA OOES NOT PRECEOF_ KAK=1(0
1 9; 1(00KsL INK (K)TF" (KoNF.K-) NO TO 35
r
RFSFT ';IP VUT N TF - R T o# AT POINTS TO KH TO POINT TO SI R OF KR1 I^+K
 (KQ) mi. IMK WA)t
C SFT K u TO POINT To 0
C KFT PAQFNT OF kH TO PF JOINL 1#19 (KP)a(I




CALL P4T NFF (KS)
r	 TALL ^,+)r4Tc(v	
aaa CALCULATE STATISTICS FO B
 NFW CLUSTER •MwVV9V4Th(KH+ I) )C ALL MT^Nv (H9o#vvv9nn)
CALL 50 '•+TA(VVV.V4IN ( KA#I))
r,
CALL M T+4V (A*0eVVV9DD)
f,	 1.4 T (.'f) VANTA(+i(: F; nF THE PAo4T%@
r,
	 CAL.C) li.ATF I f sITIAL WFIOHTS
W (+/1)Y N) xvsF Ar*A '-'0*SPC0W
04(J o TN) =W(JOIN)
wc nJ(JnTN)=wf.)01 N)•WA(lJIN
r	 CAf C))LATF 4;PLTTTING FACTORS
c;NFAC (,)OIN) =AP 0 T0P (JOT'10
r
nPwT4)F' (JOTN) =SPFAC fJnTN)
C CALCI1LATF kwoPORTIONS fnk PAWENT(JAIN) ANn SURS (KA + KH)P(-: u AT ( J f 1 1 N) =OsPRnPt•Jnlw) -r+M+()P(KA)wPAoP(Kr4)
nPP0P ( J0 I N) =PNn P f J0 TN )FNTNC`h (,10I N) =1 9
CALL UFNCA.(KA9I9/PROP(JUIN)9W(LS))C.0.1- OFNCAL (x491*/PROP(JOIFN)9W(L5))
rT^j (ju l+v) =CTry ( KA) *PROP (KA) sCTM ( Kd) *PROP (KH)OCTM(.J n IN) (TN (JO IN)
nrtFN) CJnIN )=C I'J (JO TN) /PROP (JO IN)CTOT(.In1ij)= lei (LS) -00FN (JO IN)
rzi C.1 1LATF jf U;HTTr-ff; COF. FFICIVNTS (TFMNnRAPY -FOR MFANS AND COVAR)
r CF= (..InIN)/(W(K(4)eW(KH))»PRnP(KA)*PRnP(KR)
F A 	 (KH) /W (wA )CA=vkO P ( KA) a r, ( JOIN)/+4 ( K A)C'4=0w('P(K0 )*w(JOIN)/W(KH)
B-51
1
F TO F t 01()YOs	 FOPT404 A
0,08cp
IfllNQF.X(Ak).LT*iQ







OEC	 Ct)VAD IAPtCFnt;()VAR(KA)*CPVAN(90)#OISPLACF-MIENT O*2 (WIT C FFICIFNT
no ?I Ixlemq
P1 ntTtJINCA*AftoJ)*CbV*4(19J)+nELTA*(FA*St)4494*J)-SUM(KP*J))
C	 PlJT COVAQ IANQ INTO.JOIN NGnF q CALCULATF VnLllMF
CAIL TWIMT'tfnVOP( 01144pl)on)
CALL m l r-J V (VVV9 6909VOLIN (JOIN))
CAIA T0IMTXfVQTN(J0T"ft09VVV)
r	 YfPQ OOT w,()WT
f)O ?p 1=14ps."m
r	 COVARTANC^ ^ f ll cj wf- Pn c lylvk, s)EFINIj+
IFIVOIAN(JOY 1,19LO-e0e) PoOINT f)S3-PL%9Jf)llJ#V0L IN M q-) * VOL IN (JOIN)
6 4;1 F0 P#AhTf9 Viill ls,, " FPROR IN JOINt CLASSFq9V0LUMF%:q2Is;?Fl0fsl
i VOL I N (Y)Iiv) ) *.,%7ShSI 0763F-P6* ( ?b3 Rr, 0 /W(JOIN))
r
c	 PUT VOLI'mF fV11-114) IN INTFWNAL FOP149 CALCULATF V0L4T9 INIT DCON
VO( kT (All- ) r g^)W7 (VOL IN GJOIN))
r)r.f)Nf-)0jl,j)z0ilCON
I w (.JO I No x ., (,)4 11 r0
*** PkINT PATA FOk NFW CLIOSTFO
r	 Ptq lNT POT (1^ f?t;qlwF0)
CALL
CALL












x.	 • •	 r .
	 .x sr ,
 4	 s. e-- • iwejM	 r.:a k .. ,va r-r... y... •ae lr lr-.tM.MMoA^r^^^ ,R^Myrs	 ... •.
F Ii r l M INV	 FOOMN	 A
SUgR0llTTNt MXNV(A•f9C•VOL) 
f t
THIS POUT NF	 AL UU ATFS AWTN 	 IMPS
!'	 0 TURN. 
IN	
n I WMINANT Q^DCMA^	
LM	 tS TFMPO ARY STO Aaf.
VnLw-UAi4S LOFT fV) IF C IS NOT POl
OF	 , A^ •N..	 IT ALSO
0 NT AUTO CARAAY
,T VE 0 1 INITE.
COMMON /M►^SC! M4! 0414009 V NI N L i^M
1	 AMta.!!c► ,gN, ►t0V^L0	 !IN L
	 •M
AR, TINTT KR0 EPS,II ^T
L^M•
INt1MVL • WFAr,NNTSO NQRA M^SPMVIM ,^MFA Cc
eNqM lw ,e l^N► AM , AM0RAT VALLIM,RIA G ACTM AM F,PJO N , VRJO N, MSACEOWDELSM9l ^► 	 HETTFR,M00F•C!)RLEN,SP^OR
AFAL	 A (mA *mQJ ,h (MTJ,M►O) ♦ C f4Q9MO)
OF A) •A Z, VOLL
OnL L I I ^s11. h^ r!
3 DO ]0 JsI•M1
11	 Wel)sl•
1)f)	 ^^	 T 3) . Mfg






to	 ?.? 1 ^s	 .t 14
l)TF t IP.FW o 	60 To 	 ??
1 Tsp (fil e I)rn 3 Js).'t 1
F !#	 .^!)sW(T0•J)-4(T•J)*7























COmm"N /M1SC/ N4I+MM*LK+LV NI N
5L24
9MXAR4►MTIN T KRQVT*EF5#D T•
a 1MQ;( % ClC0N * 9AVF C)*x0 FL +WAN9E 14TM S.P^M•VFA •AMM9 LT
xAMMMIt► aMcOAX* °04AT VOLE Mib1AS"RJA NRVRJAIN# SINsWOCLSM•
}	 r,
00 11 1xig mt1


















A 5 1 14 11TTME I WAS Mf"J VIOU1SLYTGET, RUT WAS CMANNO TO HAVE AN INTEGER NAME
f'11MMON/CLOjS/ ,►RONKt1?1•KARL•NTAPrNTN'S7M^NWANT•LtNKtlA4001C
C THE N ►OPPOSE OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO ALLOCATE STORAGE SPACE
c
INPUT--I.O: N6TH SIZE OF SPACE NEEDED IN WORDS
VIOTPUT-GET INDEW IN THC LINK ME TO THE REQUESTED SPACE
C CALCI ATE IN1 F if TO LINK TABLE FOR MORE STARAGF FROM SIZE
MOpSTP s NOP ILFH•TN• 3?)
COs TAX F04 PPF: V T005LY OtETURNEn ENTRY
I rl	 LS La ►O( s MO"nSTRLTNKKT s t TNK M)RSTR)
IF (LTN
	
,Fl, MORSTR) 00 TO 100
C 1. T wv To Mnwt %j0RAAF
 Iti IN THE LAST :R PITS OF LINO( ENTRYMn4rcTN : MUh(LIN AT•O S 00)
A
TF' IM0W%TG * 144 0) AwO ?0 lots
r priTky WAS NF TOO ►•NF.'n• CHF'CK SI F
K oON T s L1 ►K MT /hy^i 3 fi
r
IF t4(000n+T . N►F• LtNAN) 60 TO 10
"	 w li" •+T %I7F
LF "lit (L';TL,,#$<	 ^ L I VK (MOWSTR)
A
^' ton -0 k^TCrOINA I-litQVo WFTUPN MURF STORAGE FORM TOP OF LINK ARRAYT T ra ►►r1F (- ,A (..l n ( N r0k.7) .K'F, t) NTOP s NTOP * 1
ovo DSTK ; f4Trn+
WTnN a A tOP • I F'NoTH
A
f,
f K TA •,i F FOP ')VO•'r4FL0W
IF (NTnii ,L.T, NfAWL) kFTOOkN
w4ITF ' (f .* nn)
inn















C04%9N M isr / M(,O9MM9LP *LV+NtMCLS*4XAR9WTINtT WPOOT EPS9OFILT
A 'O*Ot)CO#-+9 xOVFLO X f lNFLO* W ARJIN •F. 1MT" gpfNsVFA +AMM• NL^N9INnWV •vOl tfC•NPT ,;oAO iRATN9SI^MVTM+ IFA +C• A TM AM FAC9
000AN44MOMAM+AMUAAT MLIM+t 15WO J 11`19V J0 N9WSIM • MDELSM9
a	 NFTTkw*"0PF•CAALA " N+SPOOR



























C aN(1l1TINF MTVECIU•A*VI() PEN ON NTIA t 3? 1
DIr
MAN (rN N( % (?7) •LSUf!5 ! sp )	 P R (?^ a^11Ap) ! ss 1 •N5"1111219 
1	 UM 61 • al CMt ?SI *CIN1?43?!6l 1 31 •	 1?2^rS^FACf	 •
1*1 ail •OPhAPI N) rOWll
	
V 1N` t^! •VO``RT SI lCON Il 4) •I PORAT113•+11. 5 t 1 T) •PPUSS 1121 •^if 11 1 4141 t 10i •Pf:1N0171 •4 (1001 04141 0 01)    R+ (04
•A11 FNSi N l^+INfA ►F+f •GfNI999f 0	 Ft?9910Ah,. NK111F 1) VAll"ar IL ('(Kt 1*ALIN 1( )1• LIi4K(3I)• N9EXt 27)lj
FN
e
i # IVAl.fNCFt t 1^K11 11! 1 1 UPFRl2414r • t INK(31)•I?pADJI22RI
^^1 It. Nw (III Avo ok	 ^ • (LINK1311 P^U^1?,611 • LINK 131! 	 R M125f 1 •
2 11_ N91311•rIN( 4 1• (L NK131f•C^A (231)* IL NK13 )•PROP 	 11•
A (LINK (:1
 1•SPFA 1 p111• (L NKi )*WADJI?0))• LINK .:II) M 1 It4 1L tN9t3 1 * r)FMA t 1111 * IL NK(	 •OW 17)1* IL Kt3111*V^1WL Nt 611*5 (L:I *01` •V0LRT1 Sllr MINKRI)* C^N(14)1• (LINKi311•PQQRAT113)1•
04 t. INK (I11.QISStll))• (LINKt311 ► PPASSt112)!* 1iINK 431)•P.TI 	 ))•
7 ^hlti^(41)• tK:IN(10))• (LINK(Il) P OkOti)i• I fNK(31)•VRINRH*
A (L INK tila)•AF+^ ► (7 ► f• tLINK(3 )*0;R OR19))* IL NKt31)•ODEN4911•Q tl.ItiK('I^).GkFF10). (L1NK1^11*NT tgg1)1C040" NICL 11 / ,IU149 (111 •NAgL•NTOP*NTAS?M•NWANT•LINK (1400.+)
ni^FNSI +IN N , xAQ (3)),PLO131•LVt )F'011VAI.,I Wi	 (L t 1 •LVc^INI • tL (? ► •LK11RT) •1	 (Lie 431 iL0VA a ) • MV (l 1 •LSUM) • ILV 1?) *LSKEW) • (LV(3) •LOSUM)
COWMAN /^41sr/ M 1 1*MM^L W * LV•NINCLI MI R	 N I T KR00T FPS*OfjhT{M•
1	 !!Mfi•ol)r0,j•xnVFl 0 XkINFL T WA J N* IMTMWTI•SF.P^'N * VFA^ AMM• LtI"nx^rl_.^+r'A('.^IOi^ti * POAATH•S MYTH• WFAC•6 ACTM•AMO AC•
'A 	 Ammo(N•AM(1mAX • AMOPAT*VOLLIM98IAS * PJAIN * VRJAIN *MSIM•WOELSM9A	 -1' TTF*t•M()f ,F •COQLFN*SPC0Q
Cum 1w ON' /STPikw /•IAIT * C(1NLV • SKr+ND • SKCr1I•TR4ND . TRCMI • URKAND • URKCHI•1	 NArCcL (P) • t-g ACCFL(P) •VACCFLt?1
yl r^ l.^► F 11 ^v1.VIM1^1 •A(Mq*M(il
^F'AI +14 4 +IMX11 ► 1 4
S1 ► 'a x 1)
 r
nO 1? ►=t "^'I? St,IM=yi)M*A(J*I)OV(J)










































v TLF:	 MU( TI	 FI)WTHAN	 A
Y
cW91001IT I NF	 MI IL T I WV) MUL00020r
r
R ► +wP0SF- -r. ALL. F)ATFTX * ALFREE • CLINIT•STATIS•Ct_DOMP MUL00030 I





1	 PAOSTZ• rAPCMK•	 TRNS5 M•	 TITRgI1^M• SPLMAX.MUL00070MUL00060ntsNSY#4	 HRSYM•	 MAX 	 MtIINV.
1	 SFRIALt TAPESV•	 FILESVt MUL00080




NOF D2•	 NnFLD39MUL00090►,I (1TRF0	 NOF AT•	 NOFET?.	 NOF Tot	 VARSI79MUL00100
VARS7P ♦ VARSZt4t	 XSIT.	 ♦ 	 NOS EC•	 MOMIST•MU l. 00110mkool?0++	 Nn pp t DIV51
	
9	 KEFPLV ♦ 	 P14TLEV•	 YSIZ	 t
XHCH	 ♦ XIOW	 •	 SPCNAStNOCLS39	 PC.TSZ 9MUL0011^	 I<► T ►,1.0('K(iO)•ffTVFC(30)sFFTVC2(30)9 	 HISVEC(30).INVVR T(30)tHESTVC(3A)MUL0011l50r
MUL00160SYM(61)('0 v4M0fv/CL0STN/	 I AFGIN•TOTWRD•CLSNAM•TPT•NOFLD ♦
TOlp IX. iMUL001	 LNPAT• PRNT(4)	 t KLRC . PRTMF t PpOUT• }70
SCP A A) •F-I IFP I x ♦ RIIFTnT •N(±11FST) •NnUMP•LRUFn MUL 00..A0
I *	 ' • AXFF ♦ 	 Ao4F49	 t'+wDS ♦ 	 NwIURS•	 NPTSt	 LHUF ♦ 	 I019NOCYCL MUL00190r TNTE6FQ TOT,)I•f).SYM ♦ PRNT ♦ PRTMF. ♦ PRO11T•TOTPIX.SCRAMI9RUFPIX.HOFTOT MUL002101	 •r1 SNnM MUL00230r
- ► IMF.NSTON	 I140FX(?7)tLS(LEIS(3fl)tLSUPER(2y )•inAnJ(?.A)•NSYMR(12)• MUL00240
1	 Prifm (?6)oPP TRCM(PS)•CIN(? 4 )•CTOT(23)•PPOP(?2)•SPFAC(21)9 MUL00250
? WnUJ( ?f))•w(19)•ONROF(IA) ♦ OW(17)	 VOLTN(16)•VOLRT(15)•DCON(14).
0(30& T( 1 ISS().PPASS(12)tPS^(11).00IN(10)ND(7) ♦3	 13)s ► 1 ♦ PC
MUL00260
MUL00270
4	 O oRInR(9)•0F ►F N(A) MUL00280
n T"FNSTUN	 V'FIN( 475; f rFN(9Q9) ♦ GRF..F(999) ♦ ALINK(1) MUL00290
FW4lIVALFNCF
	
(LTNK(I). ALINK(1))•(LINK(31)•INnFX(2W, MUL00300FUI11VA1 E.NrV
	 (LY6oK(31) 9LSI 9S(30) )
MUL00320NFR(29))9	 (LTNK(31)•iAGJ(2A)).F0 1 ITVALENCE (L. INK (31)•LSU	 D1	 (LINK(31) ♦ PLUM(?.6)) s 	 (l_INK(31) tPRIRCM(25) ).MUL00330(1,1^► K (311.r'T^•I(24)) •	 (LINK(31)9CTOT(?3) ).	 (LTNK(31) ♦ PROP(22) ). MUL00340
a	 (i.1NK(;31)9S I= F'AC(?1))s	 (LINK(31)9WADJ(20))• 	 (LINK(31)	 W(19))• MUL00350
4	 (L.INK(al).0 P No (l'(l+I))s	 (LTNK(31)9OW(17)19	 (LINK(31).VbLIN( 161)• MUL00360
c	 (LTNK(31).V0LaT(15))s
	
(LINK(31)•0C0N(14))t 	 (LINK(31)9PQRAT(13))• MUL00370
F	 (i_1 1^Kf311. ► TSS(1?))•	 1LINK(31) ♦ PPASS(12)) ♦ 	 (LINK(31)•PST(11))• MOL003AO
7	 ( I irwr.(T1)s^rT ►l(10)1•	 (LINK(31)+PCOND(71).	 (LTNK (31)9VRIN(7))• MUL00390
^+	 (i I^^K(311s t^F N (7))•	 (LINK(11)90PHIOR(Q)1s	 (LTNK(31)9OnEN(8))• MUL00400y	 (L INS (1)) .(;NFF( A)) MUL00410
r(.1`mON /CLOS/ 	 .lIJNK(1P)• NAHL oNTOP#NTHS7M9NWANToLINK(14000) MUL00420
► lI'"FN c,T()N
	
AV A u (31)9Lk(3)•LV(3) MULD0430
F01 1 IVALF'4CF
	 ( L q f l) •LVWIN) . (LR (2) tLKUPT) • MUL004401	 (i.+("I)•L('vn ►').(LV(1).LSUM),(1_V(?)•L.SKFw)•(LV(3)•LOSUM) MOL0049;0
r MUL00470f11MM( ► r1	 /Ml%r/	 Mr)• ►►M.l_P•LVsNlRt CLS•MXA p •WTTNIT,•KROOT•Ep S•DELT•
I	 AMUst)OCr)nl•xn	 OVFI. •X ONFLO• WA DJIN•ELTMTH.SFPTH.VFAC•AMM•S RLT N • MUL00480T(vt)XVLsrl r'Or•rJ O TSO• p (WR ATH.SPMVTH.DWFAC.GRACTM.AMOFAC ♦ MUL00490
1	 AMf) ^IINsA^4C► MAK•AMORAT•VnLLIM ♦(iIAS•PJOTN•VRJOIN•WSIMtWD°EL.SM • MLIL005004	 HETTfk9M6r)F9C0r0LFN ♦ SPCOR MULU0520r
r(1t+Mnty /STfi Ai7/WAIT•CnNLVtSKHND•SKCHTrTRPN09TRCMI ♦ URKRN09URKCHI• MUL005301	 r3n^f El.. (^) .Me(rF.l l2) •VACf'FL 1?.) MUL00540
r MUL00550
nI %4VI0 r;I(1 f.)	 Pv(191) MUL00560
r "fUL00570
r r4LL	 r)ATFTX	 Tu	 INTTIALI7F	 VARIARLES MUL00580CALL	 fIA TF T x MUL00590
" tJ=wl ► F cAT MIJL00600
MM= (M(a+► fr+ra• 1) 1 /7, MOL00610
r MUL00620
r fill	 ALF ►rFI• 	TO FNFF STPING STANTFn HY KL Q C MLIL00630
rAU	 AI.F+rFF'(KL_HC•MT ►+ICt.S)
4r MIJL0060
r CALL	 CLI A, TT	 T)	 1 ►jITlel-T?F.	 THE	 CLuSTFUNG ALGORITHM MOL00660
rill,,;,,	 CI..114.Tr(KLAC) MUL00670
otwl( T= KLH(,. M	 0UL0069r
r r;rl.l.	 STATTS Vi CLASSIFY FACH POINT	 AND O r f)ATE STATISTICS MUL00700
CALL	 S TAT IS(KLRC 9 PV9GFN(L.S1.01) pGF..N(LSKFW) •GEN(LKUKT) ♦ GFN(LUSUM) 0 MI)L00710#	 rl-N(L.OV A Q)) MUL00720
r K:	 N1a1 ► iT	 00T	 ALL	 CLASSFS. MUL00730P^' ► t1T= MUL00740
MUL007F0C rA( L.	 rL!)O mP	Tai No-TNT	 uLL	 CLASSES FOR F.NTTRC	 TRFF UNr)FR KL.HCCALL
	


















































I	 SUi'lHO ) TM, MVtC 4l•A9V)G	 ^
COMMON /MIt C/ M09MM•LF1•LV•NINCLS•MXAR•WTI
	
1	 AMw•UUCUN• XOVFLO•X(1NFLO•WAQJtN•E^IMTH•






v	 HETTFP * mA1)F.f ukLEN•SPCOR
r
WFO%L*H 0(MQ)•V(MO)9A(M09MA)
W F AL MW Slimflo 11 t =1 •'^')
suM=^n.
nt) 1' 2 ,. 1 x 1 •^stir)SU;A=SUM•A(I•J)OV(J)17 1)(T) ZYP4F4 T11WNF Ain
i
icILF: nlwANO	 FORTRAN	 Ai
FONCTYM4 NLOAMI;(NK)
nATA M A I)U•MI)L T • INC/21474H36997313A1067o 1?346i67H1/NX=Moil (NK+►MI IL T • I Nf 9moD ) )




















IF (MiT1 ►P-I)) .LT * I) GO TO 210
n,) P00 J s l l • I XSTOP
JtoIzJ+1
IF (A0S(A(J)).LF.ARS(A(JP1))) GO TO 200
CORY=AIJ)A(.1)=A(JP1)A (JP 1 ) =C( ►PY
+t_!iIcn K
_K, - 1
IF (K lT.il) cn 10 200
KV 1=K+1
TF (AHS(A(M.)).l.F:.ANS(A(KP1))) cn TO 200
COPY= A(K)
A(K)=A(KVI)
A (K o l) =C(.► PY
r.A 1n 15U
Po n 	 f{ ►MTINt1^





























11 103 ROUT 1 Nt	 CLUSMO PA`0` 000 J0
PA000 '30(	 r* THE	 PLIPPOsE OF CLIIS MP IS TO PRINT THE CLUSTFR MAP S	 THE CLUSTF..RC, MAP HA q F,ACH PIYEL NEPRESFNTFD BY A SYMBOL.	 F_ACM SYMBOL PA000040









t ` nTMF'NSIOr' 	 TPFFAT (?) PACQO ^OC
I)IMFNSION	 NUFE.N(ll•
	 C0L(39''i10)9	 OUT(110)9	 FL(A).	 FLWNF (6)9 PA000130
`
1	 CL.USTN111 01 .	 NIHLK 161).	 NALKT(61) PA000140
r PA000160
rOMMON /6L0RAL/HFAn(63)9 MAPTAP 	 nATAPF.	 SAVTAP.	 PMFTLE9PA000170




TfiRSYM•	 MAXDIV.	 MIN PA000190
C
PA000210CnMMON/CLLISTN/	 1HFrp lN .TUTWRp •CLSNAM•TPTrNOFLl1. SYM(61)	 .





NPTS.	 U4017 9 	I()1•N0CYCL PA000240
PA000250
TN1TE6ER TO1%,W).SYM•PRNT•PRTMF• PROUT•TOTPTX.SCRAMI9RUFPI X . Riff TOT PA000260
( 1	 •rt_SN^AH PAC002R0r
r.l %4NSTON	 NIT!.(1?) PA000290
( nIMFNSION	 1 N1Ut.$(;j7)•LSI) ►iS(30).LSUPFR(29)	 InAnJ(?_N).NSYMR(1?).PrUM(ah)• ►-klPrM(^S).rIN(24)l	 .CTOT(P3).PRC^Pl22.1•SPfACl211. PA000J00PACOO 10
wnl)J(? n)• w(l y )• I)NRn ►i (1R).OW(17)•VOLTN(16).VOLPT (15).DCnNl141• PAC00320
1	 N064AT(13),Il TS5t1P).F'PASS(12) * PST(11)•nCIN(90)•PCOND(7). PA000330
4	 UPPY00(4) 9 0rFN(h) PA000340l I)V-WNSTON VPTN(475)•t,FN(999).6PFF(494)•AL INK (1) PA000350
F01 1 TVALF N'CF
	
(L TNk( l). ALINK 0)19(LINK(3119I NIfIf,X(P7)) PA000360
Fol+ 	 IVALFovCf	 (LTNIK(31)9LSURS( 30)) PA000370F 0f I.IVALFN CF.(1. TN1c (3l)9LSUFFR(?9)).	 (LTNK (31') .TDAI')J(?w)19 PA000390( 1	 (I.Itinl'll). !vSY M ('ll?)1•	 (LINK(31)	 PCUM(?6)).	 (LINK(31)•PRIkCM(2S11:FAC00390(LINK (31)	 (22)1.	 PA000 4 00e-11	 irK(;;i).{T NI ( ?411• 	 (LINK(31)•C	 OT(23)1.	 * PROP
7	 0,lNKC3l)s c PFAC(21))• (L!NK(31).WAnJ(20))9	 (LINK(31).01(19)). PA000410
4 (LI NK ( 31)•(1W(17 ))9 	 ( LINK (31) 9 VOLIN(lb))• PAC(10420
i S	 (I.TN,K(3l)9VoLRT(15)1.	 (LINK(31).nCON(14)).	 (LTNKl3119PQRAT(l3))9 PA000430
<•	 (I.INh.(11).fa15511?1)+ (LINK (31).NPASS(1?)).	 (LINK(3l).PST(11)1• PA000440
IL T.n^K(;^1).Or1J(1011•
	 (LINK(31). ►+ COND(7))•	 (LINK{31)+VRIN(7))• PA000450
k	 (I.Ii`Kl^l),I? FNr(7)1.	 (t_INK(31).OPk10R(4))9	 (LTNK(31)9onFN(4))• PAC00460l ll_T ►`K(il)•^+NF'FIn)1.	 (LTNK(31)•NT9(31)) PAC00470
ro rAm u 1v /CLUS/	 J(INK O?) .NARI_•NTOP.NTRSZM.NWANT.LTNK ( 14000) PA000480
nI M FNST();v	 W1 X% k(31)•LR(3)9LV(3) PA000490F()I 1 TVAl_FNCF	 (L. P O)•LV 0 I14)9(1R(2).LKU N T). PA000500
1	 (1,4(i) • LII Vdw)•( LV(1).LSIINi1•(LV(2).LSKF.W),ILV(3).LOSUMI PA000510
r PA0005PO
('0 1 1	 ON	 /M15r/	 m(,,pi4m.I.. k• LV•NINCLS•MXAk•WTINTT g KROOT•EP59UELT9 PA000530
1	 AMI)+i)ur.liN.r()VFL09X()NFLO.wAnJIN.ELiMTH•SEP1'H.VFAC.AMM,SFiLTH. PAC00540l	 TNII)YVI * WFAC. NO T'%0 9POBATH .SFMVTH tOWFAC . GWACTM.AMOFAC. PAC005r10
i	 Ae-1( IPIIti• n1`+OMAX•AMONAT•VOtLIM. FIIAS.P•1OIN.VRJOIN•WSIM•WOELSM• PA0005604	 NFTTF.:1t•MnnF:•000LFN.SPCoP PA000570
r PA0005H0
ro ,011w / STNA t.A /`vbIT+CONLV• SKH N1 09 5KCHT.T R RN)D•T QCHI.UR KH N09UNK C H I. PA000590I	 NACCFt. (!) . M G-f,CF.L (2) .VArCFL (2) PA000600
r PAC00610t.nrlt;:A ► .	 tvF TrI PAC006?0
PF AL
	
H I IFF W PAC00630
r PA000640
F01ITVAI_FNC-
	 (C17I.(1.1). ARRAY (20011) PA0006rO
fuUIVAI to4CE	 (01IT ( I)	 •ARRAY (?400)) PA000660Ft,1; T ^1AI F.^` 1 CF	 (CLUSTN ( 1 ) . AF:RAY (2510) 1 PA0000709'0111 VALWK(,F
	
(NIHLK ( 1 ) . ARRAY (2620) ) PA0006PO
F0111V11FMCr	 ( P-44 1-1cT(11•A11RAY(?730)1 PAC001590
F 4411 VAL. h MrF 	 l HUFF:N ( 1) . ARRAY (3001 )) PA0007n0
F011TVA1 F ;\ICl	 (FI OINF (1) rL1NSla) 	 . (FLDTNF (4) •SA M STR ) • PAE00710
I	 (FL0lNF(l)9LINFNn)	 ,(FL.DINF(5)•SAMENn)• PA 00720(FIOIN/F(3)9LINTNC) 	 9(FLDTNF(6)•SAMINC) FA000730
r+^ F IFLO
	 T V40t h-iATTON STORED AS FOLLUwS PA000740
ra PAC00750
C # 6WPAY (1)	 =F 1 14 47	 F IFI D NAMF FOR	 THIS CLASS PA000760
ro (;))	 =N10.	 OF	 VFWTICFS FOR THIS FIFLO	 (NV) PA000770(;++ (3)-( i+ 10 117)	 = ACTUAL	 VERTEX NOMHUPS PA000780
r* =10TAL PIXELS FOR THIS FIELn PA000790
B-63
rI
FTLFi PArLMP	 FORTRAN A
(4•NVMP)-(10•NV«2)
	 • FLDINF,BLOCK FOR THIS FIELD
PA000800TC*
DATA BLANK/ I 	 I/
PAC008j0r
PA000850r INITIALIZE 0*00•
PA000870c ••	 INITIALIZE;^OUTPOT FILE 	 ••TPIINIT
	 =	 16 PA000890




1NFQMT s 1" PA000910





MAXPOP s Al PA000970
no 2r+	 T=19MAXPOP PA000980?S	 +al_KT (T 1 :I1 PA000940
C CALL M AX I M1 )M HIIFFFN SIZF. THAT IS AN EVEN NUMBER OF PIXELS PACO10 ?0
%IAyP11F 1 s (TiP -3000 ) /MQ w MQ PAC01030r•
PAC0 1060
r +raM+► M+► +► rN• PAC01070
114) 600	 IFl n=1 .NOFLn PAC01090r
r WNITF HFA01P16 FOR NEW FT``E PACO	 00
PAC01110rAu.,	 WTH^0	 (T OCHAN•1PFkAT.IPSAMN+IPFRMT+IPl1NTT1
PAC01130C XT N 4 = SFG %iEra TS ALREADY PROCFSSFO
l(T OA=H PAC01140C, NFIN = F ALSk	 IF ONLY I PAGE NEFnEn PAC011So
F.FTN=.FALSE. PACO11b0
r ', I%# = NO OF
	 VERTICFS FOR THIS FIFLD PAC01170
^IV=Ak,NAY (INT+) PACO 1 l RO
r
1
ToTSAM = TOTAL c	 XFLS FnR THIS FIELD PAC01190TI)TSAM=AR R AY ( TNT • ?+NV » 2) PAC01 200
r PACO121n





DO	 40	 .=1.110 PAC0129 0
4n nUT(I)=HLAN K FAC01290
P'1AC01310t TF^ n C01INT OF POINTS 	 JN CLUSTER
nn 45
	 T=1•^° i XP nP PAC013204 6^	 iNk1,K (t 1 =n PAC011330r^
t7 rNFCK	 IF 4L1	 OF CtUSTFw MAP CAN FITACROSS ONF PAGE--ONLY 110 PACO 350
ru SYf4AO(_S AWF' PRTNTfn ACRnSS THE PAGE FOR FVFPY LINE.	 THE PROGRAM PAC01360
!+'ILL NNIN1	 THE	 FNTIRF CL I ISTFP MAP	 IN lin SYMAnL SfGMFNTS
PAC01370r,*
r PACn13g0
r cFT STAkTT ,4(7 4I)1)WFC S ANO ENDING AnnKFSS FAR LINE PAC01400
S TrL,M=S MSTP PACS1410F I^CLM=SG MF Nn PAC01420
r rR F O P MO ►NF' TH6fl	 110 SEGMFNTS SPECIFTEO AND RFSFT MAXIMUM IF NFCESSRYPAC01440
r^
NVI N =	 FAI. SE-	 IF'	 1	 LTF , F	 7PI)F•	 IF	 2 OR MORE	 LINFS
PAC01450
5n	 IF(((F hjCLm- S Am';TN )/SAMINC +I-XTPA).LF.	 110)	 GO T o 	 60 PACD1470fh + r.l_ M =	 (1 (I,++)fTRA) •SAMINC • SAMSTR PAC014SO
+ F' iN=. TkUt . PAC01490
r PAC01500
r a	 kF. A! ► 	 1	 HIIFFF' N	 OF	 nATA	 • PAC01510
r PAC015PO
TW-40 = TOTAL Wnkr)S LFFT TO HE READ PAC01530
0^(I TdQ(l	 =	 TOTwRL) PAC01540
r Q F.'An FULL	 -4UF*FFk OF nATA UNLESS ONLY PARTIAL BUFFER OF DATA LEFT PACO15S0
r.J(161 -I1	 =	 W AX R I)F PAC01560IF	 (T *^, 1 l	 * LT *	 mOwfm)	 NOWRD = TWRD PAC01570
r I :I Fr,T n +	 IS	 ►,F(,ImNTNIA	 OF 'SCRAMHLfn DATA PAC015AO
' 









FILE : PAf LMP	 FORTWAN A
PALL NQEAD	 ( 14EGIN • 811FER9 NOMROr DUMMY) PAC01590
SORF.SS = I9FGIN + NOWRD PA 0 6010TMQ(1 s T WRf) - NOWPn PA 0
101630
b?0Nt ►FAn :	 1
PA
r •^• SFT COLOMN HEADINGS •M• PA 8 0An CONTINUE P
DO	 Iz AMSTW•SAMENII•SAMINC PAC01670F100(	 STCLM)Gn TO 100IF(	 I	 t^',	 FNCLM160 TO	 110. PACOPACO 690700J=. ► +1('01.(1•,1)21/100 PACO 710C(Il (t•.))Zm00(I.)r1O)/)n PACO 720
rol	 t 7•,1) =M(10t 1.121 PAC017301 ' in rONITIvuF PAC01740
r PAC01750
C *Mp wwITE HFAnINGS *01 PAC01760
11 ^ ► t PTS=.) PACO1770NACO178)WRTTF (6. 13()0)
4' R TTF.` (ti•NF.AP) PAC017QO
wv I TF: ( 6o'; I O) AWPAY ( IPT) • TOTSAM PACO I SOO
rA PRINT C l ►LOMN NUMHFRS FOR CLUSTER MAP PAC01810
r^u
	 ? q 	1=1•^




x+10 FUGMAT(/) PAC01850SIA F044M AT( //Pr• o 6+911 9 	 TOTAL	 NItMgFP OF POINTS	 IN THIS FIELD 1 9I7) PAC01860
5711 FOPMAT (4 ►( • 1 1()1 1) PACOI870PACO19AO
r PACOISQO
r e► t► +► w+► a	 PROCESS ONF' LINE	 OF DATA PAC0190A
?0r ► u	 300	 LIf,+=LI^ISTk•LINEND•I_ININC PAC0119
PAC 01940r* (All F()LI I •jT	 TO ORTAIN FIELD	 INTERSECTIONS FOP THIS LINT:
CALL
	
F ►'1..1o ,,T(ANQ AY ( I p T+2)•NV • FL•LINEvSA MPS • N I) PAC019SO
C PAC01970
07 aaa+► a	 PROCESS EACH INTFRCFPT a+^••a PAC01970(10
	 ?O()
	 C=) 901 .7 PAC01990N0F'X=(j PAC01990
PACO?OOO
r* SAVF THE WF	 INNING ANO ENO NUM4FR5 OF THIS INTFRCFPT FOR ARPAY OOTPACO2010
ro WHICH
	 IS	 PRT' ITFI) PACO20201F-	 =(Ft.(I)-SAM S T l4)/SA M INC 	+ l PACO2010
IF	 =(FL(I+1)-SAMSTQ)/SAMINC+l PACO?O40
IF(MQn(5A ?-lSTk•SAMINC)	 .NE.	 MOD(FL(I)•SA M INC))IH	 =lH	 +1 PACOP050
T NIp T^= (IE:° 1+'+ 1) # N Cd PACO?060T F( T a	 .6T.	 If	 )TNPTS=O PACn207OTF(1N	 .CST.	 TF	 )	 r;n	 TO	 140 PACO2060PACO2090
^+ rHFCk.	 TF	 THTF N rF'NTS	 APE WYTHIN PNTNTOIIT LIMITS PALO?_100
► F (f L ( T)	 .(,T.	 FNCL}'4)	 (70	 TO	 140 PACO2110
IF (Ft (1+1)	 .LT.	 STCL.M)	 ► •O	 TO	 140 FP'ACO2120
r,
r.0	 To 	 I",0 PACO2140(++ THrSF. C6 ,0 0S ANF USfD To 	 SFT OP THE 00TPUT FOH FLANK LINES OP PLANKPACO ?150
r+► SF'ArFS	 Cia	 A P FAS (IIITSInF,	 OF PP INT	 LIMITS PACO216014n roNITI^ ► Ilr
IF
	 (I+1	 .NF.	 'M	 WPITF	 (h•l41)
PACO2170
PACO21AO
141 F110-411T	 (Ili PACO2190PACO2200
r
GO





r ONT 1 (0 It
PFSnvr`
	 tit s I Ir.1N,r, AND FND NOMRERS FOR	 ARRAY OUT	 IF	 INTFRCEPT(S)
PACO2230
PACO2240
C ++ F'XrFfFPS	 P-I IJ T	 LIMIT PACO22SO1F (FI. (T)
	
.()F .	 STCLMI	 GO	 TO	 152 PACO2260PACO2270T ► (^=I ► 'T ►% = (4TrL-H — Gu M ST k ) /SAM INC* 1 PACOR280
1f(M(^r ► (;A-ASTk.SA.MINC)	 .NE * 	M0O(STCLM,SAMINC))TN=IH+1 PACO2290
r* cTrwF	 flumi4 F' U OF EXTRA POINTS THAT APF	 IN INTERCF. F'T BUT ARE PACO ?_300PACO2310
r+► 71)TSIF.F
	 T H F. wt4YNT LIMITS ON LEFT SIDE PACO2320N 0Fx=( T ls-)ri g )) * r,'Q PACO2330PACO2340r4l'F 40=40F AF)+s,0F X
TAPTS = TN TI. - NOFX PACO23SO
1132 IF(FL.(T+l)	 .i,T.	 FNCLM)IE=(FNCLM- SA MSTR)/SAMI NC + 1 PACO2360
r+ PACO2370
B-65
iF TI-F: P ACLMP	 F( ►PTWAN	 At
C• SET PRINT LIMITS IN THE 1-110 LIMITS WHFN THE NUMBERS WOULD EXCEEDPACO2380
r* )) 1A ON ANOT44 PASS THROUGH THE DATA PA 0 390
PALO 400l IA* N-%TRA
IN F-XTRAIMA	 OT	 IF) (iO TO 140 PACO 410NSFTSOE-14*1 PACO 4 0PACO 24 0( NPNTS:NSF..TSMMtJr PACO
rONTINi ► F PACO460ra 15c►
rMPAC0 480( CHFCK	 IF 14FFnF. n DATA IN THIS INTENCEPT IS IN TWO HUFFF PS
r» PACO2490
IF	 (ROFAU + NNNTS	 I.E.. 	 NOWPO)	 GO TO 1`4
CPACCO2SOO
(
r as	 COMPLETE LINT IS NOT IN AUFFFO •• PACO2530
r PACO2540
r	 I ANY OF L.IPP`	 IN CURRE NT HOFFER? PACOS550t 0IFF - HOF An - I+!urRO -
	 1 PACO 560!F	 IPOFAII	 ,I E, NnwRl7)
	
60 TO	 157 PACO2570
r	 NONF OF C04PPNT LINE IS IN HOFFER* SET NFW HUFFFR POINTER TO PACO2590
( C	 SKIP OVF^t FxTkiNF0105 POINTS PACO2600ADNESS = AI ►kFSS	 + OIFF PACO2610
Twan = TwNU - nIFF PACO2620
ROFAn =	 1 PAC07630( +O TO 1 65
r PACO2650
r	 Sr1MF OF CLJRkENT AlIFFFW IS NEFDFn• MOVE;
	
IT TO BEGINNING OF BUFFF R PACO2660
I F,7 KOIINT = NOW Pr) - MOVAD +	 1 PACO2670( nU	 104 11
	I	 =	 1.KOUN7 PACO2680
NUFFk ( T)	 a P tJFF W (R0F A0) PACO2690
)h0 PUFAI! = HUFAn +	 1
027710PA	




 T	 +	 l PACO2730
(7 PACO2740
r	 NFAn OA74 , INTO	 PAMINCFN OF RllFFFR PACO2750( 14c^ NOWP O = MAAROF - Qr ► F 40 +	 1 PACO27601h	 (Twlol)	 .LT.	 t l 000l))	 NOWRn	 =	 TWRO PACO2770IF
	 (1,104141)	 ,LF,	 0)	 GO	 T4	 16A PACO2780
rA1.L
	
kPFA0(A0RFS 0 •F4UVFR(HIIFAn) of NOWPn+STAT) PACO2790t A016,55 = A0 W F SS + NOWRO PACO2800
TM, o ► 1	 =	 fikPn - mouPn PACO28101<ct o1 ► FAI,^	 =	 1 PACO282O
( ra CAI J_ CLt1ST	 Tn (PH rAIN THE CLOSTFN SUBSC R IPT SO TTHATT THE CLUSTFQ
THE
PACO2840
PACO2850ra #CL5Y ►-1HOLS CAN PF COMNUTFn FOR ESET OF Fl 	 WITHIN
ra STAKT(STCLMI	 AND FND(F_NC.LM) PACO2860On r.ONjT iH OF PACO?870
oao;c! F00MAr	 ( 9 1 1-.IF.CLUSTN	 1-10 6 .2I6 9/9 10I7) PACO2880CALL CL UST	 (HUFFN(PUFAD) r NSETS• CLOSTNe KL8C9 AEN(LV'M)) PACO2890
r wP I 1 E L 1 wF. nF DATA ON NE W FILE	 •• PACO2900
r	 PFsF7 FND OF FILF; INDirATON IF LAST RECORD PA 02910
PAC 02920IF	 (I T^1F	 . t; T.	 (LINFNO	 LININC))	 ENDTAP	 =	 1 PACO2930I F	 (XTRa	 .t il.	 0)	 rALL	 MIF?TLN	 (CLUSTN.FNDTAN)
PACO2940
1'-n11 PACO2960ra
ra 5Tn4' SY M ^+01,5 FnN OUTPUT PACO2970
nU	 173 K=IN.TF PACO2980
L=i+1 PACO2990
r ► I I'^=CL I )ST^+(1	 1 PACO3 00
C SF'T SY M *iUL--THF' +UHSCkINT FOR SYM IS RESET TO 1 THROUGH MAXPOP PACO3010
wTFMF = NSYHH( NUM ) PACO30?0
I=^^nf1 (ntSYN,h (NI1 ► +) -1 •^+A)IPI)F'1 +1 PACO3030
IF	 (	 J	 .LF.	 0	 !	 J = 47 rACO3040
I. ►W r4T= M Ax6 (I_rvCAT.J) PACO3050
n s )T!1' ) =SY M, (,J) PACO3060
r'a CAVk TNF (,PIJMRFP OF PIXELS ASSIGNED TO THIS CLUSTER PACO3070
171 ^' 4LK (,1) =N-LK (.,l) +1 PACO309n
r aia	 Pp Tiq	 LINE OF OUTPUT ANTI RLANK 8UFFF. P •*• PACO3090
WkITF	 (69?7 c+)	 LINT•	 (OUT(K)•K=IvLPTS) PACO3100
IF
	 (LI N ► F	 .LF.	 4)	 wkITE	 ( 399275) 	LINE•	 (OOT(K ) 9K=IvLPTS) PACO31101 tto?kAT
	




nn 7N0 K =1.110 PACO3150






























































V TI.F S PACLMP	 FORTPAN A
r
r
nn	 PUFAI? s HUFAO • TNPTS
X80 ctivTlwufr
gin(► Cu^, t 1^1(^f
r	 •• ENO OF GENFRATION OF LINES FOA 1 PAGE ••
r CHF CK FOR A00 T T I ONAL PAGFS41  TFGNOT, NFIN)PO TO 400
r ^4111TIPLE PA(itS• WF.SET HOUNOARIES




r r-O Tu NwOCE Sti ADO I T I ONAL PAGES
I;n TO on
r
4n0 r11NT I NO
r
C	 FNO OF CLUSTEk MAP' ••
r
r	 •M Pk1NT COUNTS M•
r
1)0 46K [= l oto,A X POP
4^5 NJ-iLKT(T)=MHLhT( I)•NRLK(I)
r






nO Shn "(=1.1 -,, AT






7!,n F IsP MAT (//$ T( I TAL NOMF3Fk OF CLU+ STFW I; =903)r TuTPTS- TUT wur ► /%qo
r
^4kTTF(697h101 TOTPTS
7 ,sn F0 Qm AT(/ l TOTAI, NOMRF_k OF POTNTS a t•Tli)
r
,0 rTF (o^977o)
r 77n FOPMAT (// 9 r1.ilSTF p 	SYM40L	 POINTS IN CLUSTERI )
00 776 ,.,-i.I harAT



















































































1 FILF S DCMMAT
	
FOOTRAN	 A
n1 MENSTON AW(4*4) ♦ C(4)9R44)9U(4)9V(4)




n(1	 1994 KK=1 .44
JM(KK):KK
1409 CnNTINIJF(10	 3	 1=1 .4l 00 4 '181 94
TF	 ( 1 •F1,I.J)	 w i 1 •.1) s.ti
4 CONT tNIIF'
'1 CONT1Nl)FM,p TTE	 ( 1~•7777)
7777 FORMAT (// ?X. 1 STAkT	 INPUT	 1








t no ?n	 Js	 *I
KK:KK•1
A(TrJ)=T(KK)
t p n? C(1NTIN1ifPe 1 Co NT	 N11VCALL MTMLSh(A."19AW9N.N)
nil
	 12	 , 1 =1.N
AWIJ= AW (I *J)
U(T)= Wt19.Jl•AWTJ
V(I)=AWTJu•21( lSlli►SUlfOJONON)C(A)P (J)=SI 1PS1 jm (V.N.t'4)C )NTTHIF
00	 14	 J =1914
14 CONT INUF
5 CuNTINUF
aVI IM=SIlNSU+^ f 11 • ^^ • N )
( C M A IN LOOP(,0N 11 NI IF
,'.fwTTF.(A94?)t a? FIIRWAT(//?x. # AFTEN 36 CONTINUE*	 W COLUMNWISFI)
11 0 	 In	 K=191
CALL	 0TNUF.X(N9JM9K9N)TS=J"( K 1IF	 (P(15). L s- .0 * 0)	 SO	 TO	 60
3 4M1 N=W (IS)
T TF'- A T T VF
	
SL ► N	 0.10P
no
	 31	 Tr_=K. p.lpaT31=11+1
1 1 ;T1=AW(I.1'6;) * AW(1.I8)	 r"V(1)=W(I • IS)*AW (I.IH)
47 CUNTIN01'
WAA4 =SIJNSIJ4 f U•N.N)
W A W = S ( I P S i )	 (V•N•N)
0k'1 =WAAw-? . a C ( IS) *WAW
DVS=. p 1 a t.Ql^l^tIF1/R(IS)1-1.1
IF	 lnFl...LT.FVri)	 GO	 TO	 31
r,AMMA=C ( 1 S)
F N n =^+ 115 )
nU 33 J =1.Nn:
r FOPtl	 TTVwATT 0N MATNIX
C1"T 1=N l 15) • tr. (15) - c,A M MA 1 ww?cM ??,= ►^ t 1P) • (C (TP) -GA1^1»41 wM?
C+ 11 1 ?=WA 4W — ?. *GAMMA=WAW
FI^EN= n. S^► tSMll+5"22-StiF+T((SM11-SM^2)•MP+4.«SM1z^N211




nE.l =51 ► N 1' (x l as?. X?+ ► +12































M0 10 h n
M01070





























F TI. A i PC MMAT	 FOO TRAN A
C
IF IF..IAF14•GT.NFI0*FRRCM) GO TO 35110 34 TalrN
11(T)8(X1•Aw ( lrT5)•X2 •AM(191H) ) *IXlwk ( IrIS ) OX2,*W(ItIM))34	 CONTINUEO3ANMAsSIIPSIIM (ll•N•N)
P"O u F I (+F N
33	 COMTINul!
3c;	 F(M 1 NO IF
110 304 J Ia1•IIN
rTTK:w (I.TH)
III 1) a KI*W1t 44 + X2* I A














4)	 F00MAT(//"l.X•'JPsrrj4)W NTTF(lh•41. n ) (W(irIt41.1=1•N)
420 FQ4MAT(//•M(FI7•6))C (TS) =SUP c.Wwi (U•NrN)C ( 18) =SOPS(O"i l V 9N9N)
00 17 1=1•01
i)(T1=11► wli•TS1-C,11S1+► w1I•IS11^► w2
Vl 1)=lAw(JriHl—C1IF1)pW11rTH11N»7
37	 ri7NIINI)t--P ( TS) =S1 INSlIM(()• PI• %))P ( IH) = SIIP'%UM(V•N•1V)
T  (Pt Ts) 91.F.n.III) G(1 TO h o
91	 CON TI p it IF
F M ►1 OF	 SI IH t. 0171PIF W ( 151 .IT.WF*C (IS) **?) r O TO 30TF (P A jN.(,T.4.n*14 (IS)) 630 TO 34
roll TO '4(1fl,n	 r OMIT TNO10'
^IMfK)=.J1A(11,4
JM(IN) =J5
WNITF t I	 I lu 0 ) K.J'A(K) 91N9JM(TN)1- ►4 c 11or4AI
	
PX••h=r•T4 9 0 JM =x •149 1N- 914•rJM=r91410(75)=n.0
T N= 1N + I
IF l t A^.^^r .rvt W) TO 70(+ ► ) TU 119
110	 r(INTTN11F
7 m	 rO NTlw0f.
4WITF(0-•711










	 S	 L AkS	 01 A6 PR000010




09)(ICFS	 DUMMY LOAD POINT FOR OV R AY MODULES PR000050





r 91JRROUT 1 wt NROCE S











monu44FS t M Ai. THE APPAr A iiS USED TO FORF THE
SYSTEMS FkEF STOkh6F ABOVE BVERLAY MODUL ES•
PR000170
Pk0001AOl r ISF,E SYSTFM MANUAL) Pk000l'0O/'p«A•pAA•A•«•^^r«AApM««««A11««AAApAA«A•A••••A••AAA•A«••«A•••^•••••A«IA «AAPROOU2IO









INTF0FW	 ( 4-7) PRT000?0
C THE P110 OSE OF THIS SURPOUTINIS TO PRINT A NODE_ TREE
S01•
PRT00030
PRT00040nIMENSTON INVEX(?71•LSU8 (LSUPER(29) ♦ IDAOJ(2'N)•NSYMR(12)•
1	 PCI,IM(26) • PWTRCi-• ;.?SI ♦ CIN(24) •CTOT(	 3) •PPOP(22) • SPFAC ( 2	 ) •
2 W4DJ(?n) ♦ W(	 9)OOPROP(18)90W(17)	 VOLINI116) ♦ VOLRT( 5)•O^ON(14) ♦
PRTA0050
PR 00060
3 PORAT(13) ♦ OISS(1?)•PPASS(12)•PS^(11) ♦ OCIN(10)• PC^NO(71• Pk 00070
4 OPKI()R(9)•nnFN(A) PRT00080
MWNSION V A IN(475)•GFN1999) ♦ 6REF ( 999)• PRTO0040IALNK ( 1)FAIIIVALF.NCF	 (LINK ( 1)•ALINK01))•(LINK(31) ♦ NDEX( ? 7)) PHT00100F 0 l1IVA),FNCF	 (L.TNK(31)9LSUPS(30)) PRT00110
FOIJIV +;.. F'NCt ( LINK ( 31)•LSUPFR ( 29))•	 (.INK(31)9IDAOJ ( 2A))• PkT00120




I	 II.I NK ( 31)♦ SPFAC ( 21))9	 (LINK(3	 )•WAOJ ( 20))♦ 	 LINK (31)	 W(19	 1•
4	 II.LMK (31)• OPPOP( 1W We	 (LINK ( 3^1.OW ( 17)1♦ 	 (L INK ( 31)•V^LIIN(	 6))♦
PkT00150
PRT00160
PRT00170(131)•5	 (LI NK(?l)•VOLPT(15))•	 (LINK(31)9000N(14)) ♦ 	 (LINKl311)•PQRA
PkT001140K	 ( L I NK(3j)*P SS( 1 2))♦ 	 ( L NK(3 1 )•PPASS(112)) ♦ 	 (LINK(311•PST(11))•(`I NK1311•VRIN(71)• PkT001907	 d(,NK(31)•orIN(10)1•	 ILINK(31) ♦ pCONn(7)) ♦
A	 (LINK(31) ♦ rEN(7))
	
(L INK(31)90DEN(A)1 ♦(LINK(31).OPRION(Q)14 PFT00?00Q	 (LINK(31)•(;0F.F(P)) PNT00210
COMMOKI/CLUS/	 .)IINK(12)•NARL ♦ NTOPoNTR;7M.NWANT•LINK(14000) PRT00220
nI MFNSTON P f)S(120) PRT00230
r)I"lFNSTUN	 X(Iu')0)9Y(I000) PRT00240
QATA	 INLANK /I PJ / PRT00250(.
^rPn X ANn Y LnCATION FOR NOCES PRT00260
MAINUT) =	 1000 PRT00270
ToPNnF = 11 4 PRT00290IF	 (TOPn(nF	 .F.O.	 0)	 RETOPN PRT00290
(in	 In
	
I	 =	 19 M AXNOO PRT00300
X(I)	 =	 n PHT00310Y (T) PHT00320
fnNTINIIE PRT00340^n
NO()	 =	 TUPI,,, I)F PRT00350
1N4 I6HT	 =	 I PHT00360
=	 I PPT003PO
M0L I N
MTV hNn	 =1 1i1n PkT00390r




=	 I AuS (TMI)F K (NODE.)) PkT00430
IF
	
(NIW4 P	 .F (j .	 n)	 NO AHEk =	 100 PR T00440
v (n1(WHFR) =	 IHI('vHT PRT004SOY ( NN)MHF^-) = L INF N0 PkT00460
I F	 001+	 .PT. HIGHNO)	 HIGHNO = NOOF PkTn0470POT00440
LSTNOr)	 =	 rqUa1F PRT00490
PRTnO500
aaw P k OCFSS SUR aaa PRT U0510
Idlin g 	 _	 iS,,IH'') ( fg Ont.) PRT005?0
► F	 (NOOF,	 .1.F.	 n)	 60	 TO	 10n PRT00530PRT 00550
r S	 ^	 u	 ^^I1MF+Fk(1 +	 EXITS,	 INC	 FMFNT L TN£ PRT005';0I NI FIVO	 =	 L I',IFNO	 .	 I PRT00560
IF	 (LT M NO	 .(,T.	 MAXLIN)	 MAXLIN	 =	 I.INFn)(1 PRT00570
wo TO 5n PRT005HO
C PRT00590
r PROCESS SIALING PRT006nOI no rjnnF
	 =	 L it K	 (L5Tw0i)) PkT00610
IF	 (fj0PE	 .LF.	 n)	 (;n	 TO	 200 PRT00620
f" E'WITS•	 IhIC.kFMFNT COLUMN NUMHER PWTOn630
TPTGHT =	 IHTAHT	 +	 1 PHT00640(•0
	 T 	 So PRT00690
PRT00670
r FTNn NEXT NON-ZERO Nnnk 
^^
PRT 00671 ►
21n (_TNFNC^#	 tli ,4E 14U	 -	 1 PkTn06AO
(
TO	 300 PRT007nOh<<l`t	 = 1 Lc,0PF N((t STNnr))IF'	 (ron pF.t.n.	 TOPNDF)	 GO TO	 300 PRT00710
L 5TN(Jn = NOOF PPT00720
r:n
	 TO	 1 nn PRT00730
r Pk7OO740
r NW )1dT NODES PPT00750
r PHT00760
r LINF'SZ r.-M)P S, NEW LINE ♦ SET MIN ANn MAX COLS FOR PAGE PkT00770
Ion MTNCOl.
	 =	 I PRT00780







31 rT MAXCA(	 : MINCO	 . LINF_SZ - 1
l •• PRIN	 LINE
no 400 LINE = 19MAXLIN
HCFFEROE r NLANK
PO 320
	 1 :	 1.120?n POS (T )
	
= 1 4L ANK
C
r
r CK Nom FOR THIS LINF
no 370 NngF m 19HIAHNO
l MOL I NE - Y ON100F )
IF	 (NIMNE . NF. LINE) 60 TO 370( r
A C01.N0 a X I NOOF )
R IF	 (COLNO el-T6 MINCOL	 .OR.	 COLNO .PT. MAXCOL)	 60 TO 370#'
rF C 1, 101"oF	 n,,4 	 THIS	 PAGE
COI.NO x M0l)(COLN0 . LINESZ)
Th	 (COLwO .Fr).
	 0)	 COL NO =ILI NESZ
-11	 3	 •















( P( ►S( L).L=1.5111
'ItiA FOPMAT
	 ( 1 7 (I X.3A1) )
r
NC0TIt11OF( 4n1
r FNI) OF Por=f..	 SKIP TO NFW PAGE
wkTTF	 (3.410)
411 FOOMAr	 (i)
1 r Cie 	FOR	 f6inKF	 PA(-gFS
M INCOI.	 - MINr o l_	 • LINFSZ
IF	 (MINCOL




























































































































r•	 THIS SUHROUTINF COORDINATES THE ROUTTNES TO READ FIELDS OF DATA
ro	 FWOM THE IMh GF TAPE AND STORE T1 ON A n pu4 FILEE FUR THE CLASYCa	 c()ANnIJT#NES. RANDOM ACCESS ROUTINES ARE USED fpR DRUM I/0. (RINIT
ra	 Aivn RWP TFI ,
ra
4URROl1TTNF RFAflTP(LAST9IDATA9TOPIn)1 1" PLICT T NTFGF ►t (A-Z)F a L
	


















FU( 1 1V al. F'NC.L ( CkOF(I)•ARPAY(2001)),IPTXFL(1)•ARRAY(21))
F0 l )IVALtNCF (No sk(1 ) • ARRAY (Q010) )
F(Jll1VAl _ FlyrF. (Fl . nl'NF(1) •Li NSTR) • (FLr)INF(4) •SAMSTk) •
a (FI.nTNF(2)•LINFNn)• (FLnINF(S)•SAMENO)+
a	 (Fl.r)INF(3) •LINTNC) • (FLDINF (6) •SAMTNC)
•0c;EkVF ? non LOCATTONS OF I APRAY 9 FOR FIELD I)EFIN11ION INFOpMATTON.
THE NFMAI '•( ( I FN OF 9 ARRAY 1 IS USED FOR I /O HUFFFRS.
F 1 F L1'► Il'JFnuI"ATTON STOREO AS FOLLOWS 	 k
aNNAY(1)
	
=FTNST_FIFLn NAME FOR THIS CI:ASS 	 k
(?)	 =NO. OF VFNTICF.S FOR THIS FIELD (NV)	 R(3) - (3+NV a 2) = ACTOAL VERTEX NOMHFRS	 k(3 + N V a ^ ► =TOTAL PIXELS IN THIS FIFLn 	 k
(4+NV a 2 )-(10+NV a2) = FLnNF WLOCK FOR THIS FIFLD 	 RC 1.)"k ON /TF. STC.m/ T TEST ( 100) • NTEST (100) • MTFST (100) • ISUM,MSl)M•NSUM R
T i 'T r pLI7 F" Cuiv^Z TANTS TO CHECK SCkAMHLINro
1* 1 0 ? I=1+1+)n
I
TPST(l) = n
P I TFST ( T ) = n
(5r(1M = n
M^^IIM = i)
n5tlti^ = I)TF(r0CI .(,T.n)rn To 10
r	 CALL Q T ,ITT ( TRF(,INgNWUS)
iNFUI r,l
 = ID)1 FINE FILF ??(21n0,)?00•U,Tn)
n(kIINAAr) = I
P ,km WO 4; = 4 ? 0 n 0 0
wOTTE (? 2 f 1) Owtl( An
r'ATAPF = 11




4rif) w f.5= I6F( T^1T +NV=()
1 AcT=n
TV'lT wNn =n
PF T OP x = ? ]n inn







NOFFTP• NOFET4 9 VARSI	 +R
X5I7	 • NOSPFC• NORIS +R
KFFPLV• PRTLEV• YSIZ	 •	 p
SPCRAS+ NOCLS3+ PCTSZ +R
HISVFC(30)91NVENT(30)99ESTVC(30)k
COMMON/CL( ►STN/ 1HFGTN.TOTWQneCLSNAM•IPT+NOFLn+ SYM(61) 	 N1 	 LNCAT• Q kNT(4) • KLHC • PRTIOE• PPOUT• TOYPIX+ 	 R? SCPA"tok11FPIX.NUFTO'i9N4l1FSnr ynUMPot.RUFn	 R
'a. MA04 F. ANFA v NWOS• N WUHS+ NPTS • LMI#F. T01 •NOCYCL	
k



















: ^• REAOOezor• PfAn A FIELn OFSCRIP TION FROM CAROS. Rr:AO0830







O)V sAkRAY ( INT+I) ^RtEA00870
NO;Ln*NOFLD # 1 R AOOdAO
NSAMP*(SAM^ENn-S AMSTR) /SAM INC+1 R A00890k FLn%AM*n R A00900
IN*Ij PT+2 REA00910




r• Pf1CITION TAPE FOR THIS FIELD REA00960CALL
	
F1_ f)T f)T(FLnitjF.FFTVF.C•A4OFEAT) REA009701 KNT=O REA009RO
r no	 Tn I.INF. sLINSTwvLINEND.LININC PFA00990CALL L 1r+* Q0(IDAT 4 . FNDTAN) PEA01000TF (FPjnTAP.Fn.
-1) 6O To A00 R► A0 11 0 0( r• REA01030FTNn sAmpt.F, INTERSECTS FOR THIS LINE - NIsNO. OF INTERSECTS
s'
 CALL F;)LINT(ARRAY(IPT +2).NV*FL9LINE9SAMPSpNI) REA01040
a




	 +	 l REEAOl0AO
TF( MOr)( SA+STN.SAMINCISANE*	 IFL(I).SAMINC))IR REAOIIOO► mon	 =Id+1
TF(IN	 * 6T.	 TF)6(1 TO 60 REA01110
n4 50 J=IN.TF REA0IIPOKNT=KNT+I REA01130
no 5 0 K=1900FFAT REAO1140TWAf)=IW ►+U	 +	 1 R A01150
,^-	 'tTF MP =	 (K=1) a^ SAM^P) .
r^" rR ► 1F (T ^^srt)1	 =	 n^T4	 M]	 (I TFR) REA01116C0l REA1 170
r, rK FOR FOL.L b1)FFEN9
	 WQITF SUFFER IF FULL REA01190
TF(Iwpn.LT. 14UFSTZ.)6O TO 50 REA01200
TOTwKD=T( ► TiJP0	 +	 IWRD REA01210(
CALL kw4lTF(AonkfS.	 CHUF(I).
	
8OFSIZ.	 LSTAT) PEA01220C CnU^.'T 0CC0 61 AivCFS OF VALUFS FOR TEST OF SCPAMHLING REA01230
rALL	 TFST	 (rHUF(I).
	 HUFSIZ.	 ITFS1 9 	ISOM) REA01240
nQ41 F004AT
	 ('	 AnnRF I%oP(JFSTZ•ISUM= 0 92I109/9(10I7)) REA01250
AI')l)HES= AJ)ORF5 	 +	 6OF5TZ REA01260
TW D 0=0 PEA 1 1270
50 CONT T N1Jk REAIi ?a061 Cn4TIN))F REA012190
FLn5AM=FL0SAM+SAMHS RFAOI300
70 r0NTIN0F RE A 01310
r REA01320
r E MPTY PUFFEk REA01330
IF	 (Iwkn	 .F_ r4.	 0)	 GO	 TO 75 R A01340
ToTWkD = TOTWWD + TwKU PEA013SO
CALL RwRITF	 (ADnRES• CHUF(1)•






TNT	 =	 IPT	 +	 `JV*P	 +	 2 REA01400
APRAY(TPT)=K NT REA01410
'^O	 An
	 T=I ph REA01420
IPT=1NT+1 REA01430A0 4RRAY ( TNT) =FLf)TNF (T) REA01440
TPT=INT+1 REA01450
IF'(TPT+30	 * GT.200O)GO TO Inn REA01460
r,0 TO ?Q REA01470
r • REA01480
r • rLASS NAMF CARD ^NCOUNTEREn - RERFAD PREVIOUS CAkU TO GET NAMF. PEA01490







60 TO 155 RE	 1590
r RAO1600
R A01610ISO CLSNAM:.NATCLS
1 r+5 LASTwI R AO 620
•^^• SCPAMRLE nATA REA016 30fr
C PURPOSE!
	
SCPAMRLE THE ORDER OF A SFT ppF INTEGERS• IN THE
of
R AO1650
af RANGE	 1	 NPIXEL • AND USE TH15 SCRAMBLRD SET
OF
A01660
r INTEGF_RS TO SCRAMBLE 	 HE LOCAT ONS	 N UT DATA
OUTPUTIwTTHIN THE INPUT DATA BUFFFR.D 	 SCRAMRLFO
REA01670
REAO11690C
f DATA ON THE ARUM. REA01690
r AlIFTOT a N0. OF AVAIL WORDS 	 N SCRATCH AREA • ARRAY • REA01111700




	 TOP -	 IPT+1l	 )/NOFEATI	 • NOFFAT REAA1720
C "OFSI7 a 1;20'F  TOTAL WORDS ON FAST STORAGE DEVICE BUFFER (ARRAY) READ 730
40FSI7 s HOFTOT/2 REA01740
NHUFS[w s 0 REA01750
r NownS = TOTAL NO. OF WORDS AVAIL IN FAST STORAGE REA01760
C TOTwkn = TOTAL NIIMHER OF wORns IN ORIG DATA ON DRUM REA0770
r
RE
EA017ROSCRAMI = 1ST woRn OF
I
 AVAIL FAST STORAGE + LENGTH OF ORIG DATA UNLESS
r SCQFCCAk^ASUHSFrIfNT N ACfESS T HY 9 5U8RfUTINESSSTATIS F AiJO AClA5Y1 DRi1M • READ 810
C REACIPPO
r ( pT ,1ST AVAII WOOD IN SCRATCH AREA • ARRAY • REAOA30
r i:i11FSI7 =	 1i;? OF TOTAL
	
AVAIL WORDS IN PUFFER	 @ ARRAY $ REA0840
C RIJF' N 1 X a S 12f. OF	 O AWR AY • !NO OF CHANNELS REA01 A501 NO 941FPIX s 0UFTOT/NnFFAT REA060 18
r •+►•	 INITIALIZE REA01880
r Z 2	 7014(	 145927	 ) REA011840
C kf_An THE INPUT PIXELS FROM DRUM INTO THE BUFFER SPACE• AND RFA01900
C
SCRAMNLF THE PIXELS IN THE INPUT NIIFFFN
REA01910
r mAnOR - NEXT woRn OF URIG DATA REA01930TNAono	 =	 I HF i:I P1 RF. A01940C n11TAnn = NEXT NAIL worn FOR SCRAMHLEn f1ATA REA01940
OUTADD
	
SCk'A PA 1 REA01960
r N"41 a NO OF CHA NNE LS - 1 REA01970
MM1 = NOFFAT - 1 PEA01980
r. RFA01990
r, CALCULATE TRIAL SLICE	 ••• REA02000
r VRUFS
	
= N(j. i)F HOFFF.RS OF DATA REA02010
r TOlwwn = TOT AL WORDS OF nATA REA020?0
r, FEAT
	
= NO OF CHANNELS i,EA02030C 'AAYH11F = M AXIMI O M HUFFFR SIZE.	 M N0, OF R1IFFFPS kEA02040
C Ir LICE	 = LARFF'ST CHUNK THAT WILL FIT jN A BUFFER • NFIUFSD TIMES REA02050







-	 (	 OTwkn +	 FiUFSIZ -1)	 / SUFSI7
;)1n MAXHUF = HUFST7 * NHUFS RLA02100
TSLICE =	 tMAXNUF/NNUFS)	 / NRUFS REA02110
r SLICE MUST AF FvF N MULT OF NO OF CHANNELS REA021PO
TF	 (TSLICr	 * Gto NOFFAT) CO TO ?30 REA021130
REA02140r
wijTTF	 (h.l?an)	 TOTWPn•NF)UFS• 	 NOFEAT• TSLTCF REA021SO
12?r)	 FOOMAT	 ( I NF Af ►TP--EPRnR IN CALC BUFFFN SLICES• TOTAL WORDS = 9 9I89 REA02160
1	 I NO W05 IN HUFF	 =	 9 • I60	 NO CHAN= 1 .16. 1 	TRIAL SLICE= 0 9I6) REA02170
CALL CMFkk REA021SO
REA02190
C CALC, SLTCF AS FVFN MOLT OF NO CHANNELS REA02200
,40 SLTrF =	 (TSIICF/NOFFAT)	 a NOFEAT REA02210
r TRIAL WO RDS MEAD =	 r	 1 SLICE FROM N FIUFFFPS) 	 N AUFFER4 TIMES REA022?'0SF;CTSZ = SLTCF	 NPUFS REA02230





t0kOS IN EACH PUFFER w NO OF PUFFFHS MUST 8E .GE.	 TOT WDS R'EAO?260
60 TO ?40
RE A022'RON4il)FS(1T4NrlIFSF^ lOTrlk(1)G(? TOn REA0(12300r
r REA02310
ro1jrTtIUF REA02320r P4o




















EOETASTkE AD SOmF DAOAINRFIWSTC
ECTIbNON EXCEPT POSSI9LY LAST
REAOS400
C
MAWR : NEXT WOQn OF ORTG DATA REAO2430
4 10 RAnRES = INAnD p +	 (K-1)
	 • SLICE R A0245o
NWOknS s 0 REA02460
r REA02470
NUx9n z 1 REA024RO00 420 J = 1 •NNI)FS kEA02490
SIM) : SLICF. RF_A02500
rURAi)S = RAnpFs +	 (J-1)	 • SECTSZ REA02510
r' REA025?0
r CK IF MOPF DATA IS NEEnEn FROM LAST RUFFFR REAO?..530
IF	 (T6TWRn - CURAnS	 .LT. 0) GO TO 420 REA02540C TF q (TnTwPf) 1).LT. LASTWDT SURD = TOTWRD - CORAOS • 1 RFA02570
rALL PRt=AD (CURADS• RIXEL(NnXRn)• SI7P09 STATUS) REA0256n
NOWRll : NnxRn + SI7.RO REAO?590




CONSTROCT A SET OF SCRAMBLED INTEGFRS IN THE kANGE 1 - NPIXEL REA02640r CRFATF SC p AMNLFO	 INTF(3EF?S ONLY WHEN RUFFFR SI7F CHANGES REA02660
1345 CONTTNUF REA02670
r NPIXFL = ► )C► . OF Sf TS OF CHANNFLS IN ONE PUFFER REA02680
NNTXEI	 = NWONI,S/140FEAT REA026QO
IF	 Ox	 stiFe	 2	 .ANT).	 LSTNPX	 .F.09 NPIXFL)	 GO TO 490 REA02700
1,_STNFX	 =	 NHTXF.'1. ?0REA027r
SKI	 44A	 1	 =	 IoNPTXEL91 REA07730
44n NUM(1)	 =	 1 REA02740
r REA02750
NP1







	 -	 J10	 +	 1 RFA02810
K	 =	 ONTF (1.) RFA02F4?0
F J = J REA02830
NN = FJ u	X	 +	 1. REA02840
i_L
	












C a+►r SCHAMHLE DATA	 a+► +► PF.A02930
r NnwTxrL
	 = r,)U. OF' SETS OF CHANNELS IN ONF HUFFFR REA02940
4 ►4n NPXml
	
= NHTXEI-	 -	 1 REA029S0
00	 x,00	 1=1•nIHXM+ 1.2 REA02960
N = NUM(I)
	
a NnFF_AT - NMI REA02970
1.	 =	 NU""(I+1)
	
a	 NJF( AT	 -	 NMI REA02980
r 'FAO?990
C Nnr F AT = N+ ► . OF CHANNELS RE A03000
F!(;	 4Q0	 J=1.NOF'EAT•1 RFA03010
NN = N + J - I REA03020
LL = L	 + J -	 1 REA03030
T EMP = NIXFL(NN) REA03040
PTxEL(NFv)	 =	 PIXEL(tl_) REA03050
490 PIXF'L(LI_)	 =	 TFMN REA03060
501) ('ONTINIOf- REA03070
r nno FACTOP TO FACH PIXEL REA03090
r0	 r,10	 1	 =	 1 g NwORD 1; REA03100
7	 =	 IIIITt' (1 .) REA0311 0
X	 =	 /	 -	 .'s REA03120








C	 •00 WRITE SCRAMBLED DATA ON DRUM •*•r
r	 KIT THE BUFFER OF SCRAMRLED PIXELS RACK ON THE DRUM
C OUTADn s NEXT AVAIL WORD FOR SCRAMBLED DATA
C PIXEL = SCMAMHI . FO DATA
C NWORDS s NO OF WORDS IN C5URRf_NT BUFFER
CALL NWRITE( OUTADn •
	 xgL ! NwOR S • OSTAT )
r COUNT OCCIIRANCFS OF VALUES FOR TEST OF SCRAMBLINC
CA L TFST (PIX L•NWORDS•NTFST•NSUM)
OU AUO 
'







1 0" FORMAT 0 0A•A4)
1 00 FORMAT(# FIELD DEFINITION INFORMATION EXCEEDS 2000 WORDS• ►
1400 FORMAT(I FNh—OF-TAPF REACHED BEFORE FND OF FIELD$)
104 FO0MAT(//40X9 9 FIELnS TO Rf CLUSTERFD FOR CLASSo91X9A4//
• i6X• I SAM ►+L.F t .3X• t LINE • /5X9 1 FIELn NAMFI•3X•































































































































TINEg 15 CALLED WH N VER T HAS f!EEN OE RED THAT A
REFSTSPL I T OR1 /l1TNE SPL# FOR f3 0. ^HSUCLUS 
ED 
^r 11 SUSLYROW N SPL
	
AND FFFIICC NT S?A 	 g
NAVE NOW BEFN GATHERER TO CON 
A. 
THAT THE LISTER CAN E
SPLIT
II
UPP ON A STATISTI CALLY
AA 





TERS TOLTHEESAME IEVE^NASBKL iISELF9LLKLTIS
THFN ELIMINATEn.
Mt NS nN NTA ( 3? )
n MENS ON IN0EX127)•LSUBS(30)MYPER(29)• DAnJf2e1•NSY t12)•
1 CUM( 6)•PRTRCM(7S) ;CINt241•t23)•^PROPf22)•SPFAC(2211•
ON114)2 WADJ(2o1•W(91.OPRO(18)•0W( 	 VOLINt 6)•VOL g TCW1 .00•
I PARAT(13)•() SS( 2)•PPASS(12)•PS,t11 ► •OLINf101 CONO(7)•q)
n MFN
1









( UK 	 • ILINK1311 •IDA041 1122
1 M INKf31)•NSYMAt11 2 )1•P UMt26 ) 1• IL 1N Kt 31f • P^IRCcM(25))•
2 ILINK13 ) • CTN(2411 • (LINKt311 •CTO?1231) • ILINKt3111 PROPt221)•
tL NKt3 )•SPFACt ?1'1 ► • ( L 1 NKi g
H oDCON04 ; )
!•WAOJl201)• 1 INKi3^1 tWIm 1•
4 f NK(3 )•OPWOP(1A)). (
( I
• OWtl7))	 LINKNK 3l 	 RA 6)1• ►
IL NK(31)•VOl.l0(15) ► • (LINK(3 	(L	 1311•P	 (13) ) o
6 (LINK(31)•nj%s(1?))• (LINK(3311)•PPASS5t i2))• t INK``31)•PST( 	 1)•
7 1LTNKf3j)9OCIN(10)). tLINK(311•PCc0 A(7))• I INK(3
11 1.O
•VRJ ^ )IN•
f3	 •rEN17)1• (LINK(3)•OPRjOR(9))• (L NK(3OENf11•9 L NK (31 ))•(+PFF(A)). (LINK( I).NT®®®®f33 11
C 
LINK t3
MMON/CLUS/ JUNK 0 21•NARL•NTOP•NTB ?M.NWANT•LINK(140001
nI MENSION MVAKt31)•LR(3)9LV(3)
FOUIVALENCE (LR(1)+LVRIN)•(LRt2)•LKURTI•
1	 (LR( i)• LnVAN1•(LV(1).LSUM)•(LV(2)•LSKFW)•(LV(3)•LOSUM)
COMMON /MIST/ MOOMM•LR.LV•NINCLS•MXAR•WTINIT KROOT•EPS•OELT
























wN TF. 0.5711 INDF.X(KLI,INnEX(KLS),IN()FX(N)•SPFAC(KL)FO MAT t 0 (1***SFPERATE. 9 .(39 9 SUPER SUPS • r213^ • S i^FAC 99E11.5)
NAT I(?=PkOP ( KL) /FHIkCM (KL)
PASSF=PST(KL)/(PCUM(KL)"PRTRCM(KL))
*** REMOVE KL •*•
K	 - FIRST OFFSPRING OF PARENT OF KL
FIRST WE FINE) KL IN THE LIST OF LSURS OF KS. AND REMOVE IT*K=(-SUNS (KS)TF(K.NF.KL) 130 TO 20
FTwST OFFS PkII,+(: OF KL = K. RESET FIRST OFFSPRING TO LINK (KL)LS1104S(KS) =LINK (KL)
GO TO 79
F T'd0 rLl ►STEFH KL
Pn KnLn=K
K=LINK(K)IF (K.LF.0) 60 TO 6601
TF(K.NF.KL) 60 TO 20
5FT LTNe OF KOLO = LINK OF KL
?r,
 
LINK (KOLO) =LINK (KL)
CHECK FOR VOIn SURCLUSTERS OF KL








dF	 (KoAT * O) GO TO 614 EP008P06!S6
	 WTNT	 6649KL*K9KOI.() SEPOOA30










C	 CALL. nENCAL TO ADJUST THE DENOMINATOR OFFSET AND PROPORTION OF KL 5EP009S0CAL. OFf4CAL(K ,p 0 ATIn9W(KL) ) SEEP00960
0ST(K) mwST(K)*0AS5F
SEP00970r
r	 AFT NFXT S I R L I N N, SEP00990
O(OLO :K SEP01000KmL INK (K) SEP01010
IF(K.AIF,O)	 An	 TO	 10
SFPOIO20r
r	 SFT LAST OFFSPRING OF KL TO POINT TO OLD 1ST SEP01040
C	 OFFSPRING OF K •S PARENT.
OF
SEP01050
r,	 SET KL•S PAREN	 TO POTNT TO 1ST OFFSPRING	 KL
•«NSEp01060
(
r	 KS	 _ PANFNT OF KL SEPOI090
r	 mow Ant) TAE SU"CLI)STFR LIST OF KL TO THAT OF KS SEPOI090
L, roK (KOLU)=LSO4%O(S) SEP(1110o
sep0 110L IINS(KS)sLSUNS (K1.1CALL FQEF (KI_.NTNCLS) SEP01170
CALL P rrTWF.	 (KS) SEPO 130
RFTUP'4 SFP01140Frdn SEP01150
B-78
FRF: ShTUi>q	 F`OQTRAN A
SUPPOUTINE SETUPS SET00010fANNNNNN•NNNNNMNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNrN•NrNN•:DNNNNMANNN//NNNMNNNNNNiNNN^NwNNNNNrNS T00020`
































	 • SETOOIAO( N	 PIGH	 • XLOW	 •	 SPCHAS•
	
NOCLS39









l (HE01 (1) •HEt AD (3)) •	 MATF (I ) •	 HEAD(1S)) •NF(.)IIIVAI.FNCF SFI'00220(HFF)?(l)•HEAn(2n)!
	 (COMENT(i)•HEAD(32I)
COMMON /SUPCnM/ INTA PE•STATUS•CbL•COnEI•COn 2•CARO(6 1 SFT00230S T00240
SE.T00250
rOM40N/CL.USTk/ lHFGIN.TOTWRn.CLSNAM.TPT•NOFLD• SYM(61) SET00260
1	 LWCAT. PONT(4)
	 • KLHC	 • PPTME• PROUT• TOfPIX• SET00270?	 C CPAM I.HUFPTx•HUFTOT.NRUFSD•NDUMP.LRUFD SET002RO
:49 MANHF.	 ARFA. NwnS• NWDRS. NPTS• LRUF•
	 tQI * NnCYCL SET00290r
t VWTk6k4 TOT 4 ►(I1 *SY M ,PPNT.PRTME•PROUT•TOTPIX•SCRAMI9HOFPIX98UFTOT SET00300SET00310i	 .CL6r^AM SET003?0
r• SET00330
i SET00340nlP N510N SET00350
I)ATl1 SEY00360N	 •F••$Fl.•G•.•H•••I•.•J•••K•o$L•••M•.•.N•••0•••Pt••G•• SET00370
?	 •	 •+'S'•tTt••11•••V•r•W^••x•••Y^••Z•.• 	 •••1••...•.•/•• SET003801 3	 ••:•• SET003QO
a	 •A^••>•.•i•••?^.1M••••••^.•••
	 • • • 0^	 / SET0040016TA WANK/•	 •/• KAMMA/ • . # / SET00410
nlwkH-,TON
	 161VFC (I1) SETn0420
DATA	 I NVEC/ • C H4N • . • HFnI • • • HFn2 9 9 • nATF • • I COMM • . • NPTS 9 9 O NPOS •	 SET00430
• SYMH • . • PNTN • . •uFN() • . • ITFQ l / SFT00440TC,'IT=O • SET004SO
KO - 0 SET00460
110	 F	 T=1961 SET00470S	 SY M ( I ) = ciW4 L` ( I 1 SET00480
MOFFAT=o SET004QDWKTTF (h.h:ip) SET00500to MNTTE (IS.5^i))CODE9CAWI) SFF:T00510SET 00520r.l)L =n SET00510
C SFT N11MPEW OF	 V ALIU CARO TYPES SET0054nCNIIM
	 -	 11 SET00550C r)FTFk' ,'INC 	CA w il	 TY 0F SET00560
no
	 2fi	 T= 1.Cr,i1)rl SET00510
TF(COOF.	 .f (+.	 T l)VF((I))GO	 TO(30.50.70.90.11 (to 130.1509170.190• SET00590
N rr?0;()9P7	 ) ,# I SET005907 n SET00600
SET00610
C I*IVA(.10 CAkU	 TYPE
wNTTF(6949n)C,( 1nE•CARi) SET0062.0SET00630c-O	 TO	 In SET0064n
r SET006SOC C HANN FL CAKn SET00660C SET006703n	 J	 = t• IXTCHN(rA pn•COl) SET006ROTF	 W .F0 * Nl ANPO 60 TO 10 SETOn640
COO.=C0L-1 SET00700MOFFAT	 c 'v1)'4PFW(C,jND• C
 OL•FFTVEC*NOFF'AT) SET00710VA nSI7=( ! V)F F AT*(NOFF + 1))/? SET007?0






('400,0n)HFOI SET00770Go T 
	 ) 0 c^ET00790( SET00790
:' iir-'flNAL PAGE IS	
s-79
^° 6't OFt	 QUALITY




TO Kan (ln.son ► HfU p S TOOS 0
t;(^	 Td	 10 SET00840rC	 nATF (AWO SETTOQS%O
C '10 RFAf► (10^510MATE (►5ET(10870
60 TO 10 SETOOAAO
SET005n prGMMERrT CARD
SET00910
110 READ ( 3095n0)COMFMT SET009?O
AD TO 10 SET00930
SET00950r
	
01PTS CAN0 * NUM14FW OF nATA POINTS FOR EACH CHANNEL RETURNED TO
CLASYl EACH CALL TO CLASY2
SET00960
110 JsNUMHFN(CAF+n•C0L9NPT59KO) SET009AO
50 TO 10 SET010990
SET01010r	 r1PnS CAk0*N1)Ml4Fk OF Doom POSITIONS FROM WHICH TO ONTAIN DATA FOP





4;r MNUL	 CAP') SETOl0A0
1 7 0
	
IC AIT=I('KT • l SET01090IF ( IC S,jT	 .(+T.	 61)	 An	 TO	 10 SET01100140	 4 = 10f TC lim(	 4 14 09COL) SET011I(1
IF(	 M	 .FOo NLANK)GO TO	 10 SETOII?0IFW	 .F,).	 KOMMA)GO TO 180 SET01130
SY M (ICNT)=M SET01140(;0
	 To 	 170 SETO11Sn
C SFTOl160
PRINT	 ONT1U,1 CANE ► SE701170r
I tin	 J=+JXTCH14(C APO 9COL) SET01190
IF	 (J	 .F+.j.	 64 LANK)60	 TO	 10 SETO1200COI_=COL.-1 SET01210
J= r lOM W F4 (C.,o► Nl)q(;OL • P RNY oKO) SET012?n
ru 7`u	 10
SETOI ?40r
C	 *Frin*	 CAwt( ► SF_TO11.SOC SE:TO1?60
^bn	 uFTORI'l
L	 7T0120r
r	 ITkPATI(1 0w CA40 SF.T01290
P7 1 )	 J	 = MXTCH-	 (CANA).COL) SET01300
w' u 1TF	 (l. ,4909)	 J SLT01310IF	 (J	 .FO.	 14L ANK)	 60	 TO	 10 SE.T1113?0COI.	 =	 COL
	 -	 1 SETn1310►c	 -	 Nl ► M tiEt?	 (CAR(i.COL.TfmP.Kn) Sf 7`013406OCYCL	 =	 Tt: M N (1) SET013SO
w r)ITF	 ( i, y 094)	 J91,10r,YCL SET0136n
'194Q	 FO W MAT	 ( v wOCYCL. = , .A4.1X 9I8) SETO1370
60 TO	 )n SETOI390r
r	 F! ► N M ATS SE:T014004Qn FO QQ g AT(A4.09f)PAl) SET01410
4 0 n FO(4AAT(t
	
INVALTn	 I NPOT CARn--16NORFO O /T5.A4.4X*62A1) SET01420
c nn FoOmAT(lO)(•1OA6) SET01410
^l A 	F11RmAT(inX•Pt6) SET01440
5 r.n FOOVAT(SX9AF,94X.6?A1) SFT01450
^In FOQ`A AT(/f #	I+aNUT	 SUM M ARY $ //) SET01460
FNn SFT01470
B-80
F 1Lr s SPLIT
	
F0QTR4N A
SUPRO TI NE SPLIT(KL•Sl1M•SKFw.KURT•OSU M •OVAR *OPT •DSA.
1	 SC-j•TA'^ F:3F•VEN•nUM. DSS6•07AU)
TMQLICIT HEAL •A (A•H•O•ZI
QFAL 4A SUM49SUMV9ARADSQ9ooSG•nn5G1 nnSC2•0DSSG3•DDS64
wFAL M A 0FLTN•ORF.S•ERT•t4TR• S IG• GAM•^+o •GM•AAs 89TMG*TP 90ELS0
RFAL •H FRCOV•ERSKFw ERKURT•0 jtSAMeGNSSGMCF•EXPEECT





 ?ERF,'^1A. R2V ^^b87^ 09UNInS
DEAL 0 8 I)NTnSQ
r
r T4M AnOTINF. 40; THE FOLL OWING FUNCT pN(	 t;	 (1) TO OWE S% THE OPT T AL Al,S TO WIT THE CLUSTER ON• USING
r	 USING SKEWNFSS AND KURTOJIS5 DATA
r	 (?) TO OEREQATF Twn NEw CLUS ERS CORAFSPONnING TO THE
r	 rsnPAHLF HALVES OFTHEE OLD CLUSTER
1	 r	 (;1) TO hUILn THEM INTO THE TREE
r
PFAL*M TfEMp . IITFMP• IJTEMN
r► MFN511)N INOFXl271•LSUNS(in1•LSUPF.R( 9) )nAOJ(2A)•NSYMR(12)
1 'J;Al.°4PCUM ( i+F) •PRIRCMt?S)•CIN(?4)•CTOT(? •PROP(222)•SPFAC(?l)•




PFAL*H AL I^!K (1 )
FQUIVALFNCE (LINK(ll11.ALINK(1))•(LINK(31)•INnEX(27))
F+j I I TVAt.fNCFtIINK(3)) * LSUPFR(2911•	 (LTNK(31)91DADJ(2A))9
1 (L.INK(31) en)SYMH (1?1). (LINK ( 31)•PCUM ( 26))9 (LINK(3I)•PRIRCM(?5)1
2 9(Li n+K(1l).CIN(24)). (LINK(31)•CTOT(?31)• (LINK(3})•PROP(?2))•
3 (L1NK(31)9SPFAC(?i))• (LINK(31)•WADJt20)1• (LINK (31) W(19))•
l	 4 (LINK(31) 9 ()PROP ( I0)19 (LINK ( 311.OW(iill• (LINK(31)•VtLINI11611.10 I.1rNK(3I)9V0LRT(1%1). (LINK(31)9DCG :Nf14))• (LINK(3 )•PQRAT(13)1•
F (L.INK(311•I1TS511?11• iLINK(311eNPASS(I?))• (LINKt3^)•PST 0 111•
7 (l-INKf 3 I).nC1Nt ( ln)1. (LINKt311 • PCCONn ( 7))• (LINK ( 31)9VRIN(7))9
t	 i (LINIKt31)•'+FN17))• (LINK(31).OPRIOR(9)1• (LINK( 31).OnEN(8)1•
9 (LIN1K(31).AkF.F(H))
COMMON /JUINIPR/wnJOIN.RLIM•NOJO•NOF'LTM
( n •AMOM/CLUS/ .)(INK (1 ?.) •NAQL •NTOPeNTF157M.NWANT•LINK ( 14000)
nI MFNST0fo tMrAR03l)9LR(3).LV(3)FOIIIVALInNCF (LR (1 ).LVRIN) • (LR(2) eLKURT) •1	 (1 k t'i) •L( t VAP) • (LV ( 3) •LSI)M) . (LV (2) .LSKFWI . (LV (3) •LnSUM)
r(	 NFA(*4 NTINITT•ENS•DF:LT•AM090UCON•XOVFLO•XUNFLO•WADJIN•ELIMTH•
1 SFPTH•VFAC9Ah",19S8LTH•WFAC.PQRATH•SPMVTH•DWFAC•C+RACTM.AMOFACe
? AMOMTN•AM^.)MAX.ANIORA'T.VOLLIM.RIAS•PJnTN•VRJOIN•WSIM•WDFLSM1 .AETTFWoru p l Fh^.F,PCOR
COMMON /MISC/ MW.MM •Lk•LV•NINCLS.MXAR.WTINIT,KROOT•EPS•nELT.










I rco'44O^ CLUSTP/ IHFGIN.TOTWRO•CLSNAM•TPT.NO FLn• SYM(61) •
1	 LNCAT• PRNT(4) . KLAC • PRTMF• PROUT• TOTPIX•SCRAM • PUFHTX •ki11FTOT•NHUFSn•NDUMP•LAIIFD
3. MAAHF• APFA• NwnS. NWDRS• NPTS• LRUF• T019NOCYCL
C
INTFOEW T(jTwkneSY".P ►ANT.PRTMF,•PROUT•TOTPIX• SCRAM1eHUFPIX . HI I FTOT	 SI •rLSNI AM	 S
r,	 SPEAL CIII+1l 1).SKF',^lll•KUkTl1•OSUM()• nVARI)	 S
NFAL* A irSI)( •A O.M61) •SG(MQ*M()) •TAU(M •Mn) •ER (MQ•MIA) • 	 5
1	 \IFW (n"^J•^.^)1 •f^RT IM^.M01.D11M( MQ•MQ) •DSG(MO•MO) •nTAU(MQ.MO1	 SS
c S
r	 To SAVF. ST0RAGF. Wt USE SEVERAL ARRAYS FROM THE CALLING
r	 SF010'CNCE I N MORE THAN nNF WAY. SINCE wF CANNOT EQUIVALENCE	 S
r	 NbMt'S IN THE CALLING SEQ(1FNCE• THFSF ARRAYS HAVE NON •MNEMONIC	 S
r	 InFNTTF IF:P C .	 IN! PARTICULAR •	 S














































































r ILF :	 SPi. I T	 F OR T W AN	 A
r F.PE	 IS At Sr) usFn AS SO**? ANA AS n(0AJECTIVE)/0(S6**?) SPLOPA00
r VEI+	 15 AI.Sn IISEU AS TALI**2 ANO AS n(00JFCTIVE)/O(TAU #*2) SPL00N10
C 00M I'+ A GUMMY ARRAY USED IN MANY WAYS SPL00A20C SPL.008 30r TNf. ITFWAYION IISFS 51, AND TAU AS THE SOUAPF ROOT OF THE COVARIANCF SPr_00840
-ATolx. TO INSUNF POSTTIVE OEFINITENESS
SPL006Snr CnK► T .►nL 	 PAKAMPTFNS SPL00870
r SPLOO880
COMMON/SPPAN/ GAh' AOFT•DF_LMETiS TMET•09COV•ORSOFW•OHKURT•EXMNSO•
T	 SHRMI ►4,FMMA,. • r,AMCFN • TSQ
SPLOORQO
NI^DAMP • r)0PPMS•DIAGoTIMO • TIM1•ITF. RMX•?	 SPNf l)
	 I TF R SPHL,0900•
kFAL w 4 OAMlMFT • I1E LM .T SGTMFT•ONCOV
b
 OA KEW i OHKOPT I CXMNS9 •1 5Hk"IN9 C XM4X9r%AMC9N•
SPI.000) 0
SPL000?0
SOINT•DAMP OQPM 'S•TiMO^TIM1 • SPRE p
u^AL*A 1^.1.OA).tir+R A(161•TI
	
T,VD Sf+LO0930SPL009401 A)	 j6)•n0FL1	 ( 1A)snSQ I(11^). V0FL (1 	 1•VT1SOn(;6)•S(.6)•E(wo SPLO09SO
FV1JkT(1h)9FW (16) SPL00960WF AL*A k(l) SPL00970FIjl1IVA1. FNCCE
	 IF.kf1^ l 11 •R (11) SPLO09ROL ;)r ICAL	 1)IAr, SPLA0990
r ►ATA	 IPLArIK • ISTARS / 0 aPL010n0
nATA
	
GoPAI15 14•okAn ►4 T /1.•1./ SFL01010r SPL 0 0 ?0Mr^S=MO. ► •C^ SPL O 10 30
r, nnAFAr = MAxIMI ►M TIME *
	T Mn•TIMI• DOHPMS IN COMMON CRLO SPLO1040
n( ► HFAC = ( T 1(40+AM( ,► * T IM1) •	 OP PMS SPL 0101;n
r SP OI060
r
wF. MI ►ST f IKST r.F K'F60ATE CFNTtRFn VERSIONS OF THF' VA P IANCE• SKEWNESS SPLn107




r FXPA`4n	 VNT K1	ANY► 	 KIIRT SP1.0	 1?0
wO=1F n/w Q0 SPLO1 130Cat 1,	 i)^!^M Tx tUUM . vRIN ( KL +1) ► SPL,0114n
H(d=AM+)+ ?f; P SPL 01 15O
rAI L	 I,S6NTx (r► 1 A(/.KART (KL+1)) SPLO1160
r, wf Vl VF wF T(+HT F ACTnN FROM SKFW SPLO1170SPLA IMO
nn	 F1	 I=1•"4rJ SPLOIIQ0r SKFw`*SS=
	 ^KFw SPL.01?nO
S(I)=SKI-W(I•KL) *wn SPL01?.1n
f1	 CnNTI N OIF SPLO12?O
r SPLO1230
I	 r,	 (UN I10 1I t- SPLO1240





C ('00 0TNATF	 TkANC M ATInN CQFATFI)	 IN ONT•	 FIGFNVAL11ES
	
Itv E SPLn126n
rALL	 FT(iHo T(r-4 (^.M(i,nUM.f.nRT ► SPLO1270
r (ITI ATF	 ALO N6 C( ► nWI)I vATF AXES TO MAKE. CnVAN A UNIT MAINIX SPL01290
00	 101 SPLO 1300F(T)=F'(1) w w(K1l SPLO1310Fk	 =	 I)51jF+T (nANS (I- (I))) SPLn13?0
r SPLO1330
r)n	 )III	 ► =1 . -m Q SPL O 134 n
0RT(J.I)=1-F*0PT(J9I) 5PL41135(1Inn	 r15h(T.,11= nNT( J•I) SPLO1360
f SPLO1370C f ► r ► IHF L I YFAk 1HA N SFORMATIONS SPLn13AnCALL
	




*'V ► C (N•(15Q•S) SPLO1410
r SPLO1420
r Tr+ F Nr3 ()F+1-FM	 IS N04	 IN 4 FRAMF w HFPF, THE	 COVAk MATRIX.	 IS A UNIT MATRIXSPL0143n
r SPLn1440
► 71	 r( ► NT I ry(1F SPLO1450
r. 1 t1 TTIALICF	 ANTI	 NA K F'	 rn01 ► 	 INITIAL	 GUESS SPLO1470
r,A 1 1 =.nn1 ► 1i1r r ► SPLO1480
C G TN # 1+ FkAMF'	 wHE W F	 KIIRTOSIS	 IS nTAGONAL SPLL.A1500
CALL	 FT r;N ( IT (h49M41,DTA1 ► ,EVURT•nUM) SPLO1510
r K I i Q TnSIS=K1JNT— ( f40+?) *COVAR	 (IN TRANSFOPMFn FRAME.) SPLO15?.0P()	 ^,k	 T=1• M9 SPLO1 5 306A	 FV1114T	 T	 V11k; (
	 *wn -H(?!	 ) =F	 I ) SPL01540


















F 11 F: SP,, IT
	
FORTRAN A
r I MITIALI7ATION SPLO1590
nF,) INs . 3 SPLO 600
PT'CMs(0j. SPLO1620
0wT 4.;M:Om SPLO1630
TNNssO50A000 SPLO1640TK ONQsTPN• TRN SPLO16SO
SIOLO1670r FTNnMMAX LNEGATIVE FIAFNVALUE 	 CALC ROOT SUMS FOR SKEWNESS ADJUSTMENT
nn	 111
	
T= 1] .*`c^ SPLO 6H0
SPLO1690IF(FVUN(II).GT.AMXVAL)	 GO TO
	 103
AMXVAL=FVUkT(i) SPL01700IHFSsI SPLO	 71(,
SPLn17201n3 RT	 a nc+)aT(32.no •nMAXiIO.f)O•EVURT(I))+TRSO)
RT C MxPTSM+(;T SPLO1730
111 nkTSMsnNTSM+I./WT SPL01740
TC()F's4. +AMQ SPL 01750
r SPLO1760
r CK FOG NFG EIGFNVAL.t)F SP 01770
IF(I Q F.S.FGon)	 60 TU	 11A SPL01780
r SPL01800NFRAT 1 VF E16FNVALUE• AnJUiT	 (GOOD GUESS+ TFMPORAPTES
nF1_IN = flSURY ( r)SORT ( -A. • AMXVAL) 1 SPL01810





c PnS AND NF6 E1(^F.NVALUE AnJUSTMENTS SPLO1870
r f K F(l p
 NFG F.I6FNVALOF SPLO18R0
11 0 TkN= TPN- (TCOFOTPN-PTSM)/(TrOF-TRN*ORTSM) SPLO1890TW c%QxTRN+TRN SPLO1900
r SPLO1910
IF (iHhS.E+).n)	 60	 TO	 119 SPLO19?0
i NVA F IVENVALUF.	 AUJI)ST	 s GOOn GUESS I 	TF M PORARTFS SPL01940
Fot = nSukTt-ln,h66b7n0*AM9VAL) SHLnl95O
r THE	 rnS.A('US E)PRFSSION FINDS THE ROOT nF A CONIC. SPLOIQ70
TTFMN-	 (`+AH « (4.*SAH- TRN*OFLIN)/(AMXVAL •FRT)) SPL019An
IITF I^+Q	 =	 !)MAXI(-.9Q ga9900•ITF.MP) SPL01990
T,)TFMN
	
=	 r)mTrJI (.(4999 g9n0#IITFMP) SPLn?nn0(*1 IN	 =	 SAH/S(114E ,;)	 DiIIN1(2.n0.n5t7PT(FPTpf)Co%(o3333331300* SPLO2010
1	 ()APr0S 4 T,)TF t-+ F) ) ) 1 SPLn2o?o0 iFS=?.nn r S ( THE r,) /nFL IN-.51)n*TRN SNL02n30
r IN ANY CA';F ► 	 C WFATF	 FACTnR USFD	 IN MFAN nISPLACFMFNT CAL.0 SPLOPO40i1Q Of1,FAC=Ot1.1 Nj+A da*OAKUPT/OHSKFW*. cmn+2.SD0/OS(JRT(1)AHS(TRN1/AMO) SPLOPO riOr
SNLn20b0
r SPLn?070
C rFn,FkATF	 C	 UAL	 INITIAL	 VALUF C SPLO20POIan	 115	 i=1 •'*c) SPLn?OAo
F1=1./Eli) SPL02.100SPLO2 1 10
r I N ITIAL ('( ► vAr4 1ANC:F	 MATRICES	 AND ROTATION MATRICES SPLO21PO00	 1) ?	 J=1 . fM4 SPL 02130O5(: (J• I) =F I+^++wT (.). T 1 SPLA2140S(;(J•I ► = OF- 0 SPL021SO
1I);)TAII(,J	 T)=nF0 SPL02160CC CALC11l.ATF MEAN OISkL.AC,FMFNT 	 IISING S KFWNF SS SPL021AOFRT= (n ci.4H T (()+." n X 1 (nl)0. 3C. UO a F VURT (I) +TRSO)) -TRI+l) 4 .2Sno SPL n21 90
HTP=?.*FNT+TNN SPL02200
r)F I (T) =4. w S (I) a HTR/ (I)FLFAC+HTR*HTR) SVL02?) OTF (I. N+F. I I "F5)	 GO	 TO	 113 SPLO2230('
r SQFCTAL CALC,UTATICN ALONG MAY NEG FI6FNVFCTOR SPLn224nk kT =11HF S SPLO2250
nF 1. ( I ) =0EL I f, ; SPL (12260
Ill	 S T r- SPL02?70
r, SPL02280
C CAL CIJL ATE•.	 C(IVAP I ANCE	 MA TN I X	 DIAGONALS SPL022QO
DDS(j)	 =	 >.(,n n Sl(+ - .on1n0 SPLO2300
nn5C^? = S 1+;+F Q T 5PL0231 0
SPL023POltr)S)j:i	 =	 i m IrI1 (nOSGi.nf)SG2) SPL02330
nr+SC•4	 = 0 m A x 1 (n,D0.Of)%G3) SPLO2340UnsG=nSQkT 1nnS(74) SPLO23S0Sr, (T . 1)
	
=	 nn5r, S`aL02360





CALL "LT ( nkT+0SG9DUM) SPLO23AO
C	 INITIALI7F ITERATIONS SPL02400
SST?=-•OAFO SPL02410FIES T= l n'TO SPL 024 JOT TFRs(4 UL0?440r





f	 TEMPnRARTFS 0FNENOINr ON GAM
SPLO?5f9► 0
1SA GP=.SOn « (1.nn+GAM) SPLO?S10
+M=•5D0- • SJ0*6A M SP 0?520
AA=M*GPLA SP 02530
HR= 1.5f)n •GANMCiAM-.Sp n SPL02540
r SPLO?550
r	 CAI,C SIGM A Sfl.•	 TAI) SO AND DIFFERENCE	 (nS0) SPL07560




r	 , lnTF--M9S CAUSES PkoCF.'SSTNG OF WHOLE ARRAY SPLO260A
nt)	 1 6 2	 1=1 040c) SPLO?.610
16? nSn 091)=ERF(I.))-VFR(I.1) SPLn26?0
r SPLn2630C	 CAI r nEL • *?• T Q ACF (1S0 SPLO2640
TNn=OEn SPL07650
nFLSG=nh 0 SPL02660
nO	 161	 121 4 A4 0 SPL02670
0Fl.Sra=nELSd+nFL ( I ) *DEL ( I) SPL026AO
161	 TRn=T Gn+US fl(I.1) SPLO2690
r SPLn2700
r	 c°Al.r n ; ►
 nFl.•	 ro;q Dso SPLO2710




TF(APS F014 04JFCTIVE FONC. CALC SPL02750
SPLO ?770AH i► nk1RN+^= Sn 1- ( AM (*Tkl)
r.A^^2= ?.F0(► GA^f SPLo27AoGAMUEL=IMAM* nFLO SPLO?790
FkrOV-AMR SPL028G1
FkgKFW=OEO SPLO2810FWK(fwT;0F0 SPLO2820




	 ACTI)A1.	 FaNIl a ti SPL02850
r+ n	 l( 9;	 1=104 0 SPL 02860
r	 1)F,1.TA	 'I SPLn2870
5PPOA (T) =TPf)*f7F?L (T) +2F n*R (I) -GAMOF_L pnFL (I) SPLO288nT (T) =A A*SNNf1A (I) -S (I) SK-02A9000 1 66 SPL 0240 n
r	 PFI TA ? SPLO2910
FNF`(I•,,I)=.AA a I)FL I1) +►nELYJ)+GF+pf.RE(I•J)+GM w VfR(I•JI SPL02920Fkr(1V= F4CUV+FwF (I •J) **2 SPLO293n
r	 OFI_TA	 4 SPL0?940010 (T • ,P =AA* (T M6*1)SQ (T • J) + PE (1*o(JM (T • J) +RRP*M-FL ( I ) N OEL (J) - SPL 02950
I
	
(,AM714 (PkL. ( I) *R (J) +OEL (J) •R ( I))) SPL02960
^	 CALC FkRoPl;	 Im )K IJN T(1STS(FRKURT) • COVAPIANCE (EPCOV) • SKF_WNFSS(F PSKFW) SPL02980
I fiA FNK()NT=Fw0UWT+VFW(19Jl 	 **? SPL02990F kCOV=F kCOV-;)Fn*F" PF (I • I l SPL 03000
FWKIIUT =F HKUQT+ (-2F. O*VFW (I • T) +EVURT (I)) *FVURT ( T) SPL03010
VF N (I • T) =VFR ( I.1) -EV0RT ( I) SP' 03020FkF(I•T)=Fk F (T9I)-lf0 SP 030301 ,() c
	 FPSKE W=F. NSKF°w+T (T) *T (T) SPL03040TEST KIFw POTNT SPL03090
r SF)L03OhO
r	 rALC OHJFC'I'IVF F0NrTT0N SPLO3070
r	 (lNrnv•	 OP 4;KW 9 ORKUNT ARE LISEn AS PARAMETFRS DFF INEI) I II! CRLO SPL030SO
f)R,)=0"C0V*F 14COV+OHSKF.W*ERSKFW+OHKURT •FPKURT SPL03000
(;AMCbN=6AM 0GAMCFN SPL03 : n06MCF'=1F0 +6A fl *6 AM CGN SPL03110
0HJ=OHJ*GMCF SPL03120
r SPL03130
C	 rALr STFP 5I7f:	 (SSI7)	 ANn SPL03140
OH FST=Rf ST SPL 031501F(1TFPoE(a.l)	 PCTTMP=.2S SPL03160
B-84
FXPEfTsSSIl*6QAORT*6MCFSMRINKs 1.+ (FiF. ST-ORJ) /FXPf_CT
5MPINKsDMAIS(I((4UO/nMAXI(SHRINX•1.D-10)•DSMRMN)
CK TO SEE IF 1)R.)FCT VF FUNCTIONIF(OHJ F..FIFST) C90 10 17000,J FUNCASN HA S NOT MPROVEDe
SMAV n (SHRINK-1FO) •SSIZSSI ZsSSIZNSNPlNK
F MANS(SS 7) .LT. 1E - 10)
THTMPanMIN1(THIMP900J)
PCTIMPaPCT MP-PCTIMPrnAMPO.7Coll TO 1 90
HAS IMPROVEn













































































;)k.l FUNCTIUN TMPROVEO •
 CCONCLUOF_ STEP SI7_E CALC
170 TH1MPanMIM (REST-ORJ•09J)
PCTT 14P=PCTI MP+(THIMP/nBJ-PCTIMP) N DAMP
K TF04P a NCTTMP • OHJ1F tPr.l T MP M t.)qJ.I.E.nORFAC.^)R.ITER.GT .ITF9MX)	 GO TO 200
NE ST=OIAJ
DFX MAX a tXMAX
KHPINK=DM1141405UNT(FKMNS()+(1FO-SHRINK)»»?)•nEXMAX)
SSTZ =sSIZ*S"RINKSMf1Vs5S 17
CA( CM ATE'	 IIFP T VAT T VE'S






TF mP VFC70kc, AND MATRIX PROMICTS
M L
	




ACf ►M(1) ► IM.11l:k•I15W)
rAf-L MVFC(vori)n•UUM•DEL)I I, ► 1TTAI.I 7 F	 V'00	 INNFW PRODUCTSTVnSQ?=AF'0T0FL=0Fo
f ! vnEL=nf u
^
TSPWn A=uFo 44 .p,^O	 AroLC.
	
TNNFR P Q oVur T5 9G
Q&4LTjs+!)rlT[ Fl.7TnFL(T) *T (I)
nvnt.L= 1)V0 L+QFL (1) aVnFL ( I)
.I SpwO p =TSPhOA+T (I) pSPkOA (l )TVnSU?=TV0S0?+n( ► M (1 • T )
171
	
TNVn ( I 1 =DSKFw p T ( I) +t)O r,*VUFL (1)
INITI AL IM FOP MUNF	 INNFW PRODUCTS
nF r4FD=nF.0
TF.PFDn=t)Fn
TNP'vn4 =()t ( ►
nvn?I)? =oEa
nCnV 2=2t 0*i)RGnV*AAC41..C'..	 OF.PIVAT T VF	 COF.FFIrIFNT	 TFMPORARIFS
n? =?F O*AA* (r)HK ► /kTa ( Hti*DVDFI._-.SFn aGAM•TVOSU2)-OHSKEWwGAMaTUFL)
n3=(.)SKFv,* (T0F)-6AManELSQ)
nS MF W?=?t.()*0c;KFWl)o4 0HT?=l.E ()aL►KU9T
w6,=nK0P T?*4iQP
0or, =-?FnaUK0HT?*6AM
,-"( 1 =r) ►iCOVaf4p
TAOI=nRCOV*rN1
IJNTF)Sf)=OSK E. ►J* Tf)F.L+OKl1RT+► .SFO*TVnSO ?-OKRTGMODVnF,L
nl)I=()KLIkl *TkD-nKH'T(;Mpn£LSO
CALC MnTkIK T1= MPS ANn DOT PRODUCTS	 SP
no) 17S 1=1 9 Mi )	 RP
nI kM U =nF kF a +nEL c I) aFRFU c I)	 P
nVn?U?=nV1 >?.nr +nEL(I)*VDSQO (I?	 SP!^  P
r	 nofL 15 THE DFI o'IVATIVE WITH kFSPFCT TO nEL	 SP
f)OFL (1) =1' ► ['I)VP*FRED (I) +D2*f)E L (I) +03*T ( I) +DSKEW2*DSOT (I) +DS*VDEL (I) +SP
 
































VATiVF W ITMNFIESPECT TO COVARIANCE MATRIX ROOTSCALL ACi1M ( U5Gr N9 FRE)CALL AC'OM(OTAU•TAU•V R)
r	 CAI. ^ DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO GAM
nl,AMa(1RCf ► V* ( - s 5FO) * (GAM»OERF.D-TEREDQ) -OHSKFW* (.SLO*GAM*TSPROA•
1	 AA*oELS« *T nFL) -OHKURT*tGAM*(.25EO*TVnSQP*TRn+.SEO*TR2VD4+
?	 (kN-. SF' n) *nELSQ*DVDE) -
7	 .SFO*HH*(•5F0*OELSQ*^VDS02+DVOEL*TRD+2F0*nVn2D2))+
r	 CALC TW. SQ.1/OFMTHE GDERIVATIVE AND ITS ROOTSIIMM= OFO
Iq l)M VaOF n
nu lKl I= 1•MOS(i4Va(1MV+I)nFl ( I)*nr)EL ( I )
no lAl J=1.siq
1AI CoNTI^lIMJ
4*)SG(T•J)*DSG(I•J) + nTAU ( I•J)*nTA11(I•J)
r,R AnS(4 = SUPM*S(+TME T+SIIMV *OELMET+DGAM *nGAM*GAMMF.T
r.RAnRTm0SnQT (6PARS(i)
r
r SFT (1n AND TEST POINT
r FNTRY FNOM NO r)FkIVATIVE CALC.
1 n n CO"IT INI)F





































































r mnVF TO NF-4 POINT
I a5 SMOV =SM0V /G;4AnkTS6TMOV=SM0V*SGTMf T
no 191 I=1 •^+n5S(; (1 . 1) =5r, I1* 1) +51;T40V*nS f4 (1.1)
TAIL( I. l ) =TAI)( I . 1 ) +S6T4OV *nTA11( I • I )
1 4 l	 CONITINOIF0ELMOV =r)F l MFT*SMOv
nO 1QP	 l=1.mco
14? (IF L(T)-t.)FL(I)+,nF.LMhV*nUEL(I)(;AM=C, ;M+SM!1V*GAMMF. T*nGAM
r
TTFPATF ANO l I NITT NOMRER OF ITFPATIONS
TTFk=TTI-4+l
IF (IT F r+.GT.TTFw M w) 60 TO 2AA
r,0 T  1 tin
*** OFINJEkATE TWO nlEy %RCLUSTFRS **
SHIFT COOPOINATE' FPAMF_ RACK?nn CONTTNIIF
CALL n` (1 = TNAr,ISP'OSF OF OLO OLD HOTATION? c;n nil 251 i=1. 0+n
no ?'i l .1=1. 110?'+1 nS0(J•Tr=UHT(19J)
Dc,l; AND IlT1)1,1 A W E TFMP APPAYS FOR COVARIANCFSCAI L MLl' (f.)S(;•S69SG)('ALL mLTIIITA1l.TAU9TA(I)
f,rAFAR -HF NI A74TCF9 oUT RY THE ARHITRARY FACTOR I SPRE:0 0 FROM CRLO
no ?'+3 I =1 ,mn
nu 2'S3 J=19x10
S PPEnn=.?*SPPFn*r)FL ( I ) *OEL (J)
TF (T.FO.J) SPRFnf)=SPPFDn+SPRfn
I15^ I I • J 1 = r)Sf, (1 : J) +SPNFOf)
>F'4 f)TA0(1•J)=0TAU(T•<))+SPRE00
































C CRFATE NAME5 AN	 LINKAGES FOR NEW CLUSTERS KA• K8XV L=11NUlXV +2 IN
P`0047790
INDEX(KA)sINnxVL-1 SPL04790
TNnF_X(KH) s INnXVL SPL04800
LINK(KP)s0 SPL04RIOLSiJHS (KM) s0 SPL04820
I. SUBS O(A) it SPLO4830
L I*►K (K A) sKH SPLO48401. SI IF!S (KL) sK A SPL 04850L51)PER (KA):KL SPL04860LSIIPER (KA) sKL SPLO40A0n




r SFT up WEIGHTS AND PROPORTIONS SPLO4930
PPnP(KA)=GP SPLO4940
PkOP(KA)=GM SPL049SOPROP t ( A) =f*P SPL 04960
OPPOP(Kh) wl M SPLO4970
SPFAC(KA)=-9094. SPLO4990
SPFAC(K8)s-9999. SPL04990
P0QAT(KA) =0. SPL05000P(JQAT (KH) =0. SPLOSO?0PNTNCM(KL)=1.SNrAC(KL)=Af RIOR(KL) SPLOS030
0PP I (1k (KL) aSPF AC (KL) SPL 05040




rI4(KA)=wSTANT*Pk0P(KA) SPL05090OCT N(KA) =C I h► (KA) SPL05100
OnFN(KA)=CINl (KA)/GP SPL05110
rTnT(KA)=w(KL)-OUFN(KA) SPLO5120
w(KH)=W y TART SPLOS130
ow(KA) = yl(KH) SPLOS140
C) n ► (KA)sw%TART*P ►+r)PtKA) SPL05150
nCIN(KA)=CI "J(KH) S'PLOS160
ODFN(KR)=CIN(KR)/AM SPL05270CTOT (KH) =W (KL ) -0f)FN (KH) SPL05180
WA0J ( KA) =w (KA) +WAf ►JIN SPL051QO
WAnJ(KA)=W(KR)+WAI)JIN
SPLOS210r
r TNVl; kT COVAR MATNTX AND CALC VOLUME SPLOS220CALL nM INV(SA.0f)M9DS6*VOLTN(KA)) SPL05230CALL_	 (') t4T(4V(TA ► )•f1UM .DTAU.VOLIN(KR)) SPLOS240
IF(VOLIN(KA).LF.O..OR.VOLItl(KR).LF'.0.) 	 PRINT 6S39KL9KA9KB• SPLOS250
1	 VO)_I^i(KL).VOLIN(KA)•VOLIN(KR) SPLOS260
f, S'A FOOMAT( • nVOI ►JMF FRROR	 IN SPLIT:	 CLASSES•	 VOLOMES • •3I5.3E10.?) SPLO5270
VU11 N ( KA)	 = AHS(VOLIN(KA))*.A756SIO?f)IE-26*(6.2A31853A7)** MO SPLOS280
VOLIN(KR)	 = A^4S(VOLIN(KH))*.A756510?A3E-26*(6.283185307)**MO SPLOS240
VOI.PT ( K A)	 =	 S4)RT (VnLIN(KA)) SPLOS300
VnLRT(KK)	 = 5QPT(VOLIN(K9)) SPLOS310
nCON (K A) =O()C(1N SPL 05320
t1CON (Kf0 =UDC0N SPL OS330
Lf ►r.p SPLOS340
r SPL053SO
r cFT (J O AI.1	 THE ARRAYS AND VECTORS FOR NEW CLUSTER SPLOS360
nn	 210	 1=10- 40 SPLO5370SKFW (KA+.I) =f ► . SPLOS380
cKFW(KH+I) =n. SPLOS390SUM( KA+ I)='N STAR T*(SUM( I+KI.)/W(KL)+IMMR(I)) SPLOS400
SI1M(KH+ I)=wSTART*(SUM(i+KL)/W(KL)-GP*R	 I11 SPL05410
r1StiM(KA^1) =SUM (KA+I1 SPLO'S420
nStIM( k f+ +I)=S1aM(KH•I) SFLOS430
no
	
?.1(► 	 )=1 . r SPL OS450
C Lnr;	 IS A LOCAL	 IMnFx WITHIN TRIANGULAR ARRAYS SPL0'546n
Lnr=LOC.1 SPLO5470
VWTN(KArL0C)=SC(I+J)/WSTA RT SPLO54ROVWTN(KP+L0C) =TA'J(I-•J) /WSTAPT SPLOS490
k ► )QT (KA+L(>C) =n, SPLO55OO
K0PT (KA+LoC) =n. SPLOS5100VAR (KA+L0C) =0%(4 (I.J) *WSTART SPLOSS20




















141AROUT I NF l%QMTX (SA • AM )
RFAL ST09AM
T"	
gg	 IIr	 AN Ma*MO GUAR EXSYMMETRICRMATRIX FINMS^aDIMOMO*MAjORM AND MAKES
COMMON /MtSCI Mn•MM•LR• V•NINLS•MXAR.MTTNITiKROOT iEPS•OEELTt
1	 AMQ;OD,0N•XOVF^0 XMNFL^•MA JIN•ELIMTM^N PT14•VFAG•AMM•S^LTM•
2	 INDVLMFAC•NP Sb• ORA M•SPPMVTM•OMFAC• ACTM•AMOFAC•













































f P lJRF NSF 5 A00030
(TI	 TAKF EACH TNPUT POINT AND CLASSIFY IT (ON A FRACTIONALr S A00040




	 UPOATES THE VAFITOUS STATISTICAL PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH TMf JTA00060
CLASSES i mn CATER. TA00070
r ('41	 CALLS ADJUST TO CHECK TO SEE IF ANY OF THESE CLASSES ARE STA000An
r PATENTIALLY TWO ANC AF. FER THOSE TO THE ROUTINE 0 SPLIT O STA00090f, STA00100
TNTEGFk
	
H' ►FSIZ • AUFCNTr STA001 ?n
C Twi c, HPOGRAM TAKES EACH INPUT POINT AND CLASSIFIES IT STA00130
r
(
(AN A FNACTTONAL. PK08A8j1.ISTIC BASIS)
	
TT THFN
UPDATFS THE VARInuS STATISTICAL PARAMFfFRS ASSOCIATED
STA00140
STA00150
r WITH T mI . CLASSES INDICATED AND CHECKS TO SEE IF STA00160
r ANY OF 1HF. SF CLASSES IS POTENTIALLY TWO.	 THOSE WHICH STA00170
f. ARE APE QFFFRRFn TO THE ROUTINE 9 SPLTT l . STA001A0
^i MENGTON	 INnEX ( 27)•LSU #iS(30)•LSUPEk(29)•InAOJ(2A)•NSYMA(12)• STA00190
I	 PC(JM(76)•P Q TkCM(?5)9CIN(24)9	 TOT(231.PROPl22)•SPFAC(?11)•
'
STAn02n0




4 0PNIAQ (V).O0FN( 8) STA00?30
014FNSTON VRIN( 475)•GFN(999)•GRFF(999).ALiNK(1) STA00240
F0111VAl.FNC.E
	
(LTNK(1)•ALINK(11))a(LINK(31),INDEX(27)) STAOO?5nF o llIVAIFNCF
	 (LTNK(31)•LSUASf30)) STA00260
F"4111VALF_NC.E
 ( L INK (31) • I.SUPER ( 29) 1 •	 (LTf4K ( 3l) • IDA0J( ?A)) • STA00270
1 0.TNK(:31) •NSYMH(1?)) • 	 (LINK(31)•PCUM(?6)).	 (LINK(31).PRIRCM(25))•STA002A0
P	 (LTNK(3 1)•CIN ( 24))•	 (LINK ( 31)9CTOT ( 2.3)19	 (LINK ( 31)•PPOP ( 22))9 STA0024n
:3	 (Ll f j 0((31)9SPFAC(?1)1,.	 (LINK (31)9WADJ(20)19	 (LINK (31)
	
w(19))0
4	 (LTNKfi1) . nPUOP Q 8)).	 (LINK(31).OW ( 17))9	 (LINK ( 31)•V^LIN ( 1 6))• STA003n0STA00310
4	 (I;,INh(11.vnLRT(1S1)•
	 (LINK(31)•DCON(14))•	 (LINK(31)•PORAT(13))• STA00320
6	 (I.INK(31 )s0 ISS ( 12))•	 ( L INK (31)•PPASS(1?.)1•	 ^LiNK(31)•PST(1] F)• STA00330(L.IwK,(11).oCTr^(in)1•
	
(LINK(31)9PCONn(7))•	 (LTNK(31).VRIN(i))• STA00340k	 (L.I N KCII).GEN M)• 	 (LINK (31).OPRIOR ( 9)1* 	 (LI0K(31)•OI)EN ( A))• STA00350
co 	 (L IN" ( 1I ) .(:RF:F(H) ) STA00360
ro"HOr1 /FLUS/ JUNK(12.)•NARL•NTOP•NT8S7_M.NWANT.L INK (14100) STA00370OI M h,,NSTON	 MXAN(3l) •LV(3):LQ(3) STA003AOF(g 111VAI,FM(;r.`
	 ( L P (1)	 LVRIN) • (LR (2) •LKURT) • STA00340
I	 (LP(3)•LOVAq)•(LV(I)•LS(IM)9(LV(2).LSKFW).(LV(3).LOS UM) STA00400
r STA00410(704mON,	 /Mlsr/ MIJ.MM•I_N•LV.NINCLS•MXAR.WTTNTT.KRa01•EPS•I)ELT• STA0042n




PI MENSTUN P aCCFL(?).MACCEL(2)•VACCEL.(2) STA004AO
C
rQMMOri	 /STP A '^/iiAIT •CONLV•SOHND•SKCHT•TP4NII•TRCHI•URKHMD * LJRKCHi. STA0050
1	 PArCF'L.MACCFL.VACCEL STA00510
r STA005?0
r0MMUN/rLUSTk/	 InF.GIN.TOTWPn•CL.SNAM•IPTeNUFLD• 	 SYM(61)	 • STA00530
I	 LNCAT•	 PRNT(4)	 •	 K.L8C	 . PRTME,	 PROUT.	 TOTPIX• STA00540cC)'A M ` .,HOFPIX •NI)FTOT•NfiOFSf1•NDUMP•LQUFD 5 A00SS0
'1. h AXHF•	 APFA ♦ NW(15•	 NWORS•	 NPTS•	 LRWF•	 IG19NOCYCL STA00560
r STA00570
INTF(-FP	 TUT6,4 t).SYM.PRNT.PNTMF•IJROIIT•TOTPTX•SCRAMI •HUFPIX•HUFTOT STA005AO
I,rl.SNA I^ STA00590
r STA00600('0 ,4MON	 /14 &1\1(')/N X9 NXA.NXO STA00610
rf4mK,rvF*** I STA006PO
RFAL*14	 IFAr.7 l)9105 STA00630
NFAL	 S1)M(I)•SKFW()).KI IRT(1)90S('IM(1)90VAk(1) STA00640
r STA00650
nI MEwSIUN	 RFL.(30)	 .	 COVEC(30)	 •	 PV(MQ g 811FPIX) STA00660
r STA00670OATA	 M0r4TF9AM0M 1 TF'.PLIM/3.3.•.1/ STA006AO
r ,•ni, f TF --- CHFCh
	
1.1K.	 RATIO	 1/3 OF	 THE	 TIME•	 FLIM.	 WHEN PROP.	 LT	 /.1 STA00690TNTF(,F.k	 0I5r STA00700





IS THE SGOARF wnOT OF THE COVAR1ANCF STA007?O
r NATPIX•	 AND FFAC
	 15 E POWER OF P T, STA00730
KR0T= KP0T
 Jri STA00740
t, iPTSO	 =	 n STA00750K)1T	 =	 NOCYCI STA00760
W OM	 ( 1.9976) NOCY0-' STA00770
ug7F. F OP %IAT






R M08 *64666666667 M AM0 STA00800(, KL = LSURS (KROT) A08610
KLw O AOOQ1330C AMM^A WFAO AND PROCESS DATA
	 NIT	 TIMES MM1AM S A00840
C ITFR s 0 S A00850S A00860
SfA00870C





•tea READ 1 BUFFER OF SCRAMBLEn DATA 0*0
SIA00
0
r S A00910C MW - I. FNGTH OF ONF. VFCTnR STA009?0A IIFSI /. 	 = r1UFPIX	 a MQ STA00930NAiIFS :
	 TOT I -#pD/PIIFSI7 STA00940LQIIF : MOD(
	 TOTWNn . AUFSI?
	
) STA00950TF( LR11F	 J;T,	 n )
	 NAUFS w NSUFS • TTC TNAf)DP = 1ST wnkp OF ORIO DATA ON FAST STnRAGF STA00976
INAnok a SCRAM) STA009AO4V7CNT = 0 STA00990r TOTwNn a tin.
	 WO04 0 1; IN ORIGINAL DATA ON nRUM STA01000
l r mn a LENGTH OF ONF VECTOP STA01010TnTP1X _ TOTWRO/Mfg STA011 020
STA01030Sn	 N()FCNT = KUFCNT •
	 1 STA01040
r STA01050
=N W ORDS 	 hlIF5I7.
IF	 ( LRIIF	 .GT. 0 .ANn. HUFCNT .FQ. NHUFS 1
	 NWORDS a LAOF
STA0 1 060
STA0070C STA01040
( ( STA01090C%L,I_ PPEAO	 (TNADUN.	 PV.
	 NWOknS.
	 ISTAT) STA01109
In	 IF(	 ISTnT	 .OT.	 0	 b	 GO TO	 10 STAG	 110r STAO 120TM8nOR = INAnnu . NWORDS STA01130( 14141
	
t.	 - NW0Pnc,/M0 STA01140
'11 nn	 =	 NP1XF1 STA0119;0
r STA41160
1 r STA01170C aaa TNSPFCT FACM CLASS AND PROCESS EACH OF THE DATA POINTS
	 ••• STA01180
oo 39Q loo=l.rino STA01190
r a• THIS CnnF I+FTS NANOOM NUMAERS. a• STA012n0r AFT NEXT PLANT
	 InI SEQUENCE STA01210(
STA01220
r
r v,lF IISF MnNTF-CARL-0 TFCHNI(JUFS FOR LOW PRORARTLITV CLASSES(P.PLIM) STA01230STA01240
PCIIM (o P oT) =o. STA01250




	 11Q) STA01270W oq	 TF (6.1000)
	 II ► n	 .	 INOFX(KL)
	
.	 K L STA01280ln(cn FOPMATT(
	
ax.	 0 gaaa WARNING F440M STATTS a aaa	 ON THE	 I t 	 ?49	 15. STA01290
'41?)(a
	
I TIMF ♦ 	 INDEX(KL)= g 	* ' T59
	 3X.	 t o
	
KL= t 	.	 IS	 ) STA01300
r STA01310PRTRCM; (KkhT) = 0. STA013POPPASS(KOOT11=1. STA01330
TSFC=n STA01340KL=L51 l PS (K R0T ; STA0)350
KFATH=KtiuT STA01360
C AO	 1 1^ P.4 rI.^,STF P	 TPh E STA0137013n	 I  (LSI •rS(KLl.F0e0)
	
GO	 TO	 131 STA01380
STA013QOFT P Ih	 Q 01 10;0 	 100F STA01400NC I IM 0(L) =0. STA01410
PNTkCP4tKL)=n. STA014PO
KF'ATH=kL STA01430KL =LSIIRS (KL) STA01440
^ O TO 1 VI STA014SO
,F• aaa	 y STA01460r STA01470
C CALL	 IIs %IWF I(7HTF; Lr rOI4MALI7FD
	
VECTOR REL STA014AOr WI)SF	 =	 r(IN14E I 'tT	 WF 16HT STA014QO
1 ,41	 TF(INnFX(KL).LF.0)	 Gn	 TO	 13.3 STA01500
STA01510
r (1St' NEW wF IGHTS ANO MEANS IF AnJ1lS T
 HAS RFF.N CALLED STA01520
rALL	 C O PE(:T(NF:L+PV(I*Tt)O). w (KL),SUM(KL•1)) STA01530
W0 l;F=w(KL) STA01540P rtnP(KL)=CT I^ I (KL)/(W(KFATH)-CTOT(KL)) STA01SSO
Go	 TO 134 STA01560




	 FOO T P AN A
W0 1%F sOW (KL) STA01590
1i4 nISS(KL) sf)OTSu(PEL9VRttN(K``+1)) •MUSEAffs,	 OIISSM) + STARl600S A01611 0s	 DCBN(KLl
r IF14N5(wt)IIS51.LF.	 100.1	 GO TO S31 SAO 620
PCONO(KL)80. STTAn 630(1U TO
	 13A STAG 640%1I CONTINUE STAO 6SO
` T a - •5pwu155 STAG 660
XTFMN s EX P( Y) STAG 670
t' P nNf)lKL)=XTF.MP/VOLNT(KL) STAG 6AO
1'i4 1	 (LSUf+S(1(L).NF,.0)
	
PCUM(KL)•PCUM(KL)/PRIRCM(KL) STAO 690Sv11SF =Sf+FAC (KL) /SPCOR STA01700IF(SVIISF' * ST.X(IN^FLO)
	 60 TO 231 STA0111710
RST(KL)=Nk0P(KL)«PCONO(KL)r
STA01730
r	 SFT K1. - LAST 000F	 IN STRING STA01740
90 TO Pay STA01750
?iI 1F'(;P0c;KeLT.XnVFLO) GO TO 23? STA01760
PST (KL) zPk0P (KL) •PCl1M (KL) STA0177000 T(1 734 STA017H0
I	 Pit rONTINIIE' STA01790
7Z=F.XP(5PIAF) TA01800
P3'^ PST(KL)=IJ POP( K L)*( PCnNn ( KL)+Z •PCIIM ( KL1) /fl.+Z ?)uCU M (KfATH1=PC IIM(KFATH)+PST(KI) STA01H10STA01M?0PAIRM(KFATH)=PRIRCM(KFATH)+PAOP(KL) STAn1M30
13y KLsLW (KL) STA018401F (KL) 130# 14Q.1:30 STA01A50




STA019(01(01r	 WF NhW KHAVf^THE kFLfVANT 1 CLASSES ANn THEIR PROHAAILITIES AVAILAHLF.
r nIFXT WE MA K E' TNF A PPROPRIATE W IVIOUAL FIRST-ORDEP STATISTICS AnJ, STA019?0
1Sn Cn^ITTN(It STA01930
NCI IM(K 007 )=PCU'A(KOOT) /PQ I RCM (KROT) STA0194n
IF (PCUM (Ko40T) .Nf . n.)
	 GO TO	 141 STA01950
r+w,gnF aa• 1
NkTNT 5#5 STA019AO5 ^Q p1+gnSPfCTFD ) SAO VnKAT4^WOINT KF-STATIS TM
 Inna ^	 tF^"►RMAT(	 M	 .i5.	 RnnT	 .U STan19Ao
I	 F10.2/',x.1VFCTnkt.(5F12.6)) STA0199060 TU 399 STA0200n1'-,1 ro NTINI1F STA02010KL= LS1)HS (h knT) ST A02020KF4TH=K q (1T STAn?n30W (KNOT) =w (K''1)T) +NPASS (KNOT) STA02040NjkTSn=i, IH1S0+ 1 STAO?050I(AI)J=0 STA02060lk3 r,ONI INUF STAO2O70
IF( PST(nL).fo.n.)	 6n To 2QQ STA02060
NF4SSK=PI'ASS(KFATH) STA02090
P=PST(KL)/( N CIIM (KFATH)*PRIRCM(KFATH))*PPASSK STA02100
r nLO=KL STA02110
1 A? IP (N.6V.NLT rA )GO Tn 140 S TA02120
iF (f)IFr(HONTF) .NEoI )SO TO 2 09 5TA0213nP PAS:iK=NNASSK*AMONTE STA02140
P=P*AMnkTF STA02150
(;{ ►
	 To i	 13? STA02160f-,' m rf aw p 	h STA02170
14n IF (INt -F A ( K L) .LF.0)	 CO	 TO	 143 STA02190('Al. L
	
(.t')Kt'CT (PFL9PV ( 19 I00) •W (KL) •SUM (Kt.+1) 1 STA021g0girl
	 TO	 144 STA02200
rwAt'GFaaa	 1 60 1i STA02210
)41 CALL
	
C-)NFCT(PELoPV( ls100) -POW (KL) g OSUM(KL+111 STA022?O
144 W0 =61 (KL) STA02230
TF(P.uT.1.001.OR.P.LT.O.) PKINT 672	 INnEX(KL)•KL.INOFX(KFATH), STA02240
1	 KfATH. Il(i)oP• P STt KL). PCUM( KFATH)•^'RIRCM(KFATH)•t +PASSK• STAn2250
PkOP (KL) STA02?60
a7;) f1)urAT(I	 NPoH	 9 R14 OR(STATIS):	 92(139 I7) ,I 69 9	 P m. •t y .4• STAO?270
1	 ?nx91Fk0M197FQ.4) STA02280
IF	 P =.01 STA02290
W ( K L) _ ^ l KL) +N STA02300
ALOW=N/ w (KL) STA02310
ALPHA =1AJ(,)*AQ1 o/ S A023PO
r	 " PF WF, APJU5T SPFAC ANn PORAT, S AO?.330S^A02340TF (t.S1)^+S(KL).F.'.n.0) 	 Go	 TO	 6117.1=( PCI Iht( hL)- P('ONi)(KL))/(PCI.)M(KL)+PCnFI n(KL)+1.E - 37) STA02350
















GO TO 184 IT
VOLIN(KL) nVO►_IN(KL1 M (T.+ALOW*DISS(KL)) STAOP^
VQLRT(KL)s." • VOLRT(KL)+VOLIINIKL)/Vp RTIKL))




r WE	 VOLNT NEAR SQRTIVOLI 1 BY NEWTON$
S AO7FAC•.5/(/ALOW+.S)
DCnN(KL)sltON(KL)-E1MQ*7FACM( 3.+ZFAC*ZFAC2 STAG
C THE AAnVE APPROXIMATION TO THE LOG I'5 CORRF,CTFO FOR IN ADJUST A00pp22,E PROPORTION CALCULATION.
SlAQ2:140 PRnPLsPNOP(KL)/PRIRCM(KFATH)
TF(PPnPL.GT..99994)	 GO TO 192 STA02
TF(F.GF.PPASSK MPROPL) GO TO 190 STA02'
(K	 (KL) +P/PROPL A0255S1 CTOT 4sC Tf)T 5 AO?.15+2	 f•IN(KL.1seiN(KL)•1.
GO TO 1 4 1 STA02'
1 g ft CTnT(KL)=CTOT(KL)+(PPASSK-P1/(1.-PROPL) STAO21( CINI(KL)=CIN(KL)+(P-PPASSKMPROPL)/(1.-PROPL) STA02'
19 1 	r.ONTINUE S A021
rHANf	 I. •r• STA021CAI.	 (JMVPV(S(K1. +1).P,PV(1•Inn)( IF(^N0F.X(KL).LF.0) 	 GO TO 163 STAO?iCALL VMTV (COVFr9%(RTN(KL +1).RF.L) STA02i
CnFI = -ALPHA/(1.+ ALOW MOISS(KL)) STAO.i
{ rAL.L MPVS(VWIN(K1.+1).COFI*COVEC) STAOir.0 TO 1 h4 STAO21
IAi CALL k-PVS ( 0VAR ( KL +1)•ALPHA 9 RFL.) STA02i
1AA CONTINUE STAO?i
l r f1TSS( KL) C.ONTAT NIS THE GAUSSIAN DISTANCE OF THE POINT FROM THE CLUSTFRSTAOPINSTA021r VWIN IS THE
	
TNVFf+F►E COVARIANCE MATRIX	 (s*ss*)	 OVER W(KL)
r (THIS INTRODUCES SEVERAL SCALE FACTORS ) STAO21
r CnVFC IS THE CnNTPAVARIANT FORM OF THE RELATIVE DISTANCE REL• STA02
r COVF.C=VPTNMPEEL STAG?'
STA02r WF NOW HAVE ALL THE LINEAR AND QUADRATICSTATISTICS.AND PKOEVED
r Tn CALCULATF THE ARPFOXIMATF 3RD AND 4TH MOMENTS FOR TE
	
ING. STA02
r TNtSF IAnMFNTS ARE NOT CALCULATED EXACTLY: THE SQUARED STA02
C OISTANCF OF A POINT FROM THE MEAN ACTOALLY SHOULD STA02'(
r I_ISF ALL THE DATA
	
IN CALCULATNG THE MEAN AND STA02'
r
I
IANCF. WHFPEAS WE StC0VAK	 UBST fHE CO RFNT STA02
r VAI.IIFS INSTEAD.	 THUS THE VALUES CALCULATED DEPEND STA02













































W f)TSS=.DISS (KL) aN
IF (I610FA( K L) * LT .0) WRITF (39Q980) wnISS.TNOFX(KL)






NOW ADJUST THE CLASS FON 1_ARGE-SCALF, STATISTICAL EFFECTS. STA02
ONO AN OCCASIONAL BASIS.
	
THIS INCLQnFS NOMINAL NEWTONS STA02
MFTHlinCORRECTIONS AND TESTING FOR THE POSSIRILITY STA02
OF TWO CLI)STE PS	 (USING THE SKEW AND KURT STATISTICS). STA02
TF(W(KL).(;T.(WADJ(KL)+.0005).O f?.NPTSn.GE.InADJ(KL)1	 KADJ=KL STA02
IF	 (KL,FQ.145*ANn•W(KL)	 .LT.	 200.5	 .ANn.	 W(KL)	 .GT.	 199.S)KAnJ=KL STA02
IF	 (W(KL)	 .6T.I"A0,)(KL)) 	 WRITE	 (6.9999)	 INDEX(KL)*W(KL).WADJ(KL) STA02
FORMAT	 ( I	 STATIS KL.	 W(KL).WAnJ(KL) 1 •I9.2F1A.10) STA02
IF	 (NPTSO.0F.TDADJ(KL))	 WRITE	 (699997)	 !NnEX(KL). NPTS09IDAnJ(KL)STA02
FOPOAT
	
( I	 STATIS NPTSO9IDAnJ(KL) 9 93IA) STA02
PPASS(KL)=P STA02
IF(LSOPS(KL).F.(4.0.uk.PCUM(KL).FO.O.)	 GO TO 304 STA03
KFITH=KL SYA03
K,L.=LSo wS(KL) STA03





KL=KFOTH STA03KF ATH=L SWPF f+ (R (_ ) STA03
1F(Kl-,NF.KP n T)	 GO	 TO 304 STA03TF(KAf),l,NF.n)
	 CALL
	
AC► JUST(KADJ.SUM.SKEW,K(JPT.OS( I MOOVAR) STA03
TF(100f,)(NNTSO . TOTPIX)(.NF. . O.OR.MODE . EO * O), GO TO 309
STA03NXA=..x
CALL	 I-NTPF E	 (KPOT) STA03T ALL rLDUkP (KR0 T) STA03
rONITTN11F STA03




















5 1L c s STATIS	 rUwTRAN A
40 f nNT I N1 IF
IF( RIJFCNT .LT. NAUFS ) GO TO SO'
*PTTE ( 69 ?000) ITER
anmo FORMAT( $ ^NOAOF ITFOATIONS THROUGH ALL THE DATA • 9914)
ppnl)T s FROUT
CAIL..LL PRTNFE (KROT)
W&L i Lf LtOUNP (K pnT )
If (ITFW . En . NIT) NUFILE s 1
CALL CLOSMN (NUFILF)
riHnI IT s IHOLO






































F TL F : 511AL IM	 FOWTkAN A
SUDDOUTINE SUR.IM( KLMED)
SURL M t` MINATFS THE SURCLUSTFRS OF THE NOAE KLMED•
	
^	 R MFNS N bTRt3
O ► HENS RN I fT49M 
22
71 ►LS AS130 )• SUPE22Rt29). DAA2DDrJ( gPO •NSYMQ(12)•
7 Mi tpp)Jl pAl.w1 141HOPNAt^1sN!?O ) I1 jOTV8^ NP1R1 6O .VOL^TP{{11SIi ON1141•
	
Z	 3 t►pRATf ] 31•f► ^SS
FN(^12)•PPASSfI)XPSfII•OCtNt10)•PCON01 •4 0 Ni0Ri91 •A)A)
n l4FNSION VD IN(4751 GFN1999) •(3RE^(999) • AL NK(1)F(1(1	 11 ^1 A1L^utSUNK t 11 1 f INK f'311 • NDEX t27)JVALFNCE (LIN 1FUIITVALCNCCILTNKl3;A 51411 )29 1•	 (LiNK(31)rI0ADJ(2A))•




(	 i (LINK131)•S^F(f1?1;);L3 •CTOTf23 1• (L i N INKiOP f ^l11 •( 
H M
•WADJf pp ))• LL	 1
4 (L1NXQ )9OPROP11 ) 1• ILINK(	 •0W ( 17 1r (LINK ( 31)•V'^ 11 4, y1511•
5 t(. I NKC3l)•OLRT( S)) ►
 (LINK(	 •DCON ( )• `LIr NX(3 1 )9PQRATll3))•
6 (LINKf31) ►(TSS H 9 (LINK t3 )•PPASS11211r 141NK(31)•P W111•
7 (LTNK(:311)s0CINI 011• (L NK(3 `` PCcOND117 I	 1 `NK(3111 VR Nf 11 ►






FWIIIVALFNCF_ (LR11) ►LVQ?N)•(LRt2) ► LKURT)9
r
I	 (Lk(3)•LnVAR).(LV(1) ►LSUM)•(LV(2)•LSKFW) ► (LVt31 ► LOSUM)
	t	 COMMON /MISC / MQ9 MM ► LR ► LV•NINCLS • MXAR•WTTNIT *ROOTiFPS ► OjhT
I	 AMO * OOCON•XOVFLO ► XUN LO•WADJIN•ELLTMTM•55 P H*VFAG•AMM
1F onXVL • WFAC • NNTSO • PONATH • SPMVT, 9 ,WFAClGRA TMlAMOFAC•
i	 AMnM 1N ► AM0MAX•AMOPAT•VO LIM•HArPJOOIN•VRJOIN•WSIM ► WOELSM•
	
(	 4	 RFTTf R s M00F 9 C0RLFN•SPCORr
C04MO NI
 /STPAN/WAIT•CONL .V•SKPND • SKCHT•TRAND•TRCHT•URKHND•URKCMI•
1okTNT A 7C3el^)FX(1(lHEn)9 PFACEK (21n)•SR TH
7 13	 snnMAT 1/ ► I ***SUP FLIM ^•T3• ► 	SPLiT^TNG $ •F12 * S• f •09F12*S)
w'PTTF. (39713) TNOFW(KLHF.b)•5FF,AC(KLHFn)•SHLTHKLsK1.HFn
	1	 K:LSUHS(KL)
11 K ,JXeL TNot W
PRINT 714 •TNnFX(K)CALL TWFkFE (K9NJNCLS)
	
(	 714 FORMAT (I I5)
K=XNX
TF(K.Nc.0) C-0 TO 11
	


















FIMM ON SUPSUM I A • T oN)
11 MFMSInN AM)
(I * LF..2) GO TO 110
1111.(. OR01 (A.1.1 •N)
(10P100PJs1.1M?
AIJPl)sA(J) • AIJPI)
JJsJ•?IF (AHS(AWPI ► .IF.AHS(A(JJ)))CAIL opol tlks%.1.N)1nA CONTTWOF
IT=1-1




s II.F	 : TEST	 FOOTMAN	 At
SURROUTINF TEST (PIX * 	NMOROS•LTEST ASUM) TES00010




P	 PIM	 (1 ► •	 LTEST(1) TES00040






IF	 ( VALUE	 •LT.	 I	 . np	 IVALUF •GT• 04)	 GO TO 10040




OO T po 10045 T S000Q0
Cnn4n LTFST	 t	 Ino)	 a LTFST(	 100)	 •	 I TT
TE5001100
l












r T L r: TP	 FORTRAN A
FUNCTION TRAM * AMFT) TR 00010
r
CALCIILATFS THE TRACE OF THE MATRIX AM RELATIVE TO THE METRIC AM(:TR
00030T









00070AMnMIN*A M0PAX*AMOPAT*VOLLIM*HIA.* PJ4	 PFTT(:k * MU()F * CORLEN * SPCOR TP OOOAO
TNTEGFP MXAR(3II*LR(3)*LV(3) TR 00100
P AL AM(475)*AMET(475) TR 00110
PEAL*A	 DPTW Tk 00120
PPTPs
	
AM(1)*AmET(i)* * S TR 00130
no 	 10	 1=2 * MM TR 00}40
10 nPTR nPTR#AM (I) *AMET (T ) TR 00 gn
nPTM=DPTR+DPTR TR 00160
WE MUST n0URLh THE OFF(1IASONAL TERMS fSFF COMMENT IN FUNCTION QTR 00170
r Now SUSUPTRACT nIAGONALS * TR 00 80
00	 15	 T a2. * MGt TR 00190
MXA=MX AN ( I) k 00 00

























n MENS ON I N X (27 ► • 1- 95. ( 430 f tSUP R ( 29) • I OA J ( g20	 12►M19 (121•
111 cUIIP^i:wp 1 9 .^MOPR^P e ( ^OM^ 'YITV L NPR11h1P .V L^T1llSl
N
 bC^Nll+f•
3 PORAT( 3)•nISS(12)•PPAS f,2r+P S^(11 ► •OCIN(101•PCONO(7)•
4 OPRIOP(9)90DFN(8)
n M NSION VRIN(4751 GEN(999);8PEFSs999)rAL1NKS1 ►
F ^I VALENCE (LINK(I;•ALINK(1)•(LINK(311-.,Nn_X(27))F011IIVALENCE (LINK ( 3 1 ) •LSUAS ( 30)
F011 VALENCE(LINK(311!•LSUPER( Z91I ♦ ( LINK(31)•IDADJ( A))•
1 ( L INK( 3 l)•NSYMH( 1Y ► )• (LINKt31I PLUM ``26)1• (LL INK(31 PRttRcM(25)1•
2 (L NK(31)•CIN(24)1• (LINK(31)•cf0T(23))• (LINK(31) ♦ ^I^OP12211 ♦
i (L NK(,31)•SPFAC(?.1111• (LINK(311)rWADJ(20))• (LINK 31) M(19))•
	
4	 (LINK(41) OPPOP(lA • (L NK(31 •OW(17))	 (LINK(31)•V^ IIN(1l611
c, (LINK(311)•VOLRT(1511• (LINK(311^ DCONI 4;) ♦ ( LINK t 11I WAT(13;) ♦
6 (LINK(31)•n15S(1?)) ♦ ( L PiJK(311•i^PASS( 2))9 (LINK(^l)•PST(1l11fr
7 (L lNK(31)•nCIN(10)1• (LINK(31)•PCcOND( )1r ( INK(31)•VRIN(7)f ♦
A (1_JNK(311)v6FN(71 ► r (LINK(311)rOPRIOR(9)Ir (8 NK(311.0DEN(A)1rQ (Lir1K(31)•GRF_F(A1 ► ♦ ( LINK(3I) NT819g11f1
COMMONICLUS/ JUNK(12) NARL ♦ NTbP•NT657M•NWANT ♦ LINK(14000)
n IMFNSTON MXAR(31)•LR( )•LV(3)Foil VALENCE (1. 04(1) •LV, N! ♦ ( LR(?) rLKURT) •
	
I	 (LR (3) •L0VAQ) ♦ ( LV (1 ' •LSIIM ► • (LV (2) •LSKEW) r (l.V (3) ♦ LOSUM)
Co1MmON /MISC/ MOrMM•LR•LV•NINCLS ♦ MXAR•WTINTT KROOT EPSrnELT
	
1	 AMO•UUCON•XOVFLLO•XUNFLLO ♦ WADJIN ♦ ELIMTH•SEPTHsVFA ♦ AMM•SOL{H•
	
?	 INI)MV^ ♦ wFAC•NPTSO ♦ PORATH•SPMVTI^•nWFAC GRA^TM AM FACr
	
7	 W)M N ♦ AMOMAX•AM4PA T i VnLLIM 9 8 AS •PJO^H•V JO ;N • WSIM•WDELSM ♦
	4	 PFTTEK9M0DF9C0NLEN9S ORi
COMMON /STPAP/WAIT ♦ CONLV•SKRND•SKCHI ♦ TRRNn ► TRCHI•URKFIND•URKCHIs
	




KL=LSWRS(KL)TF(KL.NFo0) 60 TO 9
KL=KLO1 1 KLF=LS,11VEN (KL )In KLK=LI^ ►K(KL)CALL FREE (KL•LFN)






























FILF: TVInM X	 F()QT4AN A
511APOI)TINE TRTDMX	 fN9NM9A*09H) TRI00010QFAL*0i YTEMP•	 A0149NIM )t D(NM)• R(NM)




A I 1 00050TR 00040in TRIF	 (N	 60055o15 R 00060I t; nO 46 K a 3•N TR 00070
KK s 9-1 TR 00080SUM	 A(N—"iK-2)*A(K-IvK-2) Tl 00090
TR 1 00 1 20
nn po J a KqN
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Calculates the trace of the
of the square of the matrix
AM, relative to the metric
AMET.
Subtracts S(I)/P from PV(I)
to create (REL(I).
Adjusts the denominator off-
set and proportion of KL.
Calculates A equal to the
inverse of C and VOL equal
to the determinant of C.
B is used as temporary
storage.
Calculates the inner product
V.V relative to the metric
AMET.
Expands MATRIX AM from
triangular form and makes
and MQ*MQ square symmetric
matrix in SQ(MQ,MQ).
Puts the lower triangle of
SQ (M5,MQ) into symmetric
matrix form in TRI.
Generates an Eigenrotation
of an LP*LP submatrix of
the array R. The Eigenvalues
are r`eturned in E and this
Eigenvector matrix is in
V(NM*NM), where the second
index runs over Eigenvectors
and the first within them.
Subroutines TRIDMX, EIGVAL
and EIGVEC are used.



















order. Array A(LP) gives
the diagonal elements of
the tridiagonal matrix.
Array B is a vector of LP
elements. W and F are
temporary storage.
Calculates the Eigenvectors
for the matrix R(LP) with
maximum dimension NM. Array
A holds the triliagonalized
R; Array B holds the off-
diagonal elements of tri-
diagonalized R; E are the
Eigenvector of R; V holds
the Eigenvectors stored
columnwise and P and Q are
temporary storage.
Creates matrix A as product
of matrices B and C.
{`reates tensor product in
AM (AM=AM+V*V*C) .
Creates double precision
product of vector V and
array A in array U.
Creates product of vector V
and array A in array U.
Creates positive integer
between 0 and
Sorts the characters in
array A (I l ) through A(12).
Expands the matrix AM from
triangular form and makes an
MQ*MQ square symmetric matrix
in SQ(MQ,MQ) TR(AM,AMET)
calculates the trace of








Takes the lower triangle
of SQ(MQ,MQ) and puts it
into symmetrix matrix
form in TRI.
Calculates array VA equal
to matrix AMET times array
VB..matrix A is stored in
lower triangular form.
Calculates array VA equal
to the sum of array VA and
the product of array VB and
constant FAC.
D.1 MATHEMATICAL SUBROUTINES (CONT.)
Subroutine Name and Calling Sequence
TRIMTX (TRI, SO)
VMTV(VA,AMET,VB)








Forms sum of BIAS and product
of VFAC*AMQ.
Calculates the trace of the
square of the matrix AM,
relative to the metric AMET.
Calculates an integer between
0 and N.
Calculates a floating point
number between 0 and W.







Converts the internal binary
number IBN to the first
INCHR characters of the
array IFLD.
Returns the number of
samples, NSAMP, contained in
the field of_ the given scan
line YLINE. Array FL of
length JJ contains the ordered
pixel intercepts. Array
FIELD contains the field table
entered by the user; NPTS is
the number of points in this
field table.
Unpacks the pixel from the
data header according tj the
rectangular field description
in FLDINE using the channel
array FETVEC for NOFEAT
channels. Data stored in
LARSYS common block /TAPERD/.
Positions file on unit UNIT
at file FILE. Returns status
in ISTAT.
D.3	 EOD LARSYS ROUTINES
Subroutine Name and Calling Arguments
BNI4AI(IFLD,INCHRjIBV',
LAREAD(FLDNAM,VERTCS,FLDINF,NC)	 Reads NC field definition
card images to determine the
field name FLDNAM, the array
field vertices VERTCS, and the
array of field information
FLDINF.
LINERD(IDATA,ENDTAP)	 Unpacks information from the
data tape into array IDATA.
NUMBER(CARD,COL,NUMVEC,NOW)	 The numbers in array CARD
starting'at column COL are
stored in array NUMVEC. The
routine is terminated by
the first non-blank, non-
numeric, non-comma character.
NXTCHR(CARD,COL)	 The next non-blank character
in card CARD beginning at
column COL is returned as afunction. Pointer COL is
updated to point to the
character following the returned
D-5	 character.






Simulates the random read
of a work file. BEGADD is
the address in the file;
data is read into array
WHERE; user specifies
number of words to be read
in TOTWDS; and iii''mTUS is a
dummy variable.
Simulates the random write
of a work file. EEGADD is
the address in the file;
data is written from array
WHERE; user specifies
number of words to be written
in TOTWDS; and STATUS is a
dummy variable.
Reads the hea er record of
file IFILE frGm file DATA'PE
into common block/TAPERD/.
Writes the header record
for the data tape IUNIT.
The NCHAN channels in
array FEAT are written on
unit IUNIT. The number
of samples per channel is
in NSAMP; FRMAT contains
the format.
Writes the data from array
IDATA. Status for the last
record is in LSTLIN.












Frees the storage in the
LINK array used by cluster
KLDHED of length LEN and
all of its subclusters.
Writes error message and
terminates the program.
Frees the storage in LINK
array with index LOCATE
of length LENGTH.
Function that gets the index
for a block of storage in
LINK array and makes that
storage unavailable.
D-7
